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Appendices 


Appendix A: Storage technologies in detail  


To provide a comparable scale for developments of each technology, independently 


from patent category, we switch the absolute count of patent claims (that differ strongly) 


to a relative share. The share_Product_claimt,i (A1) defines the share of product claims 


for a year t in regard to the whole time frame of a technology i. Therefore the count of 


product claims, of a year t is divided by the count of all product claims within the whole 


time frame.  


𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 


𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑖
 (A1) 


In analogy to the share_Product_claimst,i , the share_Process_claimst,i (A2) defines the 


share of process claims for a year t in regard to the whole time frame for a technology i. 


Therefore the count of application process, manufacturing process and business method 


claims (all process claims) of a year t is divided by the count of all process claims 


(application process, manufacturing process and business method claims) within the 


whole time frame. 


𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖


𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑖
 (A2) 


The share_Manufacturing_process_claimst,i (A3) defines the share of manufacturing 


process claims (subset of process claims) for a year in regard to the whole time frame for 


a technology i. Therefore the count of manufacturing process claims of a year t is divided 


by the count of all manufacturing process claims within the whole time frame. 


𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 =  
𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖


𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑖


 (A3) 


The variables (A1-A3) measure the normalized activity of patenting 


product/process/manufacturing process claims for a year t for a technology i and are 
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introduced to enable the comparison of the unequal distributed count of product, process 


and manufacturing process claims. 
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Appendix A: Magnetic Tape 
 


  


1 


ECMA-139 (1990) 
ISO/IEC 10777 


DDS format 


 


ECMA-150 (1991) 
 ISO/IEC 11557  


DDS-DC format 2nd  
60/90m 


 


ECMA-170 (1992) 
ISO/IEC 12247  


DDS format  
60/90m 


 


ECMA-236 (1996) 
ISO/IEC 15521 
DDS-3 format  


125m 


 


ECMA-288 (1999) 
ISO/IEC 17462 
DDS-4 format  


150m 


 


ECMA-198 (1995) 
 ISO/IEC 13923 
DDS-2 format  


120m 
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Appendix A: Mini Disc 


 


 


 


Presentation of the first Mini-Disc 
by Sony 


1991 


 


Presentation of Hi-MD 
by Sony 


2004 


 


Since 2001 it is possible to copy 
data from a computer MiniDiscs via 


USB (NetMD). 


 


In 2015 Sony eased the copy 
protection for MD to MD copies for 


end user. 
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Appendix A: Floppy Disc 


  


First 8″ SS (read-only)  
1971  


80 KByte  


First 5,25″ SS  
1976  


110 KByte  


First 3″ SD  
1982  


360 KByte 


First 3,5″ SS, DD  
1983  


360 KByte 


Improvement 3,5″ HD  
1987  


„1.44 MB“  


Improvement 3,5″ ED  
1991  


„2.88 MB“  


Improvement 3,5″ LS-120  
1996  


120,375 MB 


Improvement 3,5″ HiFD  
1998/99  


150/200 MB  
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Appendix A: Hard disc 


  


5,25”: 676 MB 
3,5”: 60 MB 


2,5”: - 


5,25”: 2 GB 
3,5”: 525 MB 
2,5”: 120 MB 


5,25”: 9,1 GB 
3,5”: 2,1 GB 


2,5”: 422 MB 


5,25”: 12 GB 
3,5”: 16,8 GB 
2,5”: 4,8 MB 


5,25”: 47 GB 
3,5”: - 
2,5”: - 


3,5”: 180 GB 
2,5”: 40 GB 
1”: 340 MB 


3,5”: 320 GB 
2,5”: 60 GB 


1”: - 


3,5”: 500 GB 
2,5”: 120 GB 
1,8”: 60 GB 


1”: 8 GB 
0,85”: 6 GB 


3,5”: 750 GB 
2,5”: 200 GB 
1,8”: 80 GB 


1”: - 
0,85”: - 


3,5”: 1 TB 
2,5”: 320 GB 
1,8”: 160 GB 


3,5”: 3 TB 
2,5”: 1,5 TB 
1,8”: 320 GB 


3,5”: 4 TB 
2,5”: 2 TB 


1,8”: 320 GB 


3,5”: 8 TB 
2,5”: 2 TB 


1,8”: 320 GB 
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Appendix A: Compact disc 


  


3 


ISO/IEC 13490-1&2 
1995  


Part 1: General  
Part 2: Volume and file structure  


2 


Introduction 
Compact Disk (CD) 


1982 


Stadarising of CD-DA 
(Audio CD) in Red Book by ANSI 


IEC-908 
1980 


ISO/IEC 10149:1995 
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Appendix A: NVRAM/Compact Flash/SD Card 


  


  


CompactFlash 1.0 (1994/1995) 
        8,3 MB/s  (PIO Mode 2) 


        128 GB (137 GB) 


CompactFlash+, CompactFlash I/O 
(1997) 


        Card without memory 
function, but with radio reception 


for example.  


CF+ und CompactFlash 2.0 (2003) 
16,6 MB/s  


(PIO Mode 4) 


 CF+ and CompactFlash 3.0 
(2004) 


        66 MB/s (UDMA 66) 
25 MB/s in PC-Card-Mode; 


Keyword security protection  


CF+ and CompactFlash 4.0 (2006) 
        133 MB/s (UDMA 133) 


Keyword security protection 


CompactFlash 5.0 (2010) 
     48-Bit-sektor adressing via 


LBA-48.  


CompactFlash 6.0  
(18.th of november 2010) 


       Ultra DMA Mode 7 up to 167 
MB/s 


Introduction Secure Digital 
Memory Card (SD-Card)  


SD 1.0 
1 GB 
2001 


Introduction of 
first SD-HC  


SD 2.0 
up to 4 GB 


2006 


SDXC (SD eXtended 
Capacity)  


SD 3.0 
32 GB 
2009 


Introduction 
microSD-Card 


2005 


Announcement 
microSD-HC-Card 


2011 


Announcement 
microSD-XC-Card 


2014 
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Appendix A: DVD 


  


  


ISO/IEC 16824:1999 
120 mm DVD rewritable disk (DVD-


RAM)  


ISO/IEC 20563:2001 
80 mm (1,23 Gbytes per side) and 


120 mm (3,95 Gbytes per side) 
DVD-recordable disk (DVD-R)  


ISO/IEC 16448:2002 
120 mm DVD -- Read-only disk 


ISO/IEC 17342:2004 
80 mm (1,46 Gbytes per side) and 


120 mm (4,70 Gbytes per side) 
DVD re-recordable disk (DVD-RW)   


ISO/IEC 23912:2005 
80 mm (1,46 Gbytes per side) and 


120 mm (4,70 Gbytes per side) 
DVD Recordable Disk (DVD-R)   


ISO/IEC 13170:2009  
120 mm (8,54 Gbytes per side) and 
80 mm (2,66 Gbytes per side) DVD 


re-recordable disk for dual layer 
(DVD-RW for DL)  


ISO/IEC 12862:2011 
120 mm (8,54 Gbytes per side) and 
80 mm (2,66 Gbytes per side) DVD 


recordable disk for dual layer 
(DVD-R for DL)   


ISO/IEC 29121:2013  
Digitally recorded media for 
information interchange and 


storage -- Data migration method 
for DVD-R, DVD-RW, DVD-RAM, 


+R, and +RW disks 
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Appendix A: ReRam 


  


  


In 2013 Panasonic announced 
an 8-Bit microcontroller with 


integrated RRAM and a 
capacity of 64 Kbyte for 


commercial use. 


In 2017 RRAM has been 
outperformed as the prices are not 
competitive against other storing 


mediums as flash card for example. 


First patents and research activities 
for this technology in 2000. 


Since 2010 RRAM is part of 
several operative, 


experimental developments. 
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Appendix A: HD-DVD 


  


  


 


At the 31.th of March 2006 the first 
HD-DVD-player “HD-XA1” has been 


placed on the market in japan by 
Toshiba. 


 


At the 19.th of November 2003 
HD-DVD is declared high definition 


follower of DVD through the 
specification of read-only discs. 


 
At the 31th of August 2007 a three 
layer HD-DVD with 17 GB per layer 
and a total capacity of 51 GB has 
been declared by the DVD-forum. 


 


At the 19.th of February 2008 
Toshiba, declares the stop for 
development, production and 
commercialization of HD-DVD. 
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Appendix A: Blu-ray 


  
 


 


 


RE 1.0 passed by the Blu-ray Disc 
Association (BDA) in 2002 


 


Blu-ray standard (E 2.0/2.1 was 
passed in 2005 


 


Blu-ray standard RE 3.0 was passed 
in 2010 
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Appendix B: Pooled OLS robustness checks 


Model: pooled OLS, with 219 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 9, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const −6.96387 1.63883 −4.249 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Process_claimst+1,i,0 0.585268 0.0347580 16.84 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Process_claimst+1,i,1 0.126042 0.0273086 4.615 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Process_claimst+1,i,2 −0.0982048 0.0300441 −3.269 0.0013 *** 


pc_Process_claimst+1,i,3 0.0549960 0.0268253 2.050 0.0416 ** 


pc_Process_claimst+1,i,4 0.0418269 0.0256061 1.633 0.1039  


pc_Process_claimst+1,i,5 0.000475615 0.000749582 0.6345 0.5264  


 
means dependent variable −2.788729  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 36.05379 


sum of square residuals  95015.00  standard error of regression  21.17036 


r-square  0.664700  adjusted r-square  0.655210 


F(6, 210)  70.04488  P-value(F)  1.28e-47 


Log-Likelihood −975.7102  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1975.002 


Schwarz-Criteria  1989.144  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.756753 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 222 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 9, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 5.18533 2.71619 1.909 0.0576 * 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 0.848963 0.0800128 10.61 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,1 0.269645 0.0810923 3.325 0.0010 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,2 0.0934717 0.0642374 1.455 0.1471  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3  0.126682 0.0595889 2.126 0.0346 ** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 −0.148971 0.0291049 −5.118 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 0.0286460 0.00904164 3.168 0.0018 *** 


 
means dependent variable  5.274935  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 53.18133 


sum of square residuals  275898.4  standard error of regression  35.82246 


r-square  0.558594  adjusted r-square  0.546275 


F(6, 210)  45.34659  P-value(F)  1.24e-35 


Log-Likelihood −1105.892  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2235.400 


Schwarz-Criteria  2249.602  Durbin-Watson-Stat  2.425099 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 214 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 9, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const −9.67274 1.65836 −5.833 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,0 0.487917 0.0309750 15.75 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,1 0.179843 0.0306967 5.859 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,2 0.0841319 0.0318037 2.645 0.0088 *** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,3 0.00171623 0.0309192 0.05551 0.9558  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,4 0.0675185 0.0257711 2.620 0.0094 *** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,5 6.91743e-05 0.000735482 0.09405 0.9252  


 
means dependent variable −3.382896  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 35.81996 


sum of square residuals  90317.59  standard error of regression  20.88820 


r-square  0.669522  adjusted r-square  0.659943 


F(6, 210)  69.89424  P-value(F)  4.25e-47 


Log-Likelihood −950.4798  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1924.481 


Schwarz-Criteria  1938.521  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.668144 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 202 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 6, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const −8.00567 2.40172 −3.333 0.0010 *** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,0 


0.104927 0.0172838 6.071 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,1 


0.0453859 0.0172777 2.627 0.0093 *** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,2 


0.0197449 0.00939237 2.102 0.0368 ** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,3 


0.00596146 0.00897532 0.6642 0.5073  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,4 


−0.00155720 0.00894922 −0.1740 0.8620  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,5 


0.00180615 0.00340859 0.5299 0.5968  


 
means dependent variable −4.143027  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 33.95513 


sum of square residuals  187152.5  standard error of regression  30.97994 


r-square  0.192414  adjusted r-square  0.167565 


F(6, 210)  7.743399  P-value(F)  1.76e-07 


Log-Likelihood −976.5981  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1976.566 


Schwarz-Criteria  1990.354  Durbin-Watson-Stat  0.935748 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 105 observations and 9 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 1, maximum 20 


Dependent variable: pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const −20.6217 3.09456 −6.664 <0.0001 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,


0 


0.170993 0.0311652 5.487 <0.0001 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,


1 


0.131933 0.0304118 4.338 <0.0001 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,


2 


0.0488278 0.0180615 2.703 0.0081 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,


3 


0.00909666 0.0151887 0.5989 0.5506  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,


4 


−0.000416952 0.0144885 −0.02878 0.9771  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,


5 


0.0295550 0.00955240 3.094 0.0026 *** 


 
means dependent variable −12.90770  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 34.14630 


sum of square residuals  70435.96  standard error of regression  26.80922 


r-square  0.419137  adjusted r-square  0.383574 


F(6, 210)  11.78574  P-value(F)  6.51e-10 


Log-Likelihood −490.6847  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1002.898 


Schwarz-Criteria  1013.947  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.190474 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 222 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 9, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 8.02315 3.02587 2.652 0.0086 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 0.935296 0.0891352 10.49 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,1 0.152406 0.0903377 1.687 0.0930 * 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,2 0.118200 0.0715612 1.652 0.1000  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 −0.0314555 0.0663828 −0.4739 0.6361  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 −0.111945 0.0324231 −3.453 0.0007 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 0.0259700 0.0100725 2.578 0.0106 ** 


 
means dependent variable  6.327688  standard deviation of dependent variable  55.13715 


sum of square residuals  342395.8  standard error of regression  39.90662 


r-square  0.490379  adjusted r-square  0.476157 


F(6, 210)  34.48032  P-value(F)  4.92e-29 


Log-Likelihood −1129.860  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2283.337 


Schwarz-Criteria  2297.539  Durbin-Watson-Stat  2.496081 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 202 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 6, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const −0.792193 3.51578 −0.2253 0.8220  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,0 


0.0910093 0.0253010 3.597 0.0004 *** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,1 


0.0433635 0.0252921 1.715 0.0880 * 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,2 


0.0227686 0.0137491 1.656 0.0993 * 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,3 


−0.00724851 0.0131386 −0.5517 0.5818  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,4 


0.0187471 0.0131004 1.431 0.1540  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i


,5 


0.000680421 0.00498968 0.1364 0.8917  


 
means dependent variable  3.265751  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 46.94178 


sum of square residuals  401044.2  standard error of regression  45.35016 


r-square  0.094524  adjusted r-square  0.066663 


F(6, 210)  3.392722  P-value(F)  0.003317 


Log-Likelihood −1053.575  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2130.520 


Schwarz-Criteria  2144.308  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.721158 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 105 observations and 9 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 1, maximum 20 


Dependent variable: pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const −17.0144 4.23155 −4.021 0.0001 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,0 0.139706 0.0426158 3.278 0.0014 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,1 0.145059 0.0415856 3.488 0.0007 *** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,2 0.0419791 0.0246976 1.700 0.0924 * 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,3 0.0132854 0.0207693 0.6397 0.5239  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,4 0.00457468 0.0198118 0.2309 0.8179  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,5 0.0427178 0.0130621 3.270 0.0015 *** 


 
means dependent variable −7.579924  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 42.40849 


sum of square residuals  131703.1  standard error of regression  36.65936 


r-square  0.295863  adjusted r-square  0.252753 


F(6, 210)  6.862916  P-value(F)  4.21e-06 


Log-Likelihood −523.5417  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1068.611 


Schwarz-Criteria  1079.661  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.274099 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 217 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 8, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 31.5886 15.2190 2.076 0.0391 ** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 2.38846 0.450327 5.304 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,1 0.0199092 0.486119 0.04096 0.9674  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,2 −0.499187 0.358666 −1.392 0.1655  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 1.44735 0.338209 4.279 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 −0.887892 0.164505 −5.397 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 0.249573 0.0508317 4.910 <0.0001 *** 


 
means dependent variable  36.82836  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 238.6062 


sum of square residuals   8219273  standard error of regression  197.8368 


r-square  0.331631  adjusted r-square  0.312535 


F(6, 210)  17.36630  P-value(F)  2.74e-16 


Log-Likelihood −1451.727  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2927.011 


Schwarz-Criteria  2941.113  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.409710 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 210 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 8, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 16.8955 17.4538 0.9680 0.3342  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,0 1.37912 0.323901 4.258 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,1 0.679118 0.329457 2.061 0.0405 ** 


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,2 0.467719 0.330640 1.415 0.1587  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,3 −0.496146 0.322716 −1.537 0.1258  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,4 0.144727 0.267118 0.5418 0.5885  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,5 −0.00348360 0.00757198 −0.4601 0.6460  


 
means dependent variable  31.19342  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 230.1208 


sum of square residuals   9384343  standard error of regression  215.0077 


r-square  0.152098  adjusted r-square  0.127037 


F(6, 210)  6.069075  P-value(F)  7.30e-06 


Log-Likelihood −1422.259  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2867.990 


Schwarz-Criteria  2881.948  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.448514 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 104 observations and 9 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 1, maximum 20 


Dependent variable: pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 3.82338 18.4826 0.2069 0.8365  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,0 0.380513 0.188251 2.021 0.0460 ** 


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,1 0.0518936 0.182310 0.2846 0.7765  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,2 0.0137528 0.109568 0.1255 0.9004  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,3 −0.0777242 0.0926324 −0.8391 0.4035  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,4 −0.00954423 0.0864778 −0.1104 0.9123  


pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,5 0.0310018 0.0573595 0.5405 0.5901  


 
means dependent variable  4.662455  standard deviation of dependent variable  158.7190 


sum of square residuals   2482703  standard error of regression  159.9840 


r-square  0.043181  adjusted r-square -0.016004 


F(6, 210)  0.729592  P-value(F)  0.626871 


Log-Likelihood −671.7539  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1365.007 


Schwarz-Criteria  1376.019  Durbin-Watson-Stat  2.224050 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 154 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 5, maximum 23 


Dependent variable: pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 32.7709 21.0284 1.558 0.1213  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 0.915692 0.669279 1.368 0.1733  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,1 −0.0897688 0.768535 −0.1168 0.9072  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,2 1.20322 0.732250 1.643 0.1025  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 −0.263731 0.731311 −0.3606 0.7189  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 −0.0246278 0.495818 −0.04967 0.9605  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 0.293833 0.0723601 4.061 <0.0001 *** 


 
means dependent variable  39.86707  standard deviation of dependent 


variable 


 242.6049 


sum of square residuals   7332032  standard error of regression  223.3333 


r-square  0.185795  adjusted r-square  0.152562 


F(6, 210)  5.590689  P-value(F)  0.000030 


Log-Likelihood −1047.869  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2118.373 


Schwarz-Criteria  2130.997  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.495274 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 154 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 5, maximum 23 


Dependent variable: pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 24.4738 20.7165 1.181 0.2394  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,0 0.527015 0.462545 1.139 0.2564  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,1 0.673305 0.497503 1.353 0.1780  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,2 −0.0894228 0.519457 −0.1721 0.8636  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,3 0.186031 0.475110 0.3916 0.6960  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,4 0.266934 0.450988 0.5919 0.5548  


pc_Application_process_claimst+1,i,5 0.0349866 0.00822989 4.251 <0.0001 *** 


 
means dependent variable  39.86707  standard deviation of dependent variable  242.6049 


sum of square residuals   7486537  standard error of regression  225.6742 


r-square  0.168637  adjusted r-square  0.134704 


F(6, 210)  4.969688  P-value(F)  0.000116 


Log-Likelihood −1049.475  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2121.585 


Schwarz-Criteria  2134.208  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.509971 


 


 


Model: pooled OLS, with 150 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 5, maximum 23 


Dependent variable: pc_ComputerMethod_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 29.6783 20.1842 1.470 0.1437  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 0.250924 0.137877 1.820 0.0709 * 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,1 0.00841421 0.138609 0.06070 0.9517  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,2 0.0242015 0.0712854 0.3395 0.7347  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,3 0.0239110 0.0706695 0.3384 0.7356  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,4 −0.0501814 0.0711348 −0.7054 0.4817  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,5 0.0212106 0.0255798 0.8292 0.4084  


 
means dependent variable  34.59962  standard deviation of dependent variable  229.3539 


sum of square residuals   7581669  standard error of regression  230.2578 


r-square  0.032688  adjusted r-square -0.007898 


F(6, 210)  0.805398  P-value(F)  0.567292 


Log-Likelihood −1025.136  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2072.835 


Schwarz-Criteria  2085.347  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.447831 
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Model: pooled OLS, with 217 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 8, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 25.7625 14.6298 1.761 0.0797 * 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 2.21512 0.402773 5.500 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 1.47949 0.333054 4.442 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 −0.866861 0.162781 −5.325 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 0.251733 0.0502954 5.005 <0.0001 *** 


 
means dependent variable  36.82836  standard deviation of 


dependent variable 


 238.6062 


sum of square residuals   8297534  standard error of regression  197.8366 


r-square  0.325267  adjusted r-square  0.312536 


F(6, 210)  25.54961  P-value(F)  2.74e-17 


Log-Likelihood −1452.755  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2922.337 


Schwarz-Criteria  2932.410  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.400083 
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Appendix C: Mean absolute distances between realized and forecasted values in detail 


 
In Sample 


    


Technology all years without 1st year 1st period 2nd period 


All 94.731 81.110 
  


Magnetic Tape 62.104 62.736 66.787 56.682 


Mini Disc 97.025 93.485 128.256 63.712 


Floppy Disc 139.333 140.795 103.813 188.173 


Hard Disc 56.816 51.070 82.328 28.752 


Compact Disc 42.472 42.199 47.062 39.030 


NVRAM 62.895 61.101 80.078 39.986 


DVD 59.943 57.338 91.445 49.442 


ReRam 110.239 81.970 129.110 59.913 


HD-DVD 359.357 152.163 808.053 90.139 


Blu-ray 139.503 56.068 312.108 53.200 


Mean 112.969 79.892 184.904 66.903 
     


In Sample significant regressors 
   


Technology all years without 1st year 1st period 2nd period 


All 91.419 78.144 
  


Magnetic Tape 57.508 63.337 60.995 53.470 


Mini Disc 87.090 87.752 117.427 54.731 


Floppy Disc 132.953 134.702 94.238 186.185 


Hard Disc 55.937 49.767 71.782 38.507 


Compact Disc 41.853 42.140 29.116 51.405 


NVRAM 54.839 52.833 68.615 36.473 


DVD 65.955 63.184 85.757 59.355 


ReRam 109.078 84.698 126.973 61.359 


HD-DVD 369.609 157.468 826.862 95.258 


Blu-ray 145.646 58.462 314.261 61.338 


Mean 112.047 79.434 179.602 69.808 
     


Out Sample 
    


Technology all years without 1st year 1st period 2nd period 


Magnetic Tape 64.615 65.316 69.934 58.457 


Mini Disc 120.389 111.290 153.480 85.092 


Floppy Disc 170.919 163.665 137.971 216.223 


Hard Disc 59.417 53.982 85.613 30.601 


Compact Disc 45.279 44.804 50.271 41.535 


NVRAM 67.650 66.521 85.731 43.543 


DVD 62.337 59.359 94.916 51.477 


ReRam 124.649 93.250 145.008 70.359 


HD-DVD 414.551 124.405 991.984 68.091 


Blu-ray 552.397 68.915 1593.793 31.699 


Mean 168.220 85.151 340.870 69.708 
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Out sample significant regressors 
   


Technology all years without 1st year 1st period 2nd period 


Magnetic Tape 60.983 61.300 67.906 52.967 


Mini Disc 96.550 99.461 125.918 65.225 


Floppy Disc 152.114 144.960 118.598 198.197 


Hard Disc 59.046 54.545 84.618 30.916 


Compact Disc 46.650 45.615 53.440 41.558 


NVRAM 69.334 69.184 90.113 41.629 


DVD 65.916 62.668 102.940 53.575 


ReRam 127.750 100.132 149.297 70.293 


HD-DVD 392.437 102.953 945.049 60.869 


Blu-ray 541.968 68.509 1563.339 31.283 


Mean 161.275 80.933 330.122 64.651 
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Appendix D: Pooled OLS robustness check by introducing a dummy variable to handle the 


scattering of the first percental change (pc) per technology i 


Model: pooled OLS, with 217 observations and 10 cross-section units 


Length of time series: minimum 8, maximum 41 


Dependent variable: pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 


 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const 31.4446 14.9902 2.098 0.0371 ** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 2.32505 0.444161 5.235 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,1 −0.0373200 0.479266 −0.07787 0.9380  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,2 −0.659294 0.358101 −1.841 0.0670 * 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 1.36589 0.334455 4.084 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 −1.06923 0.175102 −6.106 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 0.187343 0.0550061 3.406 0.0008 *** 


pc_dummy 222.883 81.5911 2.732 0.0068 *** 


 
means dependent variable  36.82836  standard deviation of 


dependent variable 


 238.6062 


sum of square residuals   7935925  standard error of regression  194.8613 


r-square  0.354672  adjusted r-square  0.333058 


F(6, 210)  16.40949  P-value(F)  3.63e-17 


Log-Likelihood −1447.921  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2922.764 


Schwarz-Criteria  2938.880  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.462623 
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Abstract - One of the most important business tasks is analysis of competitors. When 


data is lacking, patent analysis is applied using several approaches. However, recent 


approaches lack three elements. First, they neglect the claim area with regard to a detailed 


semantic analysis of claims, despite claims describing the legal core of patented products 


and processes granting exclusive rights. Second, even when using claims, these 


approaches apply the same natural language processes to title, abstract, description and 


claims, ignoring the domain ontology of claims, which forces biases. Third, none of the 


approaches focuses on the Blue Ocean Strategy to provide decision support. In this 


article, the author provides a method to measure similarities between companies’ product 


patent claims using a new claim-specific term weighting. By establishing corporate 


networks based on similarities, hub score and changes in this score are used as proxies for 


competitive concentration and product differentiation to provide a strategic portfolio with 


the Blue Ocean Strategy. Within the field of Blu-ray Technology it could have been 


found that the strategic portfolio from a certain perspective does successfully reproduce 


the market data in terms of Amazon’s bestseller lists. Therefore the year where a 


company has entered its overall highest position towards the Blue Ocean within the 


strategic portfolio based on product claims is the key. Results show that the company 


who has reached from a timely perspective at last its maximal standing regarding claim-


based (product claims) product differentiation, succeeds in competition. Due to the 


provision of a computer-aided operationalization of the Blue Ocean Strategy, this 


approach carries out value among theoretical and managerial implications. 
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1. Introduction 


High current sales and profits and growth of these financial aspects in the future force 


companies to outperform their competition or open up new markets. A holistic approach 


to competitor analysis is used to consider information deriving from society, 


technology, economy, ecology and politics, including market and product data, law and 


technology developments. However, complications in competitor analyses result from a 


lack of sufficient public available data and implementable insights, which help clarify 


competitors’ current strategic steps and anticipate future ones. The forecast of 


competitors' future prices, sales or marketing activities is based on a high degree of 


uncertainty, as public data is rarely available. A common way to obtain public 


information to prepare strategic moves in competition, or adapt one's own steps if 


necessary, is to analyze competitors' intellectual property using the technology-based 


perspective. Although other information should be analyzed to ensure a holistic 


competitor analysis, patent analysis is central to the technology-based view. Due to the 


high financial and personnel investments in research and development, companies in 


most cases protect their intellectual property with patents in addition to methods such as 


trade secrets. If a patent holder, whether represented by a person, a university, a non-


profit association or a company, suspects that a third party is manufacturing, using, 


selling, offering for sale or importing a product or process that manufactures, sells, 


offers for sale or imports his or her invention in accordance with the territorial principle, 


he or she has the right to prosecute that infringement (35 U.S.C. § 281 (2006)). Patents 


are thus a central component in preparing medium- and long-term strategic steps in 


technology-driven competition. Detailed information about exclusive rights to products 


or processes is solely defined by features in the morphology of the patent: the patent 


claims. This meta information is not yet annotated in patents. In contrast to a whole 
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patent, patent claims differentiate the category for exclusive rights among products and 


processes in terms of application, manufacturing processes and computer-


implemented/business methods for the smallest possible entity within a legal character.  


Different approaches examine the support of competitor analysis based on patent data 


using bibliometric data (Sternitzke et al., 2008; Ernst and Omland, 2011; Abbas et al., 


2014; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Trappey et al., 2016), the semantics of all or part of the 


patent document (Niwa, 2016; van Zeebroeck and van Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 2011; 


Chen et al., 2003; de Carvalho, Danilo Silva et al., 2014; Han and Sohn, 2015; Darby, 


2009) or the patent versus product perspective (Park and Yoon, 2014). The main 


difficulty is that none of these approaches is able to sufficiently process the claims—the 


most important aspect—through a computerized approach. Thus far, most approaches 


treat patent claims only at an unspecified, high level and neglect the complex ontology 


of the claim domain. In particular, current approaches lack three aspects.  


First, these approaches usually focus only on bibliometric information, and even if they 


consider semantics, they focus on the entire patent text or a subset of title, abstract, 


claim or description, leading to bias since claims are often part of the abstracts and the 


same words are count double. They neglect to differentiate the detailed claim section 


from the claim and feature perspective, even though this section is the core of patented 


products and processes for assessing litigation, as it prevents competitors from bringing 


similar products to market. By limiting themselves to the entire patent text, these 


approaches cannot distinguish between patent claim categories, although the separation 


between claim categories is indispensable from a claim-technical point of view to be 


able to distinguish between products and processes for the precise analysis of the 


competitive situation. If the patent claim category is not identified in pre-processing, the 
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category may be lost when searching for frequent or discriminatory words (Younge and 


Kuhn, 2015). 


Second, these approaches apply the same natural language processes to title, 


abstraction, description and claims, ignoring the complex domain ontology of claims 


and traits that lead to misleading results. They neglect a holistic claim-specific natural 


language processing (NLP) from a claim-specific stop word filter to a claim-specific 


term weighting, which is needed to exploit the anomalous domain of claims and 


features in comparison to the abstract or description (Osenga, 2006). 


Third, they rarely align with computer-aided strategic decision support, even if there are 


different approaches in business management. Thus far, no approach uses the known 


and successfully evaluated Blue Ocean Strategy for patent claim analysis. However, 


applying this strategy based on a computerized method would reducing manual effort, 


for example, through desk research. 


In this article, the author focuses on how, with the help of semantic analysis of patent 


claims, proxies can be defined to identify competitors’ semantic concentration and 


companies’ strategic steps, at best, toward an undisputed marketplace by generating 


product differentiation within a technology field over time, using the Blue Ocean 


Strategy (Kim and Mauborgne, 2013).  


Considering the analogy to Kim and Mauborgne (2013), the author creates a strategic 


portfolio in which companies are represented by their distance to the mean hub score in 


each year on the y-axis and in view of the application years on the x-axis, visually 


separated by Blue and Red Ocean. 


Using the example of Blu-ray technology, the presented method is used to identify the 


strategic moves of the top five companies over time with the help of a strategic 


portfolio. Adding market data to discuss the method results completes this case study. 
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This article is structured as follows. Section 2 provides theoretical background on patent 


claims and a brief introduction to the Blue Ocean Strategy. Afterward, the method, the 


Blu-ray technology case study and associated data set, as well as relevant market data 


for Blu-ray players, are presented in Section 3. The results are provided in Section 4. 


Finally, Section 5 concludes with theoretical and business implications and outlines 


future developments of this approach. 
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2. Theoretical background 


In this section, the theoretical background is introduced in terms of competitor analysis 


based on patent data and a brief introduction to Blue Ocean Strategy. 


2.1 Competitor analysis based on patent data 


Different approaches examine the support of competitor analysis based on patent data 


using bibliometric data (Sternitzke et al., 2008; Ernst and Omland, 2011; Abbas et al., 


2014; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Trappey et al., 2016), the semantics of all or part of the 


patent document (Niwa, 2016; van Zeebroeck and van Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 2011; 


Chen et al., 2003; de Carvalho, Danilo Silva et al., 2014; Han and Sohn, 2015; Darby, 


2009) or the patent versus product perspective (Park and Yoon, 2014). Shown 


approaches are used as baseline for my approach. 


2.2 Blue Ocean Strategy 


In their well-known Blue Ocean Strategy, W. C. Kim and R. Mauborgne (2013) present 


a broad approach to companies’ competitive game in certain markets. This framework 


suggest avoiding competition in highly concentrated markets with low profits (defined 


as the Red Ocean) and instead creating new markets in which no or few competitors 


operate and high profits are much easier to achieve (defined as the Blue Ocean). To 


achieve this goal, a company is encouraged to leave the Red Ocean and enter the Blue 


Ocean through product differentiation, lower costs and removing features not useful for 


customers. These steps aim to improve innovation value. However, even if a company 


is active in the Blue Ocean, where prices can be set higher due to less competition, new 


entrants can turn the Blue Ocean into a red one in the future. In both cases, a company 


should increase its product and service differentiation while reducing its own costs. 
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Therefore, adding new features and eliminating costly, unessential features is 


imperative.  


To apply the Blue Ocean Strategy to patent analysis, the author has operationalized this 


approach by deriving patent-based proxies for competitive concentration and product 


differentiation. 


2.3 Metrics 


Building upon the idea of innovation value proposed in the Blue Ocean Strategy, the 


author decided to define the two proxies of competitor concentration and product 


differentiation as associated with innovation value. Although product differentiation has 


a key impact on innovation value, it must not be responsible for innovation success in 


general. Because competitor concentration has a strong association to the behavior of 


entities, in this case companies, within a technology field, the network theoretical proxy 


of hub score was selected.  


The hub score defined by Kleinberg (1999) derives from Hyperlink-Induced 


Topic Search (HITS) and was essentially introduced as a link analysis algorithm for 


evaluating websites. Based on both hub score and authority indicators, sites are 


classified by a strong hub score, meaning that these sites refer to many other sites or, for 


a strong authority, a site has been linked to many hubs. Since the network used in this 


method is undirected, hub score and authority are the same indicator that measures the 


DTW-weighted ability of a node to be a hub, so on average, its claims are semantically 


positioned more centrally than other nodes or companies (hub score is used as a 


representative term in this article). Since the hub score embodies the idea of capturing 


competitors’ concentration, the author decided to use the hub score for the first line of 


research (bearing in mind that there are other network measures to evaluate as well). In 


general the hub score is defined as follows: 
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with 


 
 


where i = 1 , … , n 


hi = hub weight 


ai = authority weight 


A is the link matrix with Aij = 1 when i has one link to site j, and Aij = 0 otherwise 


AT is the transposed matrix of A. 


For further details see (Kleinberg, 1999). 
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3. Method and dataset 


In this section, the method is presented using short examples. The description and the 


patent data set for the Blu-ray technology are then provided. Finally, market data based 


on the Amazon bestseller lists in the category Blu-ray players for the USA and 


Germany is presented. 


3.1 Method 


The approach consists of five main steps: (1) input extraction, (2) claim pre-processing, 


(3) text processing, (4) similarity measurement and company network and (5) output 


generation with a strategic portfolio (see Figure 1).   


 


Figure 1: Five steps of the method. Source: Author. 


 


In the first step, the input set is extracted from the Derwent's Innovation export, which 


contains the patent number, INPADOC family ID, application date/year, 


applicant/ultimate parent and claims as a record of a selected search query.  


After importing the input data, the second step pre-processes the claim to transfer the 


patent-based table (see Table 1), which contains the entire claim section as a concept, 


into a claim based table (see Table 2) with duplicate patent number, INPADOC family 
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ID, application date/year and parent patent, but separates claims (1 or 1-n) of the patent 


as a semantic concept.  


Table 1: Patent-based input table (Samsung, 2006). Source: Derwent 


Innovation/Author. 


Publication 


Number 


Concept: Claims … 


US7843790B


2 


1. An apparatus for playing a multiple-layer optical disc, comprising an optical disc drive to read data of 


the multiple-layer optical disc, in which the data recorded on a previous layer and a subsequent layer of the 


multiple-layer optical disc is read in an OTP manner,  


wherein the optical disc drive comprises:  


a pick-up module; and  


a microcomputer to control the pick-up module such that, when a start sector at the beginning of an 


effective data area of the subsequent layer is located outward from a last sector of the previous layer, the 


pick-up module is moved to a position corresponding to the start sector at the beginning of the effective 


data area of the subsequent layer continuously after completing the reading of the data recorded on the 


previous layer, and is made to perform a layer jump to the position corresponding to the start sector at the 


beginning of the effective data area of the subsequent layer.  


2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the optical disc drive further comprises a memory to store 


information for controlling an overall operation of the optical disc drive, and data read during control of the 


microcomputer. 


… 


… 


 


Subsequently, the claim level is annotated on each claim as independent, dependent or 


multiple-dependent claims. In addition, the category of each claim is added in 


accordance with the procedure established in (Wittfoth et al., 2017) .  


Table 2: Claim-based table. Source: Derwent Innovation/Author. 


Publicati


on 


Number 


Claim_ID Claim 


category 


Claim level Concept: Claims … 


US78437


90B2 


US7843790


B2_1 


Product 


claim 


Independent 


(main) claim 


1. An apparatus for playing a multiple-layer optical disc, 


comprising an optical disc drive to read data of the multiple-


layer optical disc, in which the data recorded on a previous 


layer and a subsequent layer of the multiple-layer optical disc 


is read in an OTP manner,  


wherein the optical disc drive comprises:  


a pick-up module; and  


a microcomputer to control the pick-up module such that, 


when a start sector at the beginning of an effective data area 


of the subsequent layer is located outward from a last sector 


of the previous layer, the pick-up module is moved to a 


position corresponding to the start sector at the beginning of 


the effective data area of the subsequent layer continuously 


after completing the reading of the data recorded on the 


previous layer, and is made to perform a layer jump to the 


position corresponding to the start sector at the beginning of 


the effective data area of the subsequent layer. 


… 


US78437


90B2 


US7843790


B2_2 


Product 


claim 


Dependent 


sub claim (1. 


level) 


2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the optical 


disc drive further comprises a memory to store information 


for controlling an overall operation of the optical disc drive, 


and data read during control of the microcomputer. 


… 


    …  
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The categorization of (Wittfoth et al., 2017) for product, application process, 


manufacturing process and business method claims is taken into account to filter out 


product claims. Consequently, this step decisively separates products from processes so 


that the following analysis can focused on product innovation and neglect process 


innovation. 


In the third step, text processing was applied to the claim concepts in the claim-based 


table. The claim concept was processed by a case converter (lower case), punctuation 


filter, number filter, n-char (>= 3) and claim specific stop word filter1, Kuhlen Stemmer, 


and the new term weighting, DTW.  


To build a claim-specific term weighting that considers the ontology of patent claims, 


(i.e., beginning with the general and ending specifically among the sequence of words), 


DTW was developed as follows. The each claim’s terms were weighted from the first to 


the last unique term to determine the index (i) of the term per claim by a decreasing 


weight from ~1 to ~0 (see examples in Table 3), calculated according to equation (1). 


Due to the domain structure of a claim, by starting from a more general description 


(e.g., preamble and transition phrase) and leading to a more specific description (body) 


in a claim, the author developed this new type of claim-specific term weighting. Other 


possibilities make sense (e.g., the inverted weighting of DTW or an increasing and 


decreasing weighing among the word sequences) and will be addressed in future work. 


 


  


                                                 


1 I focus on the main non-valuable stopwords in claim language such as comprising, according, 


characterize, wherein and so on. But allow prepositions i. e. because in my point of view, 


prepositions characterize subjects when taking the sequence of terms by DTW into account. 
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Table 3: Concept of the first claim patent US7843790B2 (Samsung). Source: Author. 


Index (i) Term 


DTW of claim 


concept (c = 


40) 


Index (i) Term 


DTW of 


claim 


concept (c = 


40) 


1 apparatus 0.97561 21 such 0.487805 


2 for 0.95122 22 when 0.463415 


3 play 0.926829 23 start 0.439024 


4 multiple-layer 0.902439 24 sector 0.414634 


5 optical 0.878049 25 beginn 0.390244 


6 disc 0.853659 26 effective 0.365854 


7 drive 0.829268 27 area 0.341463 


8 read 0.804878 28 locate 0.317073 


9 data 0.780488 29 outward 0.292683 


10 which 0.756098 30 last 0.268293 


11 record 0.731707 31 move 0.243902 


12 previous 0.707317 32 position 0.219512 


13 layer 0.682927 33 correspond 0.195122 


14 subsequent 0.658537 34 continuous 0.170732 


15 otp 0.634146 35 after 0.146341 


16 manner 0.609756 36 complete 0.121951 


17 pick-up 0.585366 37 reade 0.097561 


18 module 0.560976 38 made 0.073171 


19 microcomputer 0.536585 39 perform 0.04878 


20 control 0.512195 40 jump 0.02439 


 


𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑖) =
(𝑐+1)−𝑖


𝑐+1
 


For all i=1…n;  


c = count of different terms per concept; 


 i = index of term 


 


Accordingly, a more claim specific comparison to the common weightings is possible, 


where the domain structure and term indices (order of terms) in a text are neglected 


(e.g., the TF-IDF weighting).  


In the fourth step, the claims’ similarity measurement was performed in a cumulative 


procedure through several iterations. From these iterations, incremental similarities 


were calculated step by step, accounting for earlier years. The first iteration contains all 


claims for the patent set’s first application year (i.e., 2000); the second iteration consists 


of all claims in the first and second year (i.e., 2000-2001); the third iteration contains all 


(1) 
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claims of the first, second and third application years (i.e., 2000-2003), and so on (see 


Table 4).  


Table 4: Iterations for calculating cumulative hub score per company. Source: Author. 


Application 


Year 


2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 … 20XX 


Iteration 1 Including all claims in 2000  


Iteration 2 Including all claims from 2000-2001  


Iteration 3 Including all claims from 2000-2002  


Iteration 4 Including all claims from 2000-2003  


Iteration 5 Including all claims from 2000-2004  


… …  


Last iteration Including all claims from 2000-20XX 


 


After a document vector was created for each claim along the DTWs, a distance matrix 


spanning Euclidean distances was created, as in (Han and Sohn, 2015). For the next 


step, all possible pairs of claim versus claim within the same patent category were 


compared, excluding pairs with the same patent number and ultimate parent. This study 


focused on independent product claims, neglecting manufacturing process, application 


process and computer-implemented method claims and all dependent or multiple-


dependent claims. Future work will address other categories and dependency levels. The 


DTW distances were then normalized in the space of 0 and 1 to transfer them into DTW 


similarities. 


Subsequently, the semantic DTW similarities between all claim pairs were converted 


into a company versus company perspective by grouping them under the data field of 


ultimate parent (based on Derwent’s AI-based aggregation of companies by ultimate 


parent) and determining the average DTW similarity between all ultimate parent pairs. 


Then, a network was built using the companies as nodes and the DTW similarities 


between the companies as weighted edges to calculate the hub score for each company. 


This procedure was performed for all application years, so the cumulative hub score 


could be determined annually.  
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In the last step, the output was generated by developing a strategic portfolio that 


represents the evolution of the distance to the mean cumulative hub score per company 


(competitor concentration) on the y-axis in relation to the application years on the x-


axis. To describe product differentiation as defined in the Blue Ocean Strategy, the 


absolute change in the cumulative hub score from the previous year (t - 1) to the most 


recent year (t) was calculated using equation (2).  


 


𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑡) = ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑡) − ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡 − 1) (2) 


 


This strategic step can be semantically measured by product differentiation for each 


year on the basis of new claims. For positive product differentiation, the company 


moved its semantic position to a higher concentrated area (Red Ocean) to overcome 


semantic dependencies on other market participants, perhaps due to the patenting of 


common claims or features. For negative product differentiation, the company shifted 


its position to a less concentrated area (Blue Ocean) to overcome semantic 


dependencies on other market participants, possibly due to innovative claims or 


features. 


Following the theory of the Blue Ocean Strategy, a company should aim to leave the 


Red Ocean by generating innovation value and therefore (in addition to costs reduction) 


product differentiation. To this end, a development of hub scores from high to low 


indicates this strategic step and is used as a proxy for product differentiation. By 


dividing the y-axis by the average of the hub score over all companies and application 


years, the lower portion of the graph presented in Figure 2 is interpreted as the Red 


Ocean and the upper half as the Blue Ocean.  
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Figure 2: Strategic portfolio in accordance to the Blue Ocean Strategy (Kim and 


Mauborgne, 2013). Source: Author. 


 


To calculate a total product differentiation for each company, and account for all years, 


all negative product differentiation values were summed according to equation (3).  


 


𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑((ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑡) − ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡 − 1)) < 0)


𝑛


𝑡=1


     (3) 


 


Since the author aims to provide a performance indicator, only the negative product 


differentiation values were considered, as they influence innovation value and support 


entry into the Blue Ocean (negative change in hub score), regardless of how much effort 


was made in the direction of the Red Ocean (positive change in hub score).  


 


Finally, the competitor’s strategic steps, according to the Blue Ocean Strategy, can 


either be recorded by the resulting strategic portfolio over time on a qualitative basis or 


extracted as a quantity indicator for product differentiation per company over all years 


or within a certain time frame. 
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3.2 Blu-ray technology description and patent data set 


Following Albert (2015), the author developed a keyword-based search query (see 


Table 5), which the author applied to Derwent's ALLD field to search within the 


collection of US grants. The ALLD field contains several text fields interpreted by 


Derwent Innovation in a single language. In this step, the query focused on all products 


and processes that relate in some way to the entire technology. To obtain a simplified 


data set, not all patent documents within the search domain were selected, only those 


with the earliest priority year of each INPADOC family. The final patent set consisted 


of 3,456 granted US patents and indicated a harmonized increase and decrease in patent 


activity. The earliest patent was filed in 2002. After a rapid increase, patent activity 


reached its peak in 2009 with 439 patents (grants). After this year, patent activity fell 


consistently to two patents (grants) in 2016 (in effect from November 30, 2016). 


Table 5: Search-query for Clarivate's Derwent Innovation. Source: Author. 


Technology Search query Collection # patents 


Blu-ray ALLD=(((blu OR blue) ADJ1 


ray) OR Blu-ray OR bluray OR 


blueray) AND (AY>=(1990) 


AND AY<=(2016)) AND 


DP<=(20161231); 


US-grants, selecting 


the first patent of its  


INPADOC-Family 


by earliest priory 


year 


3,456 


 


3.3 Market data: Blu-ray player bestseller 


To discuss the results of this case study, market data is introduced in this section. As 


mentioned, there is a lack of available public market data in general and for Blu-ray 


technology, specifically. To overcome this lack, the author decided to analyze 


Amazon’s bestseller lists in the category of Blu-ray players in the USA and Germany.  


Amazon is the leading e-commerce player in the US market with USD 258.22 billion, 


representing 49% of the total US e-commerce market (5% of global online and offline 


sales). In addition, in Germany, Amazon is the market leader in the e-commerce market 
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with 50%, which prompted the author to additionally analyze the bestseller list for 


Germany (t3n digital pioneers, 2018). These circumstances forced the author to use this 


data source as market data for the discussion.  


In the Blu-ray Player category, the bestseller list consists of 100 products. Amazon's 


bestseller lists from the USA (see Appendix A) and Germany (see Appendix B) were 


analyzed separately. To provide a ranking, each Blu-ray player or bundle within the 


Amazons bestseller lists for the USA and Germany was assigned a score ranging from 


100 to 1. The best ranked model was scored with 100 points, the second with 99, the 


third with 97 points, and so on. The Blu-ray player in last place was scored with one 


point. Then, each company’s score points were summed and a ranking was established 


(see Table 6). 


Table 6: Best ranked companies based on Amazon's bestseller lists of USA and 


Germany. Source: Author/Amazon2/3. 


Amazon USA2 Amazon Germany3 


Rank Company Total score points Rank Company Total score points 


1 Samsung 2056 1 Samsung 1356 


2 Sony 1966 2 Sony 1075 


3 LG 588 3 Panasonic 1057 


4 Philips 117 4 LG 527 


64 Panasonic5 112 5 Philips 354 


 


                                                 


2 https://www.amazon.com/Best-Sellers-Electronics-Blu-Ray-Disc-


Players/zgbs/electronics/352697011/ref=zg_bs_pg_1?_encoding=UTF8&pg=1 


(18.09.2018) 


3 https://www.amazon.de/gp/bestsellers/ce-


de/1382762031/ref=zg_bs_nav_ce_3_359542011/259-1232986-8730967 (22.08.2018) 


4 Rank 5 is placed by TopElek (score = 70), but no product claims could be identified. 


5 Sanyo (subsidiary company of Panasonic) has been aggregated to Panasonic. 
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Considering this type of data may not be trustworthy in every detail, these results were 


used to define a ranking among the top five companies. In particular, the US result was 


used, due to the territorial principle of patent law, to evaluate and discuss the results of 


the applied method (see Section 4), as the analysis focuses on US patent data.  
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4. Results 


This section presents the results of the method according to the data set introduced in 


the previous section. The results are discussed in conjunction with the presented market 


data. 


4.1 Input 


To illustrate the method outlined in Section 3, in the first step, the search query (Table 


5) was applied to Derwent Innovation to export the patent-related table. The ultimate 


parent was used to identify the owner company at the company level for each 


INPADOC family.  


4.2 Claim pre-processing 


After pre-processing the claim field, the patent-based table was converted into the 


claim-based table. Using the market data on the Blu-ray player presented in Section 3.3 


(defined as a product rather than a method), the data set was filtered by product claims, 


excluding computer products and processes. Thus, the complexity in the number of 


claim pairs for which distances must be calculated was reduced and the analysis’s 


accuracy improved, as the focus was on products and not on all claim categories. 


Complexity was further reduced by selecting the 20 leading companies, according to the 


number of product claims (ranging from 761 owned by Sony to 31 owned by Taiyo 


Yuden KK) and neglecting all claims other than independent claims (see Appendix C). 


Finally, 4,571 independent product claims were selected from the application years 


2003 to 2015. 
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4.3 Text-processing 


In the third step, each claim concept was processed by the claim-specific NLP, as 


described in Section 3, and each term per claim was weighted with the DTW term 


weighting.  


4.4 Similarity measurement and network 


After a document vector was created at the beginning of the fourth step, the distance 


matrix was established using DTW as the distance measure. The author set a maximum 


DTW distance so that only claim pairs with a DTW distance smaller than 3.5 were 


extracted. The similarities between all claim pairs were then converted into a company 


versus company perspective by grouping them along the ultimate parent and using the 


average similarity between each claim pair as a basis (see Appendix D). For each 


iteration related to the application years 2003-2015, a network was used to calculate the 


annual cumulative hub score per company.  


4.5 Strategic Portfolio 


The development of the hub scores for the top five companies over time is presented 


using the application years 2003 to 2015 on the x-axis and the mean distance to 


cumulative hub score for the competitive concentration on the y-axis. To align with the 


development of competitive concentration and product differentiation according to the 


Blue Ocean Strategy, the cumulative hub score displayed was normalized by calculating 


the distance from a competitor's hub score to the mean hub score for each application 


year. If the difference between an undertaking’s cumulative hub score and the average 


cumulative hub score for an application year was negative, the undertaking operated in 


a lower competitor concentration than other competitors. If the difference between an 


undertaking’s cumulative hub score and the average cumulative hub score for an 
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application year was positive, the undertaking operated in a higher competitor 


concentration than other competitors. Consequently, the mean stroke score for each 


registration year is y = 0, with the mean stroke score at y = 0 taken as the intersection 


line. The area below the mean stroke score is defined as the Red Ocean and the area 


above as the Blue Ocean. The final strategic portfolio is presented in Figure 3. 


 


Figure 3: Strategic portfolio of top five companies based on all independent product 


claims in the field of Blu-ray technology. Source: Author. 


 


Table 7 analyses the highest declines in hub scores per company, indicating the highest 


product differentiation added over time. Equation (4) provides the calculation for the 


Sony product differentiation in 2006 as an example (for full list see Appendix E). 


𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑜𝑛𝑦 (2006) = ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(2006) −


ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (2005) = 0.587 − 0.827 =  −0.240  (4) 
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Table 7: Strategic steps evaluated by the maximal decrease of hub score. Source: 


Author. 


Company Maximal decrease of hub score 


 
Application 


Year 


Hub 


score (t) 


Hub 


score 


(t - 1) 


Product differentiation 


for AY 
Claims 


SONY CORP 2006 0.587 0.827 -0.240 106 


MATSUSHITA 


DENKI SANGYO 


KK 


2006 0.536 0.715 -0.179 68 


SAMSUNG 


ELECTRONICS 


CO LTD 


2006 0.652 0.827 -0.175 45 


LG 


ELECTRONICS 


INC 


2006 0.723 0.883 -0.160 21 


KONINK 


PHILIPS 


ELECTRONICS 


NV 


2009 0.882 0.936 -0.054 11 


 


Sony took the largest strategic step, defined as product differentiation of -0.24, in the 


Blue Ocean from 2005 (hs = 0.827) to 2006 (hs = 0.587), ahead of Panasonic (-0.180), 


Samsung (-0.175) and LG (-0.16). Philips created its greatest step (-0.054) from 2008 to 


2009.  


Using equation (2), the total product differentiation for Sony, Matsushita/Panasonic, 


Samsung, LG and Philips was calculated as presented in Table 8 (results of the top 20; 


see Appendix F). Sony’s total product differentiation is calculated in equation (5). 


 


𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑜𝑛𝑦 = ∑((ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑡) − ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡 − 1)) < 0)


𝑛


𝑡=1


 


=  −0.00264 − 0.24023 − 0.02728 − 0.02837 − 0.0581 − 0.00535


− 0.00402 − 0.0048 = −0.3708  (5) 
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Table 8: Top five companies of Amazon’s bestseller list by ascending product 


differentiation within top 20 analyzed companies (based on independent product 


claims). Source: Author. 


Rank Company Product differentiation Years in competition # Claims 


6 MATSUSHITA 


DENKI SANGYO 


KK 


-0.4865 13 1044 


7 SAMSUNG 


ELECTRONICS CO 


LTD 


-0.4281 13 339 


8 SONY CORP -0.3708 12 1105 


13 LG ELECTRONICS 


INC 
-0.3136 13 369 


20 KONINK PHILIPS 


ELECTRONICS NV 
-0.0977 11 200 


 


Comparing the result presented in this chapter with the market data provided in Section 


3 illustrates the top five companies’ strategic steps. These steps can now be discussed.  


 


Figure 3 indicates that Sony was most successful in moving (from negative to positive) 


into the Blue Ocean until 2015, followed by Panasonic and Samsung, while Philips and 


LG were active in the Red Ocean. However, no associations between these results and 


the market data exists. In addition, the highest value for product differentiation from one 


year to the next (presented in Table 7), as well as the total sum of product differentiation 


(provided in Table 8) have no association with the market data.  


 


Nevertheless, one central finding can be found. Therefore the year where a company has 


entered its overall highest position towards the Blue Ocean (highest standing of product 


differentiation) within the strategic portfolio based on product claims is the key. In 


particular, it is the year where the minimum value of difference to the mean cumulative 


hub score is reached. This year has to be identified for each company within the 


strategic portfolio (see the numbered quadrants in Figure 3). When descending ranking 
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these years (from 2015 back to 2003) relating to the companies a promising ranking can 


be developed. In particular, the ranking is as follows: Samsung’s minimum is in 


2011/2012, reaching rank 1; followed by Sony in 2009, with rank 2; Panasonic in 


2007/2008, earning rank 3, LG in 2006, with rank 4; and Philips in 2005, ranking 5. 


This ranking is identical to the German Amazon bestseller list from Section 3.3. With 


the exception of Panasonic, the ranking is the same in the US Amazon bestseller list, as 


discussed in Section 3.3.  


Consequently, results show that the company who has reached from a timely 


perspective at last its maximal standing regarding claim-based (product claims) product 


differentiation, succeeds in competition. Although this finding is of interest, it must be 


validated by further case studies. 
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5. Conclusions and future work 


In this section, the author discusses the theoretical and business implications of this 


study, as well as suggests the future extension of this work. 


5.1 Theoretical implications 


Compared to previous competitor analysis approaches using patent data, this approach 


improves the level of detail by using the detailed claim section for each patent claim. 


This section in the patent prevents third parties from producing and distributing the 


same products or services to create new markets (Blue Ocean). Exclusively using the 


claim section, instead of all or part of the patent specification for similarity 


measurement, prevents biases due to double use of the claims (claims are often also 


included in the abstract). In addition, a holistic, claim-specific natural language process 


was introduced and considered the domain structure of patent claims, starting from a 


claim-specific stop word filter through a new type of term weighting, DTW. In contrast 


to previous approaches, the category of each patent claim was considered, and the 


problem of the losing important words referring to patent categories (Yanagihori and 


Tsuda, 2015) was solved. This solution leads to higher precision in the competitor 


analysis since, for the first time, a competitor analysis using a patent analysis was 


accomplished exclusively on products instead of on the composition of product and 


procedure. Thus, this approach is a milestone for the analysis of separated product 


innovation based on publicly available data and key grounds from patent law. 


5.2 Managerial implications 


By distinguishing between product and process perspectives, this approach not only 


helps analysts, strategists and managers identify new products and services that 


correspond to their own activities in day-to-day business, but also enables the 
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application of the well-known Blue Ocean Strategy based on patent data to gain reliable 


insights for strategic issues. Therefore, the users of this approach are able to identify 


strategic competitive steps for competitive concentration and product differentiation 


over time with the aid of a computerized method, either to receive signals when their 


own Blue Ocean turns red or to prepare a strategy for entering a new Blue Ocean by 


increasing product differentiation with the help of IP. The company can enter a 


competitive situation, according to the Blue Ocean Strategy, due to a lack of 


competition or reduced competition. In this situation, high profits can be achieved since 


the semantic interpretation of the Blue Ocean Strategy based on IP can later lead to 


competitive advantages in the real market. Finally, managers profit from a new type of 


transparency for defining strategic steps within technology management and product 


planning. Consequently, this method helps manager track competitors before a product 


has been launched on the market and evaluate and adjust their business strategy 


focusing on product differentiation to align intellectual property and business strategies. 


5.3 Future work 


To improve and validate this approach, further studies are needed on other applications 


in different technologies and industries. In addition, a next-level strategic portfolio can 


be introduced. In this portfolio, the perspective of the application years on the x-axis 


would be replaced by topics to indicate not only that product differentiation has 


improved, but also to explore the strategic direction of the Blue Ocean Strategy. The 


process claims have been defined in detail in an earlier publication, and the product 


claims were categorized in more detail in this paper. Therefore, the author sees further 


categorizations as decisive next steps. Due to the importance of claim dependencies 


(represented by the level of independent claims, dependent sub-claims from level 1 to n 


and multiple dependent claims), meaningful treatment of dependent claims and 
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independent claims should be part of a future approach. In addition, variations of the 


new DTW term weighting (i.e., the inverted weighting or an increasing and decreasing 


weighting among the sequence of terms and the use of claim features) is another area  


for future research. 
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Abstract - In the innovation dynamics theory one distinguishes between product and 


process innovations within a technology, showing the different dynamics of each over 


time. Especially for identifying a technology’s maturity it is worthwhile analyzing this 


theory empirically. In our paper, we operationalize product and process innovations as 


specific claim types of patents. We develop a semantic categorization of patent claims into 


product and process claims. We select ten technologies from the field of storage technol-


ogies for testing our approach and present a panel data analysis, so that we cannot only 


provide empirical insights into their dynamics, but are also able to link the time series to 


the phases described by the theory. For the first time we are able to specify the time lag 


between product and process claims in a statistically significant manner. Furthermore, this 


approach expands the hitherto existing theory by demonstrating that because they are re-


quired even for the earliest product innovations, process innovations are introduced at an 


early stage of a technology beside lagged process innovations with a focus on cost reduc-


tion. Our method provides researchers with a new possibility to measure and forecast in-


novation dynamics, it also enables managers to obtain early information about a technol-


ogy. 
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1. Introduction 


Already 45 years ago, Utterback and Abernathy (1975) have presented insights into the 


dynamics of innovation by proposing their broadly accepted theory. “They focus on the 


construct of innovations (not on inventions or technologies), distinguish between product 


and process innovations in a technology1, and show the different dynamics of each as well 


as their interplay in the course of time. This theory also fostered the concept of the dominant 


design of an innovation, which helps to understand why companies shift their focus from 


product to process innovations.” (Wittfoth, Wustmans, and Moehrle, 2017). Especially for 


identifying a technology’s maturity it is worthwhile analyzing this theory empirically to 


understand a technology’s history and forecast future dynamics.  


Murmann and Frenken (2006) have shown that the emergence of a dominant design has 


been explored intensively. Nonetheless, only few researchers have focused on an empirical 


analysis of the dynamics themselves. Prior research analyzed the theory mostly based on 


product data (Table 1). Two relevant paper used patent data (Mauri and McMillan, 1999; 


Huenteler et al., 2016), but with two limiting design decisions, namely focusing on product 


patents only and using patents as a whole. 


Table 1: List of prior research characterized by applied measurements. Source: Author. 


 
Sources Measurements 


Hladik (1988), Osborn and Baught (1990), Link 


(1982), Lunn (1986), and Levin and Reiss (1989) 


ratio of R&D expense to sales 


Rosenkopf and Nerkar (1999) market shares of different products 


Mauri and McMillan (1999), Huenteler et al. (2016) patent data (with inventions as proxy for innovations) 


  


                                                           
1 Originally, they speak of a technological field, but for the sake of clarity we apply the 


term technologies and use technological field to refer to a set of technologies which basi-


cally serve the same purpose. 
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In general there are two sorts of shortcomings of prior research, firstly regarding the 


applied data and secondly regarding the insights. In order to overcome these shortcomings 


with regard to data, we firstly follow Mauri and McMillan (1999) and  Huenteler et al. 


(2016) by using patents as well and further develop their approach by using claims of pa-


tents as proxy for product and process innovations, because innovations in the sense of 


innovation dynamics theory achieve value for a company either by generating higher reve-


nues or by lowering productions costs. In both cases, companies have an interest in protect-


ing this type of innovation, for which patenting is a common instrument in many techno-


logical fields2. Apart from the field of  analyzing innovations dynamics in the sense of the 


innovation dynamics theory, there are approaches aiming at analyzing the life-cycle of a 


technology (Rezaeian, Montazeri, and Loonen, 2017; Gao et al., 2013) or the product life 


cycle (Alencar, Porter, and Antunes, 2007) based on patent data. 


For these reasons, we secondly include process patents in our data. As the protection 


scope of a patent is established in its claim part, we thirdly focus on the claims as a rich 


source of information, representing (although not always obviously) both product and pro-


cess aspects (see US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 101; USPTO Manual of Patent Examining 


Procedure Section 2112.01 & 112.02; EPO Guidelines for Examination PART F, Chapter 


IV, 3.1). In order to overcome the shortcomings of prior research with regard to insights, 


we concede the validation of the innovation dynamics theory in general (Murmann and 


Frenken, 2006; Mauri and McMillan, 1999). What is missing in prior research, is on the 


one hand, an analysis of the shape of curves of these dynamics and, on the other hand, the 


quantitative analysis of the dynamics’ timing. In addition, we wish to obtain information 


                                                           
2 In this regard, Hong, et al. (2013) examine the relationship between strategic orientation 


and the performance of new products taking into account the roles of process and product 


characteristics. Based on a survey of 471 small and medium‐sized enterprises in Korea, 


they find that proficient intellectual property management and product novelty positively 


impacts the performance of new products. 
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on whether there are any repetitive patterns that enable forecasting the development of a 


technology at an early stage. 


In this paper we present a method for categorizing patent claims based on semantic rules 


by means of regular expressions. We apply a classification model to categorize claims as 


either product or process claims in the first categorization and in case of a process claim in 


the second categorization as a manufacturing process, an application process or as com-


puter-implemented/business method. This sort of classification is useful for enriching the 


precision in order to categorize claims correctly, as it carves out the central patent categories 


in terms of product and in particular manufacturing process claims.  


We select ten different technologies from the field of storage technologies, such as mag-


netic tape, floppy disc, DVD and Blu-ray, for testing our approach. All of these are patent-


active technologies which have reached the maturity state of their life cycle. For this rea-


son, we can use the full period of their development for analysis.  


Our approach reproduces several patterns of this theory in the field of storage technolo-


gies. We present a panel data analysis in terms of a pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) 


regression; hence we cannot only provide empirical insights into their dynamics, but are 


also able to link the time series to the phases described by the theory. For the first time we 


can specify the duration of the time lag between product and process claims in a statistically 


relevant manner. Additionally, this approach expands the existing innovation dynamics the-


ory by demonstrating that, because they are required even for the earliest product innova-


tions, manufacture process innovations are introduced at a very early stage of a technology 


(effectiveness-oriented manufacture processes) in addition to the lagged process innova-


tions with a focus on cost reduction (efficiency-oriented manufacture processes). Our 


method does not only provide researchers in this field with a new possibility to measure as 


well as forecast innovation dynamics, it also enables managers in organizations (companies, 
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research institutes, hospitals, to name a few)  to obtain recent insights regarding a technol-


ogy. 


Our paper is organized as follows: In the second section we explain the theoretical 


framework in terms of innovation dynamics theory in addition to providing a brief intro-


duction to patents and claims, focusing on the categories of patent claims. In the third sec-


tion we introduce our patent data. In the fourth section we outline our method in three steps, 


namely categorization of patent claims, variables extraction, and pooled OLS. In the fifth 


section we apply our method for measuring the dynamics in ten storage technologies, and 


present our results for validating the patterns of innovation dynamics theory. In the sixth 


section the article at hand is discussed by providing theoretical and managerial implications. 


Finally, the limitations and corresponding future work of this approach are drawn in the last 


section. 
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2. Theoretical Framework 


In this chapter we first refer to the innovation dynamics theory in the following section. 


Based on patent law and further research we then introduce the patent and its claims as well 


as affiliate categories of patent claims.  


2.1 Innovation dynamics theory 


We usually see innovation dynamics as being related to a specific technology, which 


possibly enables a multitude of outcomes, such as different products and processes. Conse-


quently, the evolution of a technology can be studied by analyzing related product and pro-


cess innovations. The innovation dynamics theory as elaborated by Utterback and Aber-


nathy (1975) has proven to be a substantial stepping-stone for further research. Especially 


for identifying a technology’s maturity it is worthwhile analyzing this theory empirically to 


understand a technology’s history and forecast future dynamics. Within a technology or 


industry Utterback and Abernathy (1975) identified a typical relationship between the rate 


of product innovations and the rate of process innovations, and also observed a shift from 


product innovations to process innovations, accompanied by the emergence of a dominant 


design. This observation was made in regard to a process segment or a single product line 


(Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) as well as regarding an industry and its member firms 


(Utterback and Suárez, 1993). The shift from product to process innovations evolves in 


three stages, namely the (i) fluid phase, (ii) transitional phase, and (iii) specific phase (Ut-


terback and Abernathy, 1975). In their original study, Utterback and Abernathy sketched 


the phases on the x-axis and the absolute idealized rate of innovation as y-axis over a time 


scale (see Fig.1).  
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Fig. 1: Stages of development of product and process innovation. Source: Following innovation dynamics 


theory by Utterback (Utterback, 2006). 


 


Huenteler et al. (2016) introduced a connection between the innovation dynamics theory 


and determination of a technology’s life-cycle: “The most influential model of the technol-


ogy life-cycle, which we will refer to as the Abernathy-Utterback (A-U) model, describes 


technological evolution cycles of product and process innovation.”. In their study, 


Huenteler et al. (2016) analyzed patents in terms of product and process patents as a whole 


and show the presence of dominant designs in solar PV and wind power, as well as the 


maturity of the industries and the prevalence of cumulative and incremental innovation. 


Thereby, they demonstrate the evidence that the technology life-cycle conforms well to the 


predictions of the innovation dynamics theory, leading to the conclusion, that this theory is 


useful for the determination of a technologies’ maturity.  


Rezaeian, Montazeri, and Loonen (2017) argue that when the current stage of technol-


ogy is known, it would be possible to forecast the future trends and predict the saturation 


Product Innovation  


Process Innovation  
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level. They further note that knowledge about the maturity of technology innovations sup-


ports for deciding whether to continue investing resources or switch research directions. 


Alencar, Porter, and Antunes (2007) point out that the number of patents granted reflects 


“technological vigor” and the analysis of technologies based on patents produce indications 


of technological changes. In spite, the use of patents as indicators of innovation is limited, 


because innovations do not always correspond to patented inventions, the use of patents is 


able to provide insights in emerging products (Alencar, Porter, and Antunes, 2007).  


2.2 Categories of patent claims 


A patent represents a contract between an assignee and the state. According to US patent 


law, an invention can only be granted, if the invention concerns a process, machine, manu-


facture, or composition of matter, method or process (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 101), 


is new in regard to prior art (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 102), and relies on an inventive 


step, thereby fulfilling the requirement of non-obvious subject matter (US Patent Act Title 


35 U.S.C. § 103). The assignee specify the invention by drafting the description and draw-


ings which describe the main part of a patent. “The specification shall contain a written 


description of the invention, and of the manner and process of making and using it, […]. 


The specification shall conclude with one or more claims particularly pointing out and dis-


tinctly claiming the subject matter which the applicant regards as his invention.” (US Patent 


Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 112).  


The patent claims are the crucial part of each patent document (Shinmori et al., 2003). 


In fact, it may be a single sentence that secures an assignee’s exclusive right in a particular 


field of technology and thus considerable economic advantages for many years to come. 


This essential sentence is invariably contained in the patent claims (Osenga, 2006). 


Having introduced the patent claims, we now aim at categorizing them. We distinguish 


between four categories (see Fig. 2) in accordance with patent law in terms of US Patent 
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Act Title 35 U.S.C.3 (see above), the USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure4, EPO 


Guidelines for Examination5, WIPO Patent Claim Format and Types of Claims6 and further 


research investigations by Fahse (1994), Hall and MacGarvie (2010) as well as Niemann 


et. al. (2011).  


 


Fig. 2: The four categories of patent claims. Source: Authors. 


 


(1) Product claims are claims relating to new objects or substances, protect an apparatus 


or a device, define what the apparatus or device is and what it does (EPO Guidelines for 


Examination PART F, Chapter IV, 3.1; USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure 


Section 2112.01 I; WIPO Patent Claim Format and Types of Claims, page 38).  


Process claims are claims relating to a method or procedure and recite a sequence of 


steps that complete a task or accomplish a result (EPO Guidelines for Examination PART 


F, Chapter IV, 3.1; USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure Section 2112.02; WIPO 


                                                           
3 https://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/text/35 
4 https://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/mpep/index.html 
5 https://www.epo.org/law-practice/legal-texts/guidelines.html 
6 https://www.wipo.int/edocs/mdocs/aspac/en/wipo_ip_phl_16/wipo_ip_phl_16_t5.pdf 
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Patent Claim Format and Types of Claims, page 40). Accordingly to (Fahse, 1994), we 


separate between manufacturing process claims and application process claims.  


(2) Manufacturing process claims protect methods in which something (such as a tool 


or instrument) is used for processing a for instance raw material, thus creating a new product 


which differs from the raw material (Fahse, 1994). 


In the context of manufacturing process claims the USPTO Manual of Patent Examining 


Procedure introduces the term of “product-by-process claim”7 as follows: “Even though 


product-by-process claims are limited by and defined by the process, determination of pa-


tentability is based on the product itself. The patentability of a product does not depend on 


its method of production.” (USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure Section 2113). 


Product-by-processes claim a product defined in terms of a process of manufacture (WIPO 


Patent Claim Format and Types of Claims, page 46). 


(3) Application process claims protect a method that in contrast to manufacturing pro-


cess claims does not transform the original material or product (Fahse, 1994). In the context 


of application process claims the USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure intro-


duces the term “use claim” 8 as follows: “The discovery of a new use for an old structure 


based on unknown properties of the structure might be patentable to the discoverer as a 


process of using.” (USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure Section 2112.02 II). 


(4) Computer-implemented/business method claims can be regarded as process claims. 


A business method “include[s] the way a business is structured, managed, organized and/or 


                                                           
7 In order to keep the wording of our categorization consistently, we decide to use the term 


“manufacturing process claim” instead of “product-by-process claim” and subsuming 


product-by-process claims under manufacturing process claims. 
8 In order to keep the wording of our categorization consistently, we decide to use the term 


“application process claim” instead of “use claim” assuming the same meaning. 
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carried out” (Tesmer 2001, p. 35). Accordingly, business method patents include abstract 


ideas of doing business.  


Some claims of the patent document are independent (main claim and further independ-


ent claims) and some are dependent or even multiply dependent on other claims and there-


fore characterized as sub-claims: “A claim may be written in independent or, if the nature 


of the case admits, in dependent or multiple dependent form. Subject to the following par-


agraph, a claim in dependent form shall contain a reference to a claim previously set forth 


and then specify a further limitation of the subject matter claimed.  


A claim in dependent form shall be construed to incorporate by reference all the limita-


tions of the claim to which it refers” (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. §112). In the EPO 


Guidelines for Examination (PART F, Chapter IV, 3.8) it is defined by “[…] the change of 


category already makes the claim independent […]” that the claim category of an independ-


ent claim is used to be transmitted to associated dependent claims. For this reason, we cat-


egorize each dependent claim by the use of its independent claim category. In doing so, we 


are able to categorize even dependent claims, no matter that they don’t contain any claim 


category indicating terms in most cases. 


Although the distinction of product and process claims is grounded in patent law, claims 


are not explicitly tagged accordingly in the patent document (in the list of all the searchable 


fields of the USPTO full-text database PatFT, there is no field available that provides any 


search option in respect to patent categories9) and can only be identified by analyzing the 


wording within the patent claims. This leads to a challenge for a method for categorizing 


claims. 


Furthermore, one could argue, that there are different patterns for product and manufac-


turing process claims. For instance, Shu et al. (2015) show that patenting behaviors are 


                                                           
9 http://patft.uspto.gov/netahtml/PTO/help/helpflds.htm 
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more relevant to product innovations than to process innovations. This might be because 


process‐oriented settings are different from product‐oriented ones, as the emphasis is on 


efficiency, clear guidelines, and tacit knowledge (Stadler, 2011). Still, although there might 


be less manufacturing process claims than product claims, we share the notion that this will 


not influence their distribution in the course of time. 
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3. Patent data: Deliniating ten technologies for data storage 


We select ten storage technologies to apply and test our method, identifying e.g. mag-


netic tape, floppy disc, mini-disc, DVD and Blu-ray as promising cases. These are patent-


active technologies which have reached the maturity state of their life cycle. Consequently, 


we have access to the full time-scale of innovation dynamics theory for analysis. 


In accordance with the work by Albert (2015), we develop a keyword-based search 


query regarding ten storage technologies (Table 2). By referring to Clarivate Analytics as a 


data source, we use the item ALLD10 for our hybrid sort of keyword and IPC-class-based 


searches within US-grants. The field ALLD includes several text fields interpreted in a 


uniform language by Derwent Innovation. We focus on all products and processes that are 


related to the entire technology in any way. We define the time-frames with respect to the 


relevant application year (AY). The set of patents from 2016 is incomplete due to the known 


time lag between application and grant. We have to accept that there may be a bias in regard 


to storage technologies that are still undergoing development. 


  


                                                           
10All Text Fields-DWPI (ALLD) 


...Title-DWPI  


...Title Terms-DWPI 


...Abstract-DWPI 


......Abstract-DWPI Novelty 


......Abstract-DWPI Detailed Desc 


......Abstract-DWPIActivity 


......Abstract-DWPI Mechanism 


......Abstract-DWPI Use 


......Abstract-DWPI Advantage 


......Abstract-DWPI Tech Focus 


......Abstract-DWPI Drawing Desc 


...First Claim-DWPI 
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Table 2: Search queries of the ten storage technologies for the use of Clarivate Analytics. Settings: US 


grants, selecting just the patent of each INPADOC-family with the earliest priority year. Source: Authors. 


No. Technology Search query Number 


of patents 


Number of 


pre-pro-


cessed 


claims 


1 Magnetic 


Tape 


ALLD=("magnetic tape" OR "magnetized tape" OR "magnet 


tape") OR IC=((G11B0005008) OR (G11B0005584) OR 


(G11B0005588) OR (G11B0005592) OR (G11B0005627) OR 


(G11B000578) OR (G11B000724009) OR (G11B0027024) 


OR (G11B0027032) OR (G11B002506)) AND (AY>=(1970) 


AND AY<=(2016)) AND DP<=(20161231); 


13,147 173,517 


2 Mini Disc ALLD=(minidisk OR minidisc OR "mini disc" OR "mini disk" 


OR "magneto optical disk" OR "magneto optical disc") OR 


IC=((G11B013/04) OR (G11C013/06)) AND (AY>=(1980) 


AND AY<=(2016)) AND DP<=(20161231); 


4,350 61,334 


3 Floppy Disc ALLD=("floppy disc" OR "floppy disk" OR diskette OR 


"ZIPdisc" OR "ZIPdisk" OR "flexible magnetic disc") OR 


IC=(G11B023/033) AND (AY>=(1969) AND AY<=(2016)) 


AND DP<=(20161231); 


4,944 74,995 


4 Hard Disc ALLD=("hard disk" OR "hard disc" OR "harddisk" OR 


"harddisc" OR HDD) AND (AY>=(1990) AND AY<=(2016)) 


AND DP<=(20161231); 


22,748 371,835 


5 CD ALLD=((CD AND (record* OR music OR data OR 


information OR storage OR disk OR disc)) OR CD-R* OR 


"compact disc" OR "compact disk") AND (AY>=(1990) AND 


AY<=(2016)) AND DP<=(20161231); 


23,659 393,663 


6 NVRAM 


Compact-


Flash 


SD Card 


ALLD=("non volatile random access" OR NVRAM OR "flash 


drive" OR "thumb drive" OR "key drive" OR "flash memory" 


OR "compact flash" OR "smartmedia" OR "multimediacard" 


OR "MMC" OR "secure digital" OR "SD card" OR "memory 


stick" OR "xd picture card" OR "rs mmc" OR "minisd" OR 


"microsd" OR "intelligent stick" OR "nvSRAM" OR "FeRAM" 


OR "MRAM" OR "PRAM") AND (AY>=(1990) AND 


AY<=(2016)) AND DP<=(20161231); 


28,073 505,281 


7 DVD ALLD=((digital ADJ1 (versatile OR video) ADJ1 (disk OR 


disc)) OR dvd) AND (AY>=(1990) AND AY<=(2016)) AND 


DP<=(20161231); 


22,976 399,837 


8 ReRam ALLD=("resistive random access memory" OR RRAM OR 


ReRAM) AND (AY>=(1997) AND AY<=(2016)) AND 


DP<=(20161231); 


1,787 31,557 


9 HD-DVD ALLD=((HD OR (high ADJ1 (density OR definition))) ADJ1 


(DVD OR (digital ADJ1 versatile))) AND (AY>=(1999) AND 


AY<=(2015)) AND DP<=(20161231); 


827 14,117 


10 Blu-ray ALLD=(((blu OR blue) ADJ1 ray) OR Blu-ray OR bluray OR 


blueray) AND (AY>=(2002) AND AY<=(2016)) AND 


DP<=(20161231); 


3,455 54,268 


sum 125,966 2,080,404  


 


We focus on granted patents because of their proven novelty. As the US market has a 


representative economic impact based on the gross domestic product, we choose this market 


for our analysis. In order to avoid duplicates caused by multiple occurrence of patents 


within a patent family, we do not select all patent documents from our search domain, but 
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only the first granted patent document dating back to the earliest priority year of each 


INPADOC-family. The search queries yield a total of 125,966 patents belonging to the ten 


technologies. Because of claims that are missing or cannot be processed by our method11, 


the final data set is based on 125,132 patents which represent 99.34 % of the search queries’ 


results and comprise 2,080,404 patent claims (independent and dependent claims). 


Exemplarily we provide a brief overview regarding the patent activity for the HD-DVD 


technology (see Fig. 3). In this case our search query delivers 827 US grants in total. The 


first patent was applied in 1999. After the patent activity almost stagnated until 2004, there 


was a strong increase from 2005 to the peak in 2007 (187 US grants). Afterwards the num-


ber of granted patents decreased continuously down to one last patent in 2015. 


 


Fig. 3: Count of patents (grants) for the HD-DVD technology resulting from our search query. Source: 


Authors. 


 


  


                                                           
11 In particular, there may be a lack in data quality or there are dependent claims which 


refer to an independent claim, that has been canceled in the course of examination. We 


exclude these claims, because we cannot determine to which category they belong. 
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4. Methodology 


In this chapter we present the method of our approach in detail. By using the input in 


terms of shown patent data set, our method applies the three main steps of categorization 


of patent claims, variables extraction, and pooled OLS to develop results showing the tem-


poral relationship between product and process claims (see Fig.4). 


 


Fig. 4: Main steps of our approach. Source: Authors. 


 


In the first step claims are classified into four claim categories in order to identify prod-


uct and manufacturing process claims and separate them from other patent categories. We 


first analyze each independent patent claim and then proceed to categorize it. All dependent 


claims inherit the category of their corresponding independent claim. In the second step the 


relevant variables are defined and extracted according to the categorization carried out in 


the previous step. In the third step we apply a panel data analysis in terms of a pooled OLS 


to analyze the temporal relationship between product and manufacturing process claims.  


4.1 Categorization of patent claims 


Our method for the categorization of patent claims is based on (Wittfoth, Wustmans, 


and Moehrle, 2017) and aims at dividing patent claims into the four claim categories of (1) 


product, (2) manufacturing process, (3) application process, and (4) computer-imple-


mented/business method (see Fig. 5 for the sub-steps). We apply this categorization regard-


ing all independent claims, and then use the claim dependency structure to transmit the 


categories to the dependent claims. The reason why we are using both independent and 


dependent claims, is based on the finding of prior research stating that independent claims 


define the scope of the invention (USPTO Manual of Patent Examining Procedure) and has 


been used successfully to measure a patents’s scope (Marco, Sarnoff, and deGracia, 2016). 
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Furthermore, we also see the importance for including dependent claims as they: “[…] refer 


to independent as well as other dependent claims and are used to refine and describe addi-


tional details or parts of the invention.”   (Parapatics and Dittenbach, 2011). 


 


Fig. 5: Method for the categorization of patent claims. Source: Authors. 


 


 


The claim categorization comprises the two categorizations (i) and (ii): 


In the first categorization we search every independent patent claim for specific key-


words via regular expressions in order to identify process claims (Wittfoth, Wustmans, and 


Moehrle, 2017). The basic keywords indicating a process in a patent (claim) are defined as 


“process” and “method” in US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 101. We use dictionaries and 


thesauri to find similar words which also indicate a process or a method. Using a keyword 


list comprised of process claim indicating terms, such as method, procedure, process, work-


flow etc., we analyze independent patent claims and search for keywords of process claims. 


According to Wittfoth, Wustmans, and Moehrle (2017): “if a keyword which indicates a 


process claim is identified within a claim, we define the claim as a process claim and pro-


ceed with a further analysis thereof in the second categorization. If no keywords indicating 


a process claim are identified, we define the claim as a product claim.” 
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When a process claim has been categorized as such, the second categorization is used to 


test whether the keywords concerning manufacturing processes, such as “method for as-


sembling”, or computer-implemented/business methods, such as “computer implemented 


method” match, and allocate the claim to the matching category. We apply the method of 


Wittfoth, Wustmans, and Moehrle (2017) and use the same criteria for quality check. If 


neither of both category indicating keywords matches, we define the claim as an application 


process claim. The keywords for the identification of the four claim categories are listed 


exemplarily in Table 3. 


Table 3: Keywords for the identification of the four claim categories. Source: Authors. 


Claim category Excerpt of regular expression Examples of keywords 


Product claim (1) Not categorized as process claim. 


Process claim 


Manufcaturing 


process claim (2) 


(method|procedure|pro-


cess|work-


flow|…)\s((for|of|to)\s)?(the\s)?(


(automatically|continuously|con-


tinuous)\s)?(assembling|build-


ing|build|composing|construct-


ing|casting|manufacture|…)… 


 method for assembling 


 process of production 


 processing method 


 manufacturing method 


Application 


process claim (3) 


Not categorized as manufacturing process or computer-imple-


mented/business method claim. 


Computer-


implemented 


method/business 


method claim (4) 


(computer|computeri(s|z)ed|com-


puting|computerimple-


mented|…)\s((implemented|re-


ali(s|z)ed|…)\s)?(method|proce-


dure|process|workflow)… 


 computer implemented 


method 


 computer realized process 


 computer method 


computer workflow 


 


Once every independent claim has been allocated to one of the four patent categories, 


we identify all its dependent claim/s and transmit the claim category accordingly, founded 


on patent law. Doing so, we are not only able to analyze independent claims, but dependent 


claims as well. 


4.2 Variables extraction 


In this section all relevant variables derived from the previous step will be introduced 


by clarification of their purpose and mathematical equation. We use all independent and 


dependent patent claims for the analysis based on the annual period in terms of application 
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years. Consequently, the term “patent claim” in the following sections comprises independ-


ent as well as dependent patent claims in regard to the respective patent category. 


 The first variables to be introduced describe the count of a claim category in terms of 


product, process, and manufacturing process claims for a year t and a technology i as fol-


lows: 


 Product_claimst,i = count of product claims in year t for technology i 


 Process_claimst,i = count of process claims (comprising all manufacturing, appli-


cation process and computer-implemented/business method claims) in year t for 


technology i 


 Manufacturing_process_claimst,i = count of manufacturing process claims in year 


t for technology i 


 For a representation of dynamics, we apply percental changes from one year to the next 


by the variables of 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 , 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 ,  respectively 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖  (in the formula generalized as 


𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖). The generalized variable 𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖 is the base-


line for introducing the lags of the percental change for a claim category. Building upon 


this, the variable 𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖 is defined to model the first possible percental 


change value with l=0 and its five time lags with l = 1 to l = 5 per category. We aim to cover 


a complete technology life cycle with this period. To calculate 𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 


for the year t+1, the variable 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙  is divided by the variable 


𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 minus 1 and multiplied by 100, as depicted by equation (1). This 


variable measures how much activities for a claim category de- or increase from one to the 


next year by a percental representation. 
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𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙 = (
𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙


𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 
− 1) ∗ 100


 {
𝑓or all Category_clamist,i,l > 0.


𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙 = 0 𝑓or all Category_claimst,i,l = 0.
   (1) 


 


For instance, by referring to product claims, the basic variable is 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡,𝑖,0, and its five lags are represented by 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1, 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,2 , 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,3 , 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,4 , 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5. In analogy, the same syntax is used for the other variables and 


lags. 


4.3 Pooled OLS 


In order to assess the explanatory power of product claims regarding manufacturing 


process claims (and vice versa), we examine the linear causality via multivariate ordinary 


least squares (OLS), because we aim at focusing on linear causality and not on non-linear 


causality for this purpose.  With respect to the limited data at hand, we specifically take 


account of the panel structure of the underlying data and apply pooled OLS as described by 


(Dreger, Kosfeld, and Eckey, 2014). The applied approach takes the form of equation (2).  


 


𝑦𝑡,𝑖,𝑙  = 𝛽0 + 𝛽𝑇 𝑥𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 + 𝑢𝑡,𝑖,𝑙     𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑝; 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛; l = 1, … , m. (2) 


 


In this setup, 𝑦𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 describes the dependent variable, and 𝑥𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 represents the vector of in-


dependent variables. 𝛽0 is a constant, 𝛽𝑇 represents a vector of regression coefficients and 


𝑢𝑡,𝑖,𝑙 the random disturbances. Furthermore, 𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑝 represent the time in years, 𝑖 =


1, … , 𝑛 describe the different technologies that will be assessed, and l = 1, … , m describe 


the different lags for each regressor. All parameters are estimated via pooled OLS ap-


proach.  
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This methodological framework enables us to study the individual mean impact of com-


peting explanatory variables 𝑥𝑖,𝑡,𝑙 on 𝑦𝑖,𝑡,𝑙, whereas the regression coefficients describe the 


marginal mean impact from 𝑥𝑖  on 𝑦𝑖  at time 𝑡 and lag l. For a thorough introduction to 


pooled OLS we refer to (Dreger, Kosfeld, and Eckey, 2014; Schröder, 2009). 
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5. Results: Dynamics of product and process claims in the field 


of storage technologies 


Having introduced our method in detail in the previous section, we now apply the 


method to the given patent data and present our results. First, we comment on the de-


scriptive results for each of the ten technologies. Second, we provide the pooled OLS based 


on the assumption that manufacturing claims follow product claims - resulting from de-


scriptive results – by using the variables 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0  and its lags 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1 to 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5  as regressors and the 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 as a dependent target variable to show the impact 


of each regressor. Third, the inverted pooled OLS is shown to emphasize that the descrip-


tive assumption is correct. Fourth, the need for differentiating between process claims is 


demonstrated. Fifth and finally, the regression model is transferred to a forecasting model 


and its performance is measured. 


5.1 Descriptive results 


As explained above, we compare product claims with manufacturing process claims. 


Considering all ten technologies, there are more product claims (1,409,518) than manufac-


turing process claims (139,361) in the total number of claims. The descriptive results for 


the ten cases in storage technology are shown separately in Appendix A, supported by 


emerging product features and standards12. The three phases (fluid phase, transitional phase 


and specific phase) are identified per year in the mature technologies13 such as HD-DVD 


and Blu-ray, basically via two intersections of both graphs. In the descriptive results we 


find patterns similar to the innovation dynamics theory. The shapes of curves resemble 


                                                           
12 We introduce the relative share for each category (see Appendix A) to show the normal-


ized dynamics of claim categories on the same scale. 
13 In this context we define mature technologies as such which basically contain two inter-


sections of the variables product and manufacturing process claims, and thus reflect the 


idealized development of the innovation dynamics theory. 
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those of the theoretical framework. For this reason, we follow the causal relationship of the 


innovation dynamics theory, assuming product claims as independent and manufacturing 


process claims as dependent variables. 


5.2 Pooled OLS based on the assumed direction of descriptive results 


 


We aim to find statistically significant patterns for validating the observation that prod-


uct innovations are followed by process innovations based on the development of product 


and manufacturing process claims. Unfortunately, the analysis of each technology individ-


ually does not lead to statistically significant results. Consequently, a perspective based on 


more data is needed. We therefore apply the statistical instrument of panel data analysis in 


terms of pooled OLS, as introduced in the method section, using the patent data of all ten 


storage technologies. 


We introduce the lags for 𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖  by 𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙  by 


𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0  and the lags from 𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1  to 


𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5 based on equation (2) to prepare the pooled OLS for the case 


of all ten storage technologies by a pool of data, to establish which patterns of 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙  are the most suitable to forecast the 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙 and thus prove the direction of dependency 


and show in how many lags manufacturing process claims (as proxy for process innovation) 


follow product claims (as proxy for product innovation). As an example, this step is illus-


trated by using the case of Blu-ray technology with i=10 (see Table 4).  


As well as the technologies of DVD, ReRam and HD-DVD, the Blu-ray disk results 


percental changes in the amount of more than 100% for the first possible period. This might 
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be due to the bias14 caused by an annual consideration of claim counts instead of a daily 


one. 


 
Table 4: Example of prepared data set for the pooled OLS in the case of Blu-ray technology 


Applica-


tion 


Year 


Prod-


uct_claim


st,10 


Regressors 
Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claimst,


10 


Dependent target 


variable 


pc_Prod-


uct_claimst+1,1


0,0 


pc_Prod-


uct_claimst+1,10,1 


pc_Prod-


uct_claimst+1,1


0,2 


pc_Prod-


uct_claimst+1,10,3 


pc_Prod-


uct_claimst+1,10,4 


pc_Prod-


uct_claimst+1,10,5 
pc_ Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claimst+1,10,0 


2002 16       0  


2003 588 3575 %      2  


2004 2085 255 % 3575 %     174 8600 % 


2005 2812 35 % 255 % 3575 %    129 -26 % 


2006 3002 7 % 35 % 255 % 3575 %   394 205 % 


2007 3813 27 % 7 % 35 % 255 % 3575 %  511 30 % 


2008 4415 16 % 27 % 7 % 35 % 255 % 3575 % 389 -24 % 


2009 4442 1 % 16 % 27 % 7 % 35 % 255 % 283 -27 % 


2010 4727 6 % 1 % 16 % 27 % 7 % 35 % 399 41 % 


2011 3981 -16 % 6 % 1 % 16 % 27 % 7 % 290 -27 % 


2012 3385 -15 % -16 % 6 % 1 % 16 % 27 % 251 -13 % 


2013 2619 -23 % -15 % -16 % 6 % 1 % 16 % 95 -62 % 


2014 1053 -60 % -23 % -15 % -16 % 6 % 1 % 52 -45 % 


2015 261 -75 % -60 % -23 % -15 % -16 % 6 % 7 -87 % 


2016 11 -96 % -75 % -60 % -23 % -15 % -16 % 0 -100 % 


Time frames to 


be compared in 


regression 


pc_Prod-


uct_claims: 


2008-2016 


pc_Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claims:  


2008-2016 


pc_Prod-


uct_claims: 


2007-2015 


pc_Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claims:  


2008-2016 


pc_Prod-


uct_claims: 


2006-2014 


pc_Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claims:  


2008-2016 


pc_Prod-


uct_claims: 


2005-2013 


pc_Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claims  


2008-2016: 


pc_Prod-


uct_claims: 


2004-2012  


pc_Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claims:  


2008-2016 


pc_Prod-


uct_claims: 


2003-2011  


pc_Manufactur-


ing_pro-


cess_claims:  


2008-2016 


 


 
 


Furthermore, we develop a pooled OLS, built on the general model of linear regression 


(2), on the basis of all data of the ten technologies i and lags l by (3). 


𝑦𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙  = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥𝑡+1,𝑖,0 + 𝛽2 𝑥𝑡+1,𝑖,1+. . +𝛽𝑛 𝑥𝑝,10,5 + 𝑢𝑡+1,𝑖,𝑙                   (3) 


𝑡 = 1, … , 𝑝;  𝑖 = 1, … ,10;  𝑙 = 0, … ,5. 


                                                           
14 We apply a robustness check by introducing a dummy variable (pc_dummy =1 for the first percental 


change of each technology i, pc_dummy = 0 for the second until the last percental hanges of each 


technology i) to measure and handle the scattering of the first percental change (pc) per technology i. 


The calculated pooled OLS regression (see Appendix D) shows that the variable pc_dummy has a sta-


tistically significant impact on the regression, but does not noticeably change the beta-values and their 


significance. This realization and the fact that, when looking at all available data, the method enables 


predictions to be made one year earlier, induce our decision to take further steps on the basis of all 


available data. 
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The pooled OLS model is developed by using the variables 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 and 


its lags 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1 to 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5  as regressors and the 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 as a dependent target variable by equation (4).  


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 = 𝛽
0


+ 𝛽
1


 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 +


 𝛽
2
 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1 + 𝛽


3
 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,2 + 𝛽


4
 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,3 +


𝛽5 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,4 + 𝛽6 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5    


 (4) 


 


Every data row in which one or more values are missing is excluded from the regression. 


Finally the coefficients of the regressors are calculated by a pooled OLS, with 217 ob-


servations and 10 cross-section units towards the dependent variable of 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 (Table 5). By comparing the coefficients of 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 and its five lags, we conclude that 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 


has the highest impact (β1 =2.39) for describing the 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 followed by 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,3 (β4 = 


1.45) being both statistically significant (p-values < 0.0001). In the case of ten storage tech-


nologies, we thereby establish that process innovation (represented by manufacturing pro-


cess claims) follows product innovation (represented by product claims) partly within the 


same year (due to the fact that apart from the product even manufacturing processes are 


claimed within one and the same patent as a precaution) and partly with delays of three and 


of five years. 
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Table 5: Results of the pooled OLS for the dependent variable of 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 based on 217 observations and 10 cross-section units. 


 
 coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const (β0) 31.5886 15.2190 2.076 0.0391 ** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 (β1) 2.38846 0.450327 5.304 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,1 (β2) 0.0199092 0.486119 0.04096 0.9674  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,2 (β3) −0.499187 0.358666 −1.392 0.1655  


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 (β4) 1.44735 0.338209 4.279 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 (β5) −0.887892 0.164505 −5.397 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 (β6) 0.249573 0.0508317 4.910 <0.0001 *** 


 
means dependent variable 3.82836 standard deviation of dependent variable 238.6062 


sum of square residuals 8219273 standard error of regression 197.8368 


r-square 0.331631 adjusted r-square 0.312535 


F(6, 210) 17.36630 P-value(F) 2.74e-16 


Log-Likelihood −1451.727 Hannan-Quinn-Criteria 2927.011 


Schwarz-Criteria 2941.113 Durbin-Watson-Stat 1.409710 


 


 


Consequently, we interpret activities for process innovation within the same year of prod-


uct innovations as effectiveness-oriented manufacture processes, which are required to in-


troduce the first version of a product. In contrast, the lagged process innovations that follow 


three and five years after the product innovation are interpreted as efficiency-orientated 


manufacture processes, which aim at optimizing manufacturing processes to reduce the 


costs of a product.  


5.3 Pooled OLS based on the inverted assumed direction of descriptive 


results 


In order to confirm our assumption that manufacturing claims are followed by product 


claims, we provide the inverted pooled OLS by using 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 and its lags from 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1  to 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5  as regressors and the 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 as a dependent variable, as depicted in Table 6. This pooled 


OLS is based on 202 observations and 10 cross-section units. 
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Table 6: Results of the pooled OLS for the dependent variable of 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 based on 202 


observations and 10 cross-section units.  


 
  coefficient standard er-


ror 


t p-value sign


. 


const (β0) −8.00567 2.40172 −3.333 0.0010 *** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,0 (β1) 0.104927 0.0172838 6.071 <0.000


1 


*** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,1 (β2) 0.0453859 0.0172777 2.627 0.0093 *** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,2 (β3) 0.0197449 0.00939237 2.102 0.0368 ** 


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,3 (β4) 0.00596146 0.00897532 0.6642 0.5073  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,4 (β5) −0.0015572


0 


0.00894922 −0.1740 0.8620  


pc_Manufacturing_process_claimst+1,i,5 (β6) 0.00180615 0.00340859 0.5299 0.5968  


 
means dependent variable −4.143027  standard deviation of depend-


ent variable 


 33.95513 


sum of square residuals  187152.5  standard error of regression  30.97994 


r-square  0.192414  adjusted r-square  0.167565 


F(6, 210)  7.743399  P-value(F)  1.76e-07 


Log-Likelihood −976.5981  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  1976.566 


Schwarz-Criteria  1990.354  Durbin-Watson-Stat  0.935748 


 


In contrast to the previous regression shown in Table 5, no patterns can be identified 


which indicate that certain years are best suited to describe 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 are 


identified. All coefficients are lower than or equal to +/-0.1 by being significant only in 


terms of 𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 to 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,2. Due to the shown weak β-values, we con-


clude that manufacturing process claims follow product claim with a delay, whereas there 


is no evidence that product claims follow manufacturing process claims at all. 


5.4 The need for distinguishing between process claim categories 


Next, we mean to demonstrate the need for and effect of distinguishing between process 


claims in terms of manufacturing, application process, and computer-implemented/business 


method claims, to investigate the dynamics of innovation with regard to the innovation 


dynamics theory. For this purpose we introduce a comparison of the pooled OLS, using 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 to 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5 as regressors and each of the pro-


cess claim categories for t as dependent variables (see Fig. 6). While the correlation between 
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process claims in general (𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0) and product claims constantly de-


creases in the course of time from l=0, and the lags from l=1 to l=5, manufacturing process 


claims show a conspicuously different pattern, as described above.    


 


Fig. 6: Comparison of multiple least square regressions of the regressors pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 to 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 and each of the pc_Category_claimst+1,i,0 as dependent variables (*≙ degree of 


sign.). Source: Authors. 


 


In summary, results show that it is useful to separate between different types of process 


claims. Especially manufacturing process claims (beside insignificant 


𝑝𝑐_𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑟_𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,2) have a statistically significant positive correlation 


in l=3 with product claims. Lower but still significant influences can be seen in l=0 and l=5. 


These results lead to equation (5), which can be used to describe 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 by using 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 and its 


lags l=1 to l=5.  


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0 = 31.589 + 2.339 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑡+1,𝑖,0


+


 0.020 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑡+1,𝑖,1


− 0.500 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑡+1,𝑖,2


+


1.447 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑡+1,𝑖,3


− 0.888 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑡+1,𝑖,4


+


0.250 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠
𝑡+1,𝑖,5


        


     (5) 
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5.5 Forecasting model and its performance 


In the following we present our forecasting model and its performance in five steps. 


First, we introduce the forecasting model and define the assessment for measuring its per-


formance. Second, we present the in-sample (the same data is used to develop a model and 


to forecast) and third the out-sample (different data is used to develop a model and to fore-


cast) assessment of our forecast model. Fourth, we compare the assessments of the in- and 


out-sample to comment on the performance of our forecast model. Fifth, we apply a robust-


ness check of our model by using patent applications instead of patent grants in the case of 


Blu-ray technology, to show that technologies can be analyzed on the fly even in an early 


stage.  


5.5.1 Forecasting model and definition of the assemsments for measuring its 


performance 


 


For forecasting issues, we exclude the insignificant regressors 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,1 and 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,2 from our pooled OLS of equa-


tion (4) and Table 5 to re-estimate the regression and to predict 


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0∗exclusively based on significant regressors. 


The re-estimated pooled OLS is depicted in equation (6) and Table 7.  


 


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0∗ = 25.763 +


2.215 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0 +  1.479 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,3 −


0.867 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,4 + 0.252 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,5  


 (6) 
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Table 7: Results of the pooled multiple least square regression (exclusively significant regressors) for the 


dependent variable of 𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0∗ based on 217 observations and 10 


cross-section units. 


 
  coefficient standard error t p-value sign. 


const (β0) 25.7625 14.6298 1.761 0.0797 * 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,0 (β1) 2.21512 0.402773 5.500 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,3 (β2) 1.47949 0.333054 4.442 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,4 (β3) −0.866861 0.162781 −5.325 <0.0001 *** 


pc_Product_claimst+1,i,5 (β4) 0.251733 0.0502954 5.005 <0.0001 *** 


 


means dependent variable  36.82836  standard deviation of dependent variable  238.6062 


sum of square residuals  8297534  standard error of regression  197.8366 


r-square  0.325267  adjusted r-square  0.312536 


F(6, 210)  25.54961  P-value(F)  2.74e-17 


Log-Likelihood −1452.755  Hannan-Quinn-Criteria  2922.337 


Schwarz-Criteria  2932.410  Durbin-Watson-Stat  1.400083 


 


In order to assess the forecasting performance of the introduced model, we examine the 


mean of absolute distances between the forecasted values and corresponding realized val-


ues. As this panel data assessment presents a pioneering analysis in the field of patent data, 


there is no prior work which serves as a benchmark. The assessments are carried out as 


follows: (i) we variate between in- and out-sample, (ii) we variate between taking all years 


(see “all years” in 2nd column of Table 8) into account and using all years, while neglecting 


the first year of the forecast (see “without 1st year” in 3rd column of Table 8) to handle the 


transient phenomenon deriving from the biased percental change of the first observation, 


and (iii) we divide the sample into two periods, to examine the time from the emergence of 


the first product claim up to the maximum of product claims, in which the technology 


reaches its dominant design (1st period), and from the year following the maximum of prod-


uct claims up to the final claim (2nd period/ see “1st/2nd period” in 4th/5th column of Table 


8). All results of the assessments for measuring the performance of the forecast model are 


summarized in Table 9 and depicted particularly in Appendix C. 
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5.5.2 In-sample assessment of the forecast model 


 


For the in-sample assessment, first all ten technologies and all years are taken into ac-


count to calculate the mean of all absolute distances between realized values of 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0  forecasted values of 


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0, resulting in 112.97. If we exclude the first 


year of the forecast (without 1st year) for each technology, the mean distance amounts to 


79.89, and thus the performance is much more precise compared to when all forecast values 


(all years) are taken into account. When using the regression model with only significant 


regressors in terms of 𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0∗, the forecast perfor-


mance is negligibly better for both variations, i.e. including all years and without the 1st 


year. Analyzing the results for the mean absolute distances of the 1st and 2nd period, it be-


comes obvious that the forecast performance is much more precise in the 2nd period. Con-


sequently, our model is able to forecast those technologies more precisely, which have 


reached their maximum of activities and thus established a dominant design. 


5.5.3 Out-sample assesment of the forecast model 


For the out-sample assessment, we perform ten new runs. Accordingly, we neglect each 


of the ten technologies once and develop a further regression model in each run. Then the 


neglected technology in the recent run is forecasted by the regression model to calculate the 


mean distances between the realized values of 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,𝑖,0  and forecasted values of 


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0 . Taking all years into account, the mean 


distance for all ten technologies amounts to 168.22. Leaving out the first year of the forecast 


(without 1st year) for each technology, the mean distance amounts to 85.15, and thus the 


performance is much more precise compared to when all years are taken into account. Using 


the regression model with only significant regressors 
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of 𝑌𝑝𝑐_M𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,𝑖,0∗, the forecast performance is negligibly 


better for both variations, i.e. including all years and without the 1st year. 


By analyzing the performance of the out-sample assessment by significant regressors by 


taking all years into account, we see that some technologies do not seem to follow the pat-


terns of the regression model at all. Table 8 shows that for technologies like the Floppy 


Disc, ReRam, Blu-ray and HD-DVD the results regarding mean distances between realized 


and forecasted values are much higher when all years are taken into account.  


Table 8: Mean of absolute distances between realized and forecasted values by out-sample assesment 


based on significant regressors 


Technology all years without 1st year 1st period 2nd period 


Magnetic Tape 60.983 61.300 67.906 52.967 


Mini Disc 96.550 99.461 125.918 65.225 


Floppy Disc 152.114 144.960 118.598 198.197 


Hard Disc 59.046 54.545 84.618 30.916 


Compact Disc 46.650 45.615 53.440 41.558 


NVRAM 69.334 69.184 90.113 41.629 


DVD 65.916 62.668 102.940 53.575 


ReRam 127.750 100.132 149.297 70.293 


HD-DVD 392.437 102.953 945.049 60.869 


Blu-ray 541.968 68.509 1563.339 31.283 


Mean 161.275 80.933 330.122 64.651 


 


When the 1st year is excluded, however, the forecast model reaches a performance that 


is about 50% higher (the mean distance decreases from 161.27 to 80.93). Again, the com-


parison between the 1st and the 2nd period underlines that our model is able to forecast a 


technology much more precisely when the technology has reached its maximum of product 


activities (dominant design), with the exception of Floppy Disc. 


5.5.4 Summary of findings 


Comparing the results of both assessments for in- and out-sample, we discover that the 


variation between significant and insignificant regressors does not have any noticeable im-


pact on the performance. Analyzing the variation of the 1st and 2nd period, we find that 


among all assessments the forecast performance in the 2nd period is much more precise 
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compared to the 1st period. The most important results derive from the assessment without 


the 1st year. In this case the forecast performance remains stable at a mean of absolute dis-


tances around 81 (see Table 8), regardless of whether we use the in- or out-sample 


with/without significant regressors. In fact, this result underpins the quality of our forecast 


model as well as its suitability for application to technologies which have not been included 


in our model. 


Table 9: Summary of the assessments for calculating the mean absolute distances between realized and 


forecasted values 


Sampling all years without 1st year 1st period 2nd period 


In-sample 112.969 79.892 184.904 66.903 


In-sample significant regressors 112.047 79.434 179.602 69.808 


Out-sample 168.220 85.151 340.870 69.708 


Out-sample significant regressors 161.275 80.933 330.122 64.651 


Mean 138.628 81.353 258.875 67.767 


 


 


 


5.5.5 Robustness check: using patent applications instead of patent grants 


As a robustness check for our forecasting model, we test it by using patent applications 


instead of patent grants. We decide to use the Blu-ray technology for this purpose, as it is 


the most recent one of the ten examined technologies and the performance of its forecasting 


ability ranges slightly above the mean of all ten technologies (see Table 8; mean absolute 


distances between realized and forecasted values without 1st year: Blu-ray = 68.51, mean = 


80.993). Especially in cases of emerging technologies it is of high importance to obtain 


insights into their development, e.g. for deciding whether or not to invest in research activ-


ities regarding the respective technology.  


Having analyzed the entire time frame of Blu-ray technology from 2002 to 2015 in Ap-


pendix A – Blu-ray - by using grants, we now switch to applications. We use the publication 


year of the patent applications to generate several patent sets for different time frames, all 


starting in 2002. The first patent set contains all Blu-ray applications from 2002 until 2003, 
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the next from 2002 until 2004, and so on until the year 2016 is reached. In doing so, we 


reproduce the available information for past time frames. 


To evaluate the forecast performance in the case of Blu-ray technology (i=10), we apply 


equation (6) to predict 𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,10,0∗ based on the sig-


nificant regressors of 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,0 , 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,3 , 


𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,4  and 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,5 , and calculate mean dis-


tances (see Table 10). Our approach processes the activities for product and manufacturing 


process claims by the percental changes in terms of 𝑝𝑐_𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,0  and 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,0 , the forecast of 


𝑌𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+5,10,0∗ remains stable in any case, no matter how 


many years are included. As our regression model is based on five lags, the first value for 


𝑝𝑐_𝑀𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠_𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠𝑡+1,10,0 can be forecasted six years after the first ac-


tivities have been observed in the technology. In the case of Blu-ray technology, the earliest 


forecast can be generated for the year 2008. 


Table 10: Results of forecasting Blu-ray technology by applications instead of grants 


Application 


Year 


pc_Prod-


uct_claim


st+1,10,0 


Realized values: 


pc_Manufactur-


ing_process_claims 


t+1,10,0 


Forecasted values:  


Ypc_ Manufactur-


ing_process_claims t+5,10,0*) 


Absolute 


distance 


2002     


2003 2693.333    


2004 344.391 496.610   


2005 38.346 -17.614   


2006 23.525 96.552   


2007 17.033 17.018   


2008 -1.652 2.399 458.298 455.899 


2009 -7.754 -29.429 96.845 126.274 


2010 3.360 28.216 47.665 19.449 


2011 -12.872 -36.570 -14.038 22.532 


2012 -16.549 2.041 -16.648 18.689 


2013 -24.163 -58.500 -16.485 42.015 


2014 -38.691 18.675 -83.852 102.527 


2015 -35.409 -30.965 -65.152 34.187 


2016 -59.672 -50.735 -131.062 80.327 
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Mean absolute distances: 100.211 


Mean absolute distances neglecting the forecast of 2008 (1st year): 55.750 


Mean absolute distances 2008-2010: 200.541 


Mean absolute distances 2011-2013: 27.745 


Mean absolute distances 2014-2016: 72.347 


 


 


 The mean of all absolute distances from 2008 to 2016 for this case amounts to 100.21. 


If the first year of the forecast (2008) is excluded, the mean of all distances decreases to 


55.75. In the time frame from 2011 to 2013 our model produces the best forecasting per-


formance with a mean of absolute distances between realized and forecasted values 


amounting to 27.745. Consequently, our approach is suitable for analyzing technologies in 


an early stage due to the fact that early information based on patent applications can be used 


instead of grants.  
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6. Discussion and implications 


 


In the paper at hand we focus on the innovation dynamics theory and introduce a novel 


approach for measuring its relevant variables by means of patent analysis. In particular, we 


develop a semantic tool for a rule-based categorization of patent claims. We select ten stor-


age technologies as promising cases with similar conditions from the economic and legal 


environment. Focusing on product and manufacturing process claims of patents from these 


technologies, we develop an appropriate data basis to apply a pooled OLS. In total, we 


analyze 125,132 patents containing 2,080,404 patent claims. For the first time we can spec-


ify statistically significant the duration of the time lag between product and process claims. 


As a robustness check, we test different types of process claims, such as application process 


or computer-implemented/business method claims in combination with manufacturing pro-


cess claims. In a forecasting exercise we predict the development of manufacturing process 


claims based on product claims and measure the performance of our regression model.  


In regard to theoretical implications, our approach contributes to the innovation dynam-


ics theory in three ways. Firstly, we are able to link the time series to the phases defined by 


the innovation dynamics theory of Utterback and Abernathy (1975). This confirms their 


basic theoretical model. Secondly, we provide statistically significant insights regarding the 


duration of the time lag between product and process innovations (represented by their re-


lated claims). In doing so, our approach provides a valid regression model for locating a 


technology’s position regarding the innovation dynamics theory. Thirdly, we enhance the 


innovation dynamics theory by separating process innovations into effectiveness-oriented 


manufacture processes and efficiency-oriented manufacture processes. While process inno-


vations are needed to establish a basis for working products (effective) at the beginning of 


a technology’s life cycle, later, as explained by the innovation dynamics theory, process 
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innovations are needed for cost reduction (efficient). This contribution is based on our find-


ing that manufacturing process claims follow product claims with a statistically significant 


impact within the same year and with three and five year lags.  


In terms of managerial implications, our method may serve as an instrument for decision 


making. With the identification of the three phases according to the innovation dynamics 


theory, it becomes possible to evaluate technologies in an early stage and forecast emerging 


technologies, as shown in detail in the example of Blu-ray technology. This may also be 


important for licensing decisions (Arora and Ceccagnoli, 2006) as process innovations can 


indicate complementary assets. In this regard we firstly, could show that there are technol-


ogy cycles, that may be typical for certain technologies, but are worth to be analyzed the in 


the course of time to identify new technology developments. Secondly, we found that the 


analysis can be sharpen when focusing on a technology in combination with a company for 


instance. And this is useful for the use case of competitor analysis. Additionally, we are 


able to provide insights in the current stage of technology leading to the possibility to fore-


cast future trends and predict the saturation level of a technology. And this advantage ad-


dresses managerial implications in terms of deciding whether to continue investing re-


sources or switch research directions as discussed by Rezaeian, Montazeri, and Loonen 


(2017). 


The claim separation part of our method may support analysts in their search for the 


most active assignees/companies in the field of manufacturing processes, or for the most 


experienced inventors in the field of computer-implemented/business methods, for exam-


ple, by using the shown categorization as a filter function. 
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7. Limitations and future research 


At this stage, we can basically see four lines of future research deriving from the limita-


tions of which we are aware. In particular, we are going to discuss the aspects of patent 


claim-categorization, patents as data source, use case “storage technologies”, and pooled 


OLS in the next four paragraphs.   


We can assume the distinction between two types of manufacturing process claims (re-


ferring to effectiveness-oriented and efficiency-oriented manufacture processes), however, 


at this point we are not able to present a context-orientated analysis of the innovations. 


Consequently, we suggest developing and introducing a distinction between claims refer-


ring to effectiveness-oriented and efficiency-oriented manufacture processes in addition to 


a further distinction of product and process claims in general to enhance the quality of our 


rule-based categorization. 


The innovation dynamics theory (Utterback and Abernathy, 1975) present the variables 


of product and process innovations in an idealized form. Based on our analysis, we found 


that a technology can have more than one idealized wave, if a technology has undergone 


extensions or enhancements for instance because of the new platforms. In this regard, future 


research should include the separation of a technologies’ extensions or enhancements to 


enable a more faithful reproduction of the curves.  


Even though we assume that patents and their claims are an appropriate proxy for prod-


uct and process innovations, we do not have sufficient access to other control variables such 


as product data (sales), standards, and regulations (ISO). For further research we suggest 


matching product data (sales), standards, and regulations (ISO) to patent data, so research-


ers are enabled to test our approach with the aid of these variables. In our study we use US 


patents for technologies that were invented and have undergone a strong commercial ex-


ploitation in the USA. There are technologies to which these characteristics do not apply, 
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e.g. fishing technologies which are mostly patented in India, Japan etc. (Ninan and Sharma, 


2006). As patenting is a regional phenomenon, the coordination and inclusion of different 


patents from different countries are part of an advanced research roadmap. 


We analyze technologies in a comprehensible way without focusing on single actors, 


demand landscapes or breakthrough patterns. Future research could focus on the roles of 


leaders and followers in a technology as has been done by Mihm et al. (2015) for the as-


sessment of patenting strategies. Our model could also be used for analyzing demand het-


erogeneity and technology evolution, as early elaborated by Adner and Levinthal (2001). 


Furthermore, following Kelly et al. (2013), further research could focus on breakthrough 


and non-breakthrough patents and analyze the claim-based different dynamics. 


Our method is tested on ten technologies from the field of data storage. We do not know 


how well our results represent the larger area of information communication technologies 


or even further ones. While our method seems to work properly in the selected field, a 


transfer to other fields (external validity) may be limited by different environmental factors, 


such as different product cycle times, different legal regulations, different competitive land-


scapes, etc. Consequently, we suggest testing our approach on further technologies in the 


same industry to verify the reliability of our findings. Moreover, we see the importance of 


testing in different industries, taking account of their respective characteristics. 


The application of an interpretable statistical pooled OLS approach describes a pioneer-


ing assessment of patent data among several technologies, and represents the first step to-


wards a deeper understanding of product and process innovation dynamics. Indeed, there 


are other approaches such as fixed effects or random effects panel regressions that could be 


applied. But, in our cases the sample size represented by time series per technology is too 


small for predicting the parameters based on regressions such as fixed effects or random 
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effects. Nevertheless, this point should be addressed by future work, when the time series 


can be enhanced in example by using monthly data.  


Due to the availability of annual data for each examined technology, we apply a pooled 


OLS approach for a joint study technologies, and identify statistically significant causalities 


between product and innovation dynamics. It is in this vein that we suggest further research 


should overcome the availability of annual data to focus on a deeper assessment of individ-


ual technologies on a monthly or weekly basis. Furthermore, the identification of additional 


explainable variables constitutes a fruitful next step toward the improvement of forecast 


accuracy.  
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Abstract 


Entrepreneurial success within a technology field often derives 


either from trade secrets or exclusive rights. Consequently, in-


tellectual properties in terms of patents can be seen as a com-


pany’s intangible assets that can prohibit competitors from 


manufacturing, using, selling, offering for sale, or importing patented products or 


processes. Many approaches have been elaborated for the analysis of patents to 


gain strategic insights. Examples are provided by data-driven technology anal-


yses to adjust R&D expenses, plan M&A activities, or create technology 


roadmaps. However, recent approaches lack both sufficient semantic analysis of 


patent claims and the provision of scientific-based strategic insights. From a legal 


perspective, patent claims are the most crucial element within patents because 


exclusive rights derive from patent claims and their features based on patent law. 


In particular, recent approaches apply the same natural language processes 


(NLPs) on title, abstract, description, and claims, even though the legal part of 


patent claims strongly differs in its wording and syntactic structure. Former ap-


proaches neglected claim-specific information, such as dependency level in 


terms of independent, dependent, and multiple dependent claims, as well as the 


claim categories (e.g. product, manufacturing process claim) defined in the pre-


amble of each claim. This cumulative dissertation aims to overcome these draw-


backs by introducing a claim mining framework. Consequently, untapped oppor-


tunities for several application fields within technology analysis are explored. Fur-


thermore, this framework provides claim-specific NLPs in terms of both a claim 


pre-processing that tags claim’s dependency levels and categories and a claim 


processing that applies claim-specific stopword filters and term weightings to im-


plement similarity measurements. In doing so, application fields within technology 


analyses, such as information retrieval, technology forecasting, strategic technol-


ogy planning, patent  quality and value identification, and competitor analysis are 


addressed. Finally, theoretical and managerial implications are drawn to demon-


strate the usefulness of this work. 
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In vielen Fällen resultiert der unternehmerische Erfolg innerhalb 


eines Technologiefeldes aus Geschäftsgeheimnissen oder Aus-


schließlichkeitsrechten. Folglich können geistige Schutzrechte in 


Form von Patenten als immaterielle Vermögenswerte eines Unter-


nehmens angesehen werden, da sie Mitbewerber daran hindern können, eigens pa-


tentierte Produkte oder Verfahren herzustellen, zu verwenden, zu verkaufen, zum 


Verkauf anzubieten oder zu importieren. Viele Ansätze haben die Analyse von Pa-


tenten erforscht, um strategische Erkenntnisse durch datengetriebene Technologie-


analysen zu gewinnen, um beispielsweise die F&E-Kosten zu planen, M&A-Aktivitä-


ten zu steuern oder Technologie-Roadmaps anzupassen. Allerdings fehlt es den bis-


herigen Ansätzen an einer ausreichenden semantischen Analyse der Patentansprü-


che und der Bereitstellung wissenschaftlich fundierter, strategischer Erkenntnisse. 


Die Patentansprüche sind aus rechtlicher Sicht das zentrale Element innerhalb des 


Patents, denn die Ausschließlichkeitsrechte ergeben sich nach dem Patentgesetz 


aus den Patentansprüchen und den zugehörigen Merkmalen. Insbesondere wenden 


bisherige Ansätze die gleichen Natural Language Processes (NLPs) auf Titel, Abs-


trakt, Beschreibung und Ansprüche an, obwohl sich der rechtliche Teil der Patentan-


sprüche in semantischen Wortlaut und syntaktischen Aufbau stark unterscheidet. 


Bisherige Ansätze vernachlässigen patentanspruchs-spezifische Informationen wie 


z.B. die Abhängigkeitsebenen in Bezug auf unabhängige, abhängige und mehrfach 


abhängige Ansprüche sowie die in der Präambel definierten Anspruchskategorien 


(z.B. Erzeugnis-, Herstellungsverfahrensanspruch). Diese kumulative Dissertation 


zielt darauf ab, die bisher ungenutzten Potenziale durch die Einführung eines Claim 


Mining-Frameworks auszuschöpfen. Das zugrundeliegende Framework bietet einer-


seits patentanspruchs-spezifische NLPs in Form eines patentanspruchs-spezifi-


schen Pre-Processings, das die Anspruchsabhängigkeiten und -kategorien des An-


spruchs identifiziert, und andererseits ein patentanspruchs-spezifisches Processing, 


welches patentanspruchs-spezifische Stoppwortfilter und Term-Gewichtungen an-


wendet, um Ähnlichkeitsmessungen durchzuführen. Dabei werden Anwendungsfel-


der im Rahmen von Technologieanalysen wie Informationsbeschaffung, Technolo-


gievorhersage und strategische Technologieplanung, Patentwertbestimmung und 


Wettbewerbsanalyse adressiert. Schließlich werden theoretische und betriebswirt-


schaftliche Implikationen gezogen, um den Nutzen dieser Arbeit aufzuzeigen.  
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“The intellectual property situa-
tion is bad and getting worse. To be a pro-


grammer, it requires that you understand as 
much law as you do technology.”  


(Eric Paul Allman1) 


    


“Microsoft, Apple, Facebook all bought huge pa-
tent portfolios to further their strategic game.” 
(Nathan Myhrvold2) 


 


1. Introduction and relevance of the topic 


Patents as an expression of intellectual property rights (IPRs) grant a company 


the exclusive right to offer, distribute, execute, or license products and processes 


exclusively for a defined period of time (usually up to 20 years3) according to the 


territorial principle. This exclusive right enables a company to generate competi-


tive advantages within the patented technologies. In the course of the contract 


between the applicant and the state granting such protection, the description of 


the innovation on which the patent is based must be disclosed. Due to this con-


dition for publication, patents are one of the central data sources for the creation 


of the technology analysis in the corporate environment known as part of the so-


called corporate foresight, which supports the derivation of strategic insights 


backed by data. These strategic insights are used to develop competitor ad-


vantages by defining research activities such as those within the internal technol-


ogy planning and road mapping. 


Patents are indeed still on vogue and a very frequently chosen type of protection 


for companies’ technologies. Based on a recent report issued by the WORLD IN-


TELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO) in 2019, the number of global appli-


cations between 2017–2018 raised by 5.2%, resulting in 3.3 million in 2018—


                                            
1 Eric Paul Allman has developed sendmail & delivermail at the University of California, Berkeley. 
2 Nathan Myhrvold has been CTO at Microsoft and is the founder of Intellectual Ventures. 
3 In some industries the maximum period can be up to 25 years. 
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namely, a ninth straight yearly increase. Notably, China started an offense in re-


cent years. In 2018, China’s IP office recorded 1.54 million applications, which 


was nearly half of the global total. When comparing the top five IP offices, China 


with +11.6%, the EPO with +4.7%, and the Republic of Korea with +2.5% wit-


nessed growth in applications between 2017–2018, whereas both Japan—with -


1.5%—and the US—with -1.6% (first decrease since 2009)—registered declines 


in applications in the same period.  


In fact, there has been not just a quantitative increase in the use of patents for 


protecting technologies; there are also several examples of patents that success-


fully launched billion dollars companies from a qualitative perspective. Examples 


are Apple’s microcomputer for use with a video display, Google’s method for node 


ranking in a linked database, Facebook's dynamic generation of privacy summary, 


or Dropbox’s network folder synchronization. In these cases, the respective pa-


tents created a metaphorical fence that supports Apple, Google, Facebook, and 


Dropbox in performing their business based on an exclusive right. Consequently, 


competitors were faced with the task of finding a way through these fences by 


inventing their patents around the existing ones before entering the competition. 


In general, this sort of task causes time and costs. This indicates that patents can 


strengthen competitive advantages and, therefore, indirectly impact a company’s 


economics. 


To sum up, on the one hand, patents can impact the success of a company, which 


entails that patents provide valuable early insights (Burr, 2007). On the other 


hand, there is a considerable number of patents that need to be analyzed before 


valuable insights can be generated. Recent approaches4 countered this compli-


cation by introducing computer-based patent analyses. However, there are still 


untapped insights that could be gained by a semantic analysis of the most im-


portant text element for the legal enforcement of intellectual property—namely, 


patent claims—which considers claim-specific conditions. 


In the following three sections, the present dissertation is introduced, and the 


relevance of legal-based technology analysis using the semantics of patent 


claims is derived. Specifically, the focus of the primary research framework, the 


                                            
4 These recent approaches will be introduced later, with particular reference to relevant clusters. 
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guiding research question (the main question), and the structure of the disserta-


tion are presented. 


1.1 Focus of the primary research framework 


In the past, various approaches were devoted to the analysis of patent documents 


on the basis of bibliometric and textual (semantic) elements. The reason for this 


was the firm belief that valuable insights could be gathered from publicly available 


patent documents. Consequently, the analysis of patents became an instrument 


for gathering insights into technologies and acting competitors for example by 


using public data. Usually, internal and secret information regarding technologies 


does not leave a company, yet patents can be utilized in relation to their publica-


tion function. As a consequence, several researchers and companies engage in 


analyzing patents with computer-based approaches. 


In semantic approaches, semantic information is usually obtained from title, ab-


stract, description, or patent claims in various constellations and then is further 


processed either by universal or specific natural language processes (NLPs). In 


the past, different approaches managed to mine text fields with legal background 


information such as title, abstract and description through elaborated value indi-


cators (e.g., Allison et al., 2003; Ernst et al., 2010; Ernst and Omland, 2011; Gri-


maldi et al., 2015; Reitzig, 2002, 2003, 2004; Sapsalis et al., 2006; Sapsalis and 


van Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 2007), specific patent landscapes (e.g., Yang et 


al., 2010), or patent trends (e.g., Segev and Kantola, 2012; Shih et al., 2010; 


Yoon et al., 2013). However, all the opportunities that could derive from a specific 


semantic analysis of patents claims stating the legal information within a patent 


have not yet been explored. Even though former approaches have taken into 


account patent claims for analysis, two primary drawbacks have severely hin-


dered the exploitation of the opportunities which could derive from the analysis of 


this field.  


On the one hand, when using the combination between abstract or description 


and patent claims, a semantic bias is generated because patent claims are often 


contained in parts of the abstract or description. Text elements as words and so-


called terms are thus processed, counted, and maybe weighted multiple times 
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even though they do not provide any additional discriminating content. This draw-


back affects mining accuracy. If this drawback is solved, the resilience needed 


for those semantic analyses can be rewarded, so that even a legal-based per-


spective can be reached.  


On the other hand, in the existing approaches, the same NLPs are applied to 


patent claims and other semantic elements, such as title, abstract, and descrip-


tion, even when the syntactic structure and the semantics of text elements widely 


differs. Thus, the existing structure and dependencies of both independent and 


dependent patent claims, as well as the patent category (e.g., product, manufac-


turing processes or application processes) defined per patent claim, are ignored 


and dissolved since all patent claims are transferred into an entire set of semantic 


terms. Then, these semantic set of terms—title, abstract, description, or patent 


claim—are processed with generalized stopword filters and term weights even 


when different text elements require different text processing steps to be pro-


cessed as precisely as possible. When claims can be tagged based on depend-


ency and category, several new insights can be gained. 


Both shortcomings explain why previous approaches were not fully capable of 


analyzing the most important text elements for the legal enforcement of intellec-


tual property—patent claims—semantically and with the aid of a computer to gain 


untapped insights. First and foremost, patent claims, thanks to their features, de-


fine patents’ legal scope of protection and innovations by describing patents’ state 


of the art. 


Due to the above-described drawbacks, a number of application fields within 


technology analysis were not sufficiently addressed by former approaches. A ma-


trix is introduced in Figure 1 to illustrate these application fields. In this matrix, the 


main two tasks that are necessary before applying semantic analysis on patent 


claims—namely, claim dependency and claim category analysis—are shown on 


the vertical axis. The horizontal axis shows two general types of patent indicators, 


namely, value and timing. Value indicators make it possible to evaluate claims, 


their categories, and their dependencies based on a qualitative value tool such 


as the Patent Asset Index, which differentiates between more or less valuable 


patents or claims (Ernst and Omland, 2011). Timing indicators make it possible 


to evaluate claims, their categories, and their dependencies based on their timely 
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occurrence (i.e., based on application year) and identify specific patterns. The 


matrix in Figure 1 spawns four quadrants to categorize the relative application 


fields. 
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Figure 1: Matrix comprising promising application fields. Source: author. 


 


Even though this cumulative dissertation is not able to address every possible 


application field (an overview of which is introduced in Chapter 3) of claim mining, 


it illustrates the main points of each of the four types. Specifically, the thesis thus 


focuses on value indicators in terms of the identification of patent scope, valuable 


standard-essential patents (SEPs), timing indicators (based on innovation dy-


namics), and competitor analysis (based on product differentiation). Furthermore, 


the generic application field of information retrieval in terms of a filter function for 


claims is provided. All of them hold promising opportunities.  


1.2 Research question derived from complications 


The main objective of this dissertation is to take up the approach of PatMining, 


tech mining and patent intelligence5 (Gerken, 2012; Madani and Weber, 2016; 


Porter and Cunningham, 2004; Trippe, 2003; Wustmans, 2019) and to move from 


                                            
5 For this dissertation, the concept of PatMining is used as representative term for approaches 
that, although are named differently, address similar issues regarding patent analysis. 


Patent 
Scope 


Innovation 
Dynamics 


Identification 
of SEPs 


Information 
Retrieval by 
filter function 
as search aid  


Competitor 
Analysis by 
Product Dif-
ferentiation 
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the analysis of the overall patent document towards the patent claims. Conse-


quently, the approach of claim mining is introduced to elaborate more far-reach-


ing insights for technology analysis by exploiting unused opportunities within a 


holistic framework. 


In order to achieve this objective, a guiding research question (the main research 


question) is introduced and then operationalized into eight research sub-ques-


tions. The guiding research question is: 


Q0: “In which way can the semantic analysis of patent claims provide more 


far-reaching insights for technology analysis if previously unused opportu-


nities are tapped?” 


The research sub-questions are dealt with within the corresponding five publica-


tions above indicated; specifically, they address selected application fields, which 


are described in Chapter 5. For this research, both qualitative and quantitative 


patent searches were implemented, explorative and representative based on de-


ductive and inductive research methods. All sub-questions were then elaborated 


and answered within the five publications. The research guiding question was 


finally answered within the framework at hand.  


1.3 Structure of the dissertation  


The framework of this dissertation is structured as follows: in the second chapter, 


the theoretical background regarding the function of patents, patent claims, and 


SEPs is provided. In Chapter 3, the application fields of claim mining within tech-


nology analyses are introduced. In the fourth chapter, the methodological frame-


work introduced as claim mining is presented in relation to the following three 


elements: patent claims as data sources, claim mining process, and adaption for 


selected application fields. In the fifth chapter, the research questions are justified 


and concretized, the derived research design is explained, the research ques-


tions are assigned to the publications, and the publications are presented. Finally, 


in the sixth and last chapter, a summary, along with theoretical and managerial 


implications, is presented, and the work is closed with an outlook discussing fu-


ture work.  
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2. The function of patents, patent claims, and SEPs 


This chapter introduces the theoretical background by elucidating the function of 


patents, patent claims, and standard-essential patents (SEPs) that take patent 


law into account.  


2.1 The function of patents 


When a patent is granted, it is an expression of intellectual property rights (IPRs) 


in the form of a contract between an assignee and the state. A patent guarantees 


an assignee and his invention the right of disposal for the affected invention ac-


cording to the territorial principle. A patent has three functions: incentive function 


(promotion of research activities and investments in research and development), 


exclusion and protective function (barrier for market entry of competitors), and 


information function (publication of technical details) (Gassmann and Bader, 


2017). 


To protect an invention, the assignee can apply for a patent to seek protection at 


a country’s patent office, such as the United States Patent and Trademark Office 


(USPTO), or at a patent organization that secures protection in more than one 


country, such as the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) or the Eu-


ropean Patent Office (EPO). To maintain the protection guaranteed by a patent 


office or organization, the assignee has to pay license fees. In most industries, a 


patent can obtain protection for 20 years (Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. §154). Usu-


ally, patents are published 18 months after application, and, as a side effect, they 


provide early information about technologies (Burr, 2007).  


According to U.S. patent law, an invention has to fulfill three requirements to be 


drawn: first, the invention must concern a product, composition of matter, ma-


chine, method, process, or manufacture (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 101); 


second, it must be new in regard to prior art (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 102); 


third, it must fulfill the requirement of non-obvious subjects by relying on an inno-


vative step (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 103). 


In general, the patent document comprises structured, bibliometric information, 


such as inventor, assignees, patent classes, and application date, as well as un-
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structured, technical information, such as title, abstract, or claims, and legal in-


formation, such as patent number indicating the legal and procedural status of 


the patent. (Frischkorn, 2017; Walter and Schnittker, 2016)  


Assignees are required to formulate inventions by writing the title, the abstract, 


and the description; furthermore, they are required to provide drawings and de-


fine the scope of the invention in the technical and main part of a patent—the 


patent claims (US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. §111). 


2.2 Patent claims and technical features 


Patent claims are the decisive element of any patent since they define the delim-


itation of an exclusive legal right granted by the patent office (Shinmori et al., 


2003). In fact, they may even be a single sentence that establishes the exclusive 


right of an undertaking in a particular technology field and significant economic 


benefits over many years. This decisive sentence is always contained in patent 


claims (Osenga, 2006). Patent claims strongly differ in terms of patent scope. 


While some broad patent claims may grant more general options through a vari-


ety of different realizations, narrower claims may only ensure a rather limited 


range of options for use by one specific part (Gilbert and Shapiro, 1990; Klempe-


rer, 1990). Accordingly, patent claims and their features are the most decisive 


source for assessing patent infringements in the context of the feature analysis 


carried out by patent attorneys. In order to derive competitive advantages for a 


product or process from this part of the patent, a patent claim’s owner has the 


exclusive right to prohibit a third party from manufacturing, using, selling, offering 


for sale, or importing a product or process that infringes their invention in relation 


to the territorial principle (see, e.g., US Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C. § 281 (2006)). 


The definition of the matter of protecting is specified in terms of the technical 


features of the invention. Chapter 1824 of the Manual of Patent Examining Pro-


cedure further specifies (in 6.3 Manner of claiming) the content of claims as fol-


lows: patent claims shall contain “(i) a statement indicating those technical fea-


tures of the invention which are necessary for the definition of the claimed subject 


matter but which, in combination, are part of the prior art, (ii) a characterizing 


portion—preceded by the words ‘characterized in that,’ ‘characterized by,’ 


‘wherein the improvement comprises,’ or any other words to the same effect—
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stating concisely the technical features which, in combination with the features 


stated under (i), it is desired to protect” (Manual of Patent Examining Procedure: 


1824 The Claims [R-07.2015]). 


2.3 SEPs 


Looking back over the last few years, several patent disputes between big players, 


such as Apple, Amazon, and Samsung, have aroused public interest. In most 


cases, these disputes were the subject of SEPs (Kang and Bekkers, 2015). SEPs 


are the key to implementing a technical standard. Furthermore, SEPs are valua-


ble because, if a company wants to use technical standard financial expenses 


(up to billions in some cases), they are compelled to acquire such a patent or 


conclude a license agreement with each of the current owners. Due to financial 


advantages (Blind et al., 2011) or share returns (Aggarwal et al., 2011), compa-


nies aim to obtain SEPs.  


Before a patent holder can license a SEP, the patent has to be applied for at a 


standard-setting organization (SSO), such as the European Telecommunications 


Standards Institute (ETSI). In the case of an acknowledgment, the SSO allows 


the patent holder to apply license fees for competitors based on fair, reasonable, 


and non-discriminatory (FRAND) conditions. For further information, see GREG-


ORY SIDAK (2015), who examines a practical approach to identifying FRAND li-


censes.  


Previous research indicates that SEPs became a field of interest because of their 


significant financial aspects. In this regard, LERNER AND TIROLE (2015) proposed 


a central issue on the topic of SEPs: “A major policy issue in standard setting is 


that patents that are ex-ante not that important may, by being included into the 


standard, become standard-essential patents (SEPs).” (Lerner and Tirole, 2015, 


p. 1). 
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3. Fields of application within technology analyses 


In this chapter, chosen frameworks regarding patent analysis are presented. 


Then, these frameworks are connected to the framework of technology analysis. 


Later on, the section focuses on application fields that have the potential for op-


timization when using the claim part exclusively instead of all or certain combina-


tions of a patents’ text fields as done in the existing patent analysis frameworks. 


Several researchers investigated frameworks such as Patinformatics (Moehrle et 


al., 2010; Trippe, 2003), Tech Mining (Porter and Cunningham, 2004), PatMining 


(Gerken, 2012), or Patent Intelligence (Wustmans, 2019). All these frameworks 


include specific steps to generate business-relevant insights by mining through 


patent data (sometimes through additional sources). In general, a distinction is 


made between data mining approaches and text mining approaches within these 


frameworks. While data mining approaches aim to process structured data (i.e., 


patent classes, application date, and inventor), text mining approaches focus on 


unstructured data (i.e., title, abstract, or claims).  


Three well-accepted approaches are introduced as examples in the following par-


agraphs to shape the justification for the chosen selection of application fields.  


TRIPPE (2003) takes up the concept of Patinformatics and provides an overview 


of nine operational tasks occurring within a computer-aided patent analysis. In 


particular, he considers the steps of: 


1. List clean-up (to produce statistically relevant results) and grouping (synony-


mous terms are combined together so that their true value in a data set can 


be accurately assessed) 


2. List generation (statistical comparison of entities in the same data field) 


3. Co-occurrence matrices and circle graphs (connections and their strength be-


tween two or more fields of information) 


4. Clustering of structured (fielded) data (content-based organization of docu-


ments under the assumption that documents that have common codes, 


namely the same patent classes, are likely to be similar) 
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5. Clustering of unstructured (text) data (content-based organization of docu-


ments under the assumption that documents that have common concepts, 


namely, the same terms within the title, are likely to be similar) 


6. Mapping document clusters (relationships between clusters towards a visual 


representation of documents) 


7. Adding temporal components to cluster maps (visualization of a cluster’s de-


velopment or evolvement) 


8. Citation analysis (relationships between patents that cite one another) and 


9. Subject/Action/Object (SAO) functions (knowledge base by focusing on differ-


ent word characteristics). 


The nine steps are introduced exemplarily. Several other researchers investi-


gated such frameworks by defining different tasks or different sequences. Con-


sequently, a wide range of frameworks under different namings exists (see, for 


example, Gerken, 2012; Madani and Weber, 2016; Park et al., 2013; Tseng et al., 


2007; Wustmans, 2019, to mention just a selection).  


Based on assessed operational tasks focusing on information retrieval issues, 


few researchers introduced a more holistic viewpoint on patent analysis by focus-


ing on application fields that can reply to different business-relevant questions. In 


this regard, PORTER AND CUNNINGHAM (2004) introduced the concept of tech min-


ing, which involves compiling and analyzing information from relevant sources to 


get insights about what is happening now and likely to happen in the future with 


regard to technologies. To apply this approach to questions such as, “What R&D 


is being done on this technology?”, they introduce the following eight types of 


technology analysis: 


1. Technology monitoring (cataloging, characterizing, and interpreting technol-


ogy developments)  


2. Competitive technological intelligence (analyzing people or companies and 


their activities)  


3. Technology forecasting (anticipating future developments of technologies)  


4. Technology road mapping (tracking the evolutionary steps of technologies)  


5. Technology assessment (anticipating possible consequences of technology 


changes)  
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6. Technology foresight (strategic planning with a focus on technology role and 


priorities)  


7. Technology process management (enforcing decision making regarding tech-


nologies)  


8. Science and technology indicators (time series tracking advances in techno-


logical capabilities). 


They define tech mining as follows: “Tech mining is the application of text mining 


tools to science and technology information, informed by an understanding of 


technological innovation processes” (Porter and Cunningham, 2004, p. 19). 


ABBAS ET AL. (2014) provide a literature review illustrating state-of-the-art patent 


analysis. In this review, the authors screen the number of approaches to patent 


analysis and merge them into a generic workflow. In this workflow, they include 


the steps of information retrieval and pre- and processing and define eight exem-


plary application fields (see Figure 2). The eight application fields cover trend 


analysis, technology forecasting, strategic technology planning, infringement 


analysis, novelty detection, technological road mapping, competitor analysis, and 


patent quality identification. 
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Figure 2: Generic patent analysis workflow and exemplary fields of application. Source: ABBAS 


ET AL. (2014, p. 5).  


 


All fields of application, even when looking at different frameworks, refer to three 


central planning objects, namely, technology, product or patent, and competitors. 


This dissertation aims to explore each of the three central planning objects ex-


emplarily. In this regard, the three application fields of technology forecasting and 


strategic planning6 (planning object = technology), patent  quality and value iden-


tification (planning object = product or patent), and competitor analysis (planning 


object = competitors) are selected, as each of them addresses one central plan-


ning object. The general issue of information retrieval regarding patent analysis 


is also addressed. 


                                            
6 The two application fields of technology forecasting and strategic technology planning are com-
bined into one application field in this dissertation because, in regard to claim mining, they have 
a close dependency.  
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The issue of information retrieval, as well as the selected application fields, are 


discussed in detail in the following subsections. 


3.1 Information retrieval 


Concerning information retrieval, focusing on patent claims enables the introduc-


tion of a filter function, which, as a result of annotation, makes patent-claim spe-


cific features identifiable per individual claim. Essentially, patent claim categories 


(product, manufacturing process, application process, and computer-imple-


mented/business method claims) and patent claim levels (independent main 


claim, dependent patent claim of 1–nth order, and multiple dependent patent claim) 


represent the central meta-information in addition to patent claim versions (one-


part or multi-part) and patent claim length. Through the enrichment of that meta-


information per patent claim, patents can be searched in detail using the filter 


function for independent manufacturing processes. Without the consideration at 


patent claim level, as neglected by prior art, a search for terms specific to manu-


facturing processes would also return patents containing manufacturing pro-


cesses but would also always return the entire patent document, including all 


other patent claims, even those that are not specific to manufacturing processes. 


In most cases, patents contain patent claims regarding products and processes 


at the same time. Through the methodical approach of claim mining, an optimi-


zation of the precision in the application field of information retrieval is made pos-


sible, which leads to the effort of the manual reading of patent claims (with the 


identification of their state of the art, for example) being reduced. 


3.2 Technology forecasting and strategic technology planning 


Various approaches have been used to investigate the maturity of technologies 


to forecast or plan a specific technology. FOSTER (1986), for example, developed 


an s-curve model that takes into account both technology-specific parameters 


and funds that were invested in technologies. WATTS AND PORTER (1997) also 


created a maturity model by considering publication activity as an indicator for 


measuring technology’s maturity.  
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In particular, UTTERBACK AND ABERNATHY’S (1975) innovation theory, mapped with 


the help of in-depth semantic analysis of individual patent claims, has the poten-


tial to offer new insights. GALATI (2018) extends the innovation dynamics theory 


by proposing that there are multiple windows for perfect timing. However, with 


regard to differentiation according to patent claim categories, the claim-specific 


approach allows the differentiation between the product and the manufacturing 


process. Based on UTTERBACK AND ABERNATHY’S (1975) innovation theory, prod-


uct claims can be recorded as a proxy for product innovations in order to analyze 


the manufacturing process claims as a proxy for process innovations over time. 


Thus, the consideration of the maturity level of a technology after UTTERBACK AND 


ABERNATHY (1975) is operationalized by a semantic patent analysis of the patent 


claims, which in turn leads to overcoming the lack of data availability to determine 


a technology maturity level and at the same time reduces the manual effort of 


data collection thanks to the computer-aided method introduced here. 


3.3 Identifying patent quality and value 


The literature makes a fundamental distinction between the market-based view 


(Porter, 1980) and the resource-based view (Barney et al., 2001; Freiling, 2001; 


Nelson and Winter, 1982; Penrose, 1995). While the demand for the market-


based view is determined by the existing market (market pull) and the supply from 


companies is aligned with it, the resource-based view uses the existing supply 


from a company, which is defined by existing resources, such as machines and 


technologies, to both index a company’s existing supply into the market (technol-


ogy push) and generate a demand aimed at it.  


In both market-based and resource-based view approaches, tangible and intan-


gible assets are utilized to engage in entrepreneurial activities by providing a 


competitive advantage against competitors. In addition to implicit knowledge, 


such as the trade secrets which a company possesses, externalized knowledge 


in the form of patents represents an intangible asset. 


According to the resource-based view, patents, as well as SEPs, represent intan-


gible assets (Möhrle et al., 2007). In conjunction with this, the valuation and bal-
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ancing of patents play a necessary role in entrepreneurial activities. Various ap-


proaches have dealt with the evaluation of patents as well as SEP. Some of them 


are introduced within the next two sections focusing on patent and SEP.  


3.3.1 Patents 


Several approaches consider bibliometric indicators (Allison et al., 2003; Ernst et 


al., 2010; Ernst and Omland, 2011; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Reitzig, 2002, 2003, 


2004; Sapsalis et al., 2006; Sapsalis and van Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 2007), 


such as patent age, count of inventors or assignees, count of citing patents and 


cited references (patent or non-patent literature), count of IPC-classes, patent 


family size and coverage, litigations, and oppositions. Other approaches consider 


indicators deriving from patent claims (Caviggioli and Ughetto, 2013; Meeks and 


Eldering, 2010; Trappey et al., 2012; van Zeebroeck and van Pottelsberghe de 


Potterie, 2011a, 2011b), semantic indicators (Han and Sohn, 2015), or the struc-


tural maturity of knowledge (Chandra and Dong, 2018). These indicators are of-


ten employed to gather the value of companies’ patent portfolios, analyze the 


competitive situation, or prepare M&A decisions. In this regard, WALTER ET AL. 


(2017) elaborated semantic patent analysis to measure novelty or uniqueness 


within patents based on patent claims. They demonstrate that specific processing 


of patent claims is a crucial factor for semantic patent analysis—particularly for 


developing patent value indicators.  


Following the named approaches, it can be concluded that the treatment of patent 


claims as patent value indicators is worth researching.  


Consequently, the focus of this dissertation on the semantic analysis of patent 


claims provides the possibility to determine a patent value through the indicator 


of the semantic patent scope by evaluating the patent claim dependencies (inde-


pendent, dependent, and multi-dependent patent claims).  


3.3.2 SEPs 


Since licenses are also accounted for as intangible assets alongside patents, the 


identification of the so-called standard-essential patents (SEPs), in particular, 


plays an important role in determining the value of patents. SEPs are patents that 


have been declared by a standardization committee as standard-essential and 
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are thus defined as part of the technological implementation of an application or 


standard. SEPs can and are licensed under the FRAND criteria and are particu-


larly valuable patents because they concern products and processes targeting 


the mass market and thus serve as an indicator of patent value. Various ap-


proaches have addressed the financial significance of royalties on SEPs and their 


ability to develop market barriers. 


Specifically, with the identification of potential SEPs, namely, patents not yet de-


clared as standard-essential but potentially suitable for a standard declaration, it 


is possible to search one's own patent portfolio specifically for SEPs in order to 


generate license income with suitable patents. Furthermore, the identification of 


potential SEPs of competitors in the technological environment of one's own com-


pany helps calculate future risks concerning license expenditure. As SEPs are 


also legally evaluated along with the patent claims in analogy to conventional 


patents, semantic analysis of patent claims enables a well-founded identification 


of SEPs. 


3.4 Competitor analysis 


Entrepreneurial success requires the strategic exploitation of competitive ad-


vantages over existing and potential competitors when designing offers for a de-


manding market. Competitor analysis is an essential methodical element to pre-


pare strategic steps in a competitive environment. Various approaches have 


been researched for this purpose within the framework of patent analysis. They 


employ bibliometric data (Abbas et al., 2014; Ernst and Omland, 2011; Grimaldi 


et al., 2015; Sternitzke et al., 2008; Trappey et al., 2016), the semantics of all or 


part of the patent document (Chen et al., 2003; Darby, 2009; de Carvalho, Danilo 


Silva et al., 2014; Han and Sohn, 2015; Niwa, 2016; van Zeebroeck and van 


Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 2011a), or the patent versus product perspective (Park 


and Yoon, 2014). With a focus on patent claims, it is possible to research the 


competitive situation by referring to patent categories and disambiguating be-


tween products, manufacturing processes, application processes, or computer-


implemented/business methods for analysis. This is not viable if the claims are 


not processed by a specific NLP. 
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4. Methodological framework: claim mining 


This chapter introduces the concept and methodology of claim mining along with 


the three central elements: 1) patent claims as data sources, 2) patent claim pre- 


and processing, and 3) adaption for application fields. 


As illustrated in Chapter 3, there are several frameworks for patent analysis. The 


dissertation at hand aims to enhance those frameworks by focusing on patent 


claims following the motivation introduced in Chapter 1. So far, patent claims 


have been used for mainly three issues regarding patent analysis as well as their 


application fields. Firstly, they have been used to develop bibliometric indicators 


to determine patent value i.e. by counting all claims, both independent and de-


pendent. Secondly, patent claims have been used either exclusively or in combi-


nation with other fields from the patent, such as title, abstract or description, to 


apply semantic analyses, develop trend analysis, or detect novelty. Thirdly, pa-


tent claims have served as the main object for patent attorneys to analyze the 


patent’s scope of protection by means of manual evaluations for infringement 


analysis. 


Following PORTER AND CUNNINGHAM’S (2004) definition of tech mining, the concept 


of claim mining is introduced as follows:  


Claim mining is the application of claim-specific text mining tools to law-


specific technology information deriving from patent claims in order to re-


ply to specific questions on technological innovations.  


Figure 3 shows the claim mining process for application in technology analysis at 


a glance. 
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Figure 3: Methodical framework model for claim mining. Source: author. 


 


In order to elucidate the following steps, the patent US7843790B2 of Samsung 


Electronics is introduced as an exemplary purpose (see Figure 4). This patent 


has been granted in 2010 and claims an “[a]pparatus and the method for playing 


an optical disc, whereby the apparatus includes an optical disc drive to read data 


of the disc, in which the data on a previous layer and a subsequent layer is read 


in an OTP manner.”  
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Figure 4: First page of patent US7843790B2, including bibliometric (e.g., assignee and applica-


tion number) and technical information (title and abstract). Source: US7843790B2 full-text docu-


ment.7 


 


It comprises 38 claims in total (see excerpt in Figure 5), five of which are inde-


pendent and 33 dependent on different dependency levels. The claims fall into 


the two different categories of product and application process claims. 


 


                                            
7 https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/c0/5c/c6/fdc301ebe9d1c3/US7843790.pdf 
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Figure 5: Excerpt of claims from patent US7843790B2. Source: US7843790B2 full-text docu-


ment.8 


                                            
8 https://patentimages.storage.googleapis.com/c0/5c/c6/fdc301ebe9d1c3/US7843790.pdf 
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4.1 Patent claims as data sources 


In addition to figures, the patent document consists of structured bibliometric in-


formation, such as the assignee (i.e., US7843790B2: Samsung Electronics), filing 


year, grant year, and patent classification (IPC, CPC, USC), and unstructured 


technological information, such as title, abstract, description, and patent claims. 


In the following sections, the patent claims are introduced by following, in partic-


ular, their syntactic occurrence, dependencies, and underlying conditions. 


4.1.1 Syntactic occurrence of patent claims 


Patent claims are listed according to a numbering from 1 to n (US7843790B2: 1–


38), with each patent claim ending with a dot. The first patent claim describes the 


first, independent main claim and in most cases consists of a preamble 


(US7843790B2: “1. An apparatus for playing a multiple-layer optical disc”), a tran-


sition phrase (US7843790B2: “comprising an optical disc […]”), and body 


(US7843790B2: “a pick-up module; and […]”). In the preamble, specific terms, 


such as “apparatus,” “device,” or “system,” are used to categorize a patent claim 


as a product or device claim; terms such as “method,” “process,” “computer-im-


plemented,” or “manufacturing method” are used to categorize them as process 


claims (Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C § 101).  


Information on the patent claim levels and categories is not explicitly presented 


in the patent document in the form of bibliometric data but can only be obtained 


from the semantic section of the patent claims. The first independent patent claim 


may be followed by further dependent and also independent patent claims along 


with the corresponding numbering. Dependent patent claims are characterized 


by reference to previously listed dependent or independent patent claims (i.e., 


US7843790B2: “2. The apparatus according to claim 1, […]”). In contrast to de-


pendent patent claims, independent patent claims do not refer to any other patent 


claims. If independent patent claims simultaneously refer to several patent claims, 


they are referred to as multiple-dependent patent claims (e.g., “Method as 


claimed in claim 1–4 [...]”). Multiple claims cannot refer to other multiple claims 


(Patent Act Title 35 U.S.C § 112).  
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4.1.2 Underlying claim conditions 


Due to the legal relevance of each term formulated in the patent claims, the latter 


are very complex for the normal reader. As a rule, patent claims are formulated 


by patent attorneys or lawyers and examined in the grant procedure by the re-


spective patent office. In this process, patent claims go through numerous syn-


tactic and semantic changes and, if necessary, deletions, until the patent office 


either grants or rejects protection, taking into account their state of the art. Due 


to this labor-intensive effort, each patent claim causes an indirect financial effort, 


such as through the assignment of the patent claim formulation by a patent attor-


ney. A direct effort based on the cost of patenting each patent claim adds up to 


this indirect effort. The USPTO includes the first 20 patent claims per patent doc-


ument; each additional claim costs $80 (Fee Code: 1205/2205/3205 37 


CFR:1.16(i)); each multiple claim even costs $780 (Fee Code: 1203/2203/3203 


37 CFR: 1.16(j)). In contrast to titles, abstracts, and descriptions, patent claims 


thus represent the most structured, legally resilient, and complex semantic infor-


mation in the patent document.  


Due to their complex syntactic structure, patent claims require individual NLPs, 


which are introduced in the following section. For a semantic analysis at claim 


level, the overall set of terms9 regarding patent claims is transformed into a col-


lection of nested concepts of individual patent claims. 


4.2 Patent claim pre- and processing 


In this section, the semantic pre-processing of claim dependencies, claim cate-


gories, as well as the pre- and processing of the claims’ terms, is introduced.  


4.2.1 Semantic pre-processing of claim dependencies 


To convert the overall set of terms of patent claims into a set of terms for each 


individual patent claim, the regular expression "[0-9]+\.\s" is applied to the terms 


of patent claims to split the string into a list of individual strings. A check of the 


                                            
9 In the literature, a set of (semantic) terms or words is mostly called a concept. To avoid confusion 
in wording (especially when a concept refers to a conception), the terms “set of terms” or “terms” 
are used instead within the dissertation at hand.  
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claim sequence along the logical numbering of 1–n and a language check en-


sures correct parsing. For the identification of claim levels, the regular expression 


"claim\s[0-9]+" is used to record existing dependencies per patent claim, provide 


a distinction between independent, dependent, and multiple dependent patent 


claims and their dependency levels, and annotate them per patent claim.  


4.2.2 Semantic pre-processing of claim categories 


Through the process shown in Figure 6, all independent patent claims are cate-


gorized as a product or process in the first step using the regular expression 


“method|procedure|process|workflow|....”. The process claims are further catego-


rized by regular expressions (see Table 2) into manufacturing process claims, 


application process claims, and computer-implemented/business method claims.  


Table 2: Examples of keywords for the identification of product claims, manufacturing process 


claims, and computer-implemented method/business process claims. Source: author’s consid-


ered publication P2. 


Claim category Excerpt of regular ex-


pression 


Examples of keywords 


Product claim (1) Not categorized as process claim. 


Process claim 


Manufcaturing 


process claim 


(2) 


(method|procedure|pro-
cess|work-
flow|…)\s((for|of|to)\s)?(the\s)
?((automatically|continu-
ously|continuous)\s)?(assem-
bling|building|build|compos-
ing|constructing|casting|man-
ufacture|…)… 


 method for assembling 


 process of production 


 processing method 


 manufacturing method 


Application 


process claim 


(3) 


Not categorized as manufacturing process or computer-
implemented/business method claim. 


Computer-


implemented 


method/busines


s method claim 


(4) 


(computer|comput-
eri(s|z)ed|computing|com-
puterimplemented|…)\s((im-
plemented|re-
ali(s|z)ed|…)\s)?(method|pro-
cedure|process|workflow)… 


 computer implemented 
method 


 computer realized process 


 computer method 


computer workflow 


 


As a result of the consideration of Rule 36 of the EPO, all dependent patent claims 


inherit the patent claim category of the associated independent patent claim.  
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Figure 6: Process model for categorization according to patent claim category. Source: author’s 


considered publication P2. 


 


For the case of patent US7843790B2, the claim dependencies and categories 


are evaluated in Table 3. 


 


Table 3: Evaluation of patent claim categories and dependencies in the case of patent 


US7843790B2. Source: author. 


Claim 
number 


Claim  
Category 


Claim  
Dependency 


Claim 


1 Product claim Independent 
(main) claims 


1. An apparatus for playing a multi-
ple-layer optical disc […] 


2 Product claim Dependent claim  
(1st level) 


2. The apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein the […] 


3 Product claim Dependent claim  
(2nd level) 


3. The apparatus according to claim 
2, wherein the […] 


4 Product claim Dependent claim  
(3rd level) 


4. The apparatus according to claim 
3, wherein the […] 


5 Product claim Dependent claim  
(4th level) 


5. The apparatus according to claim 
4, wherein the […] 


6 Product claim Dependent claim  
(3rd level) 


6. The apparatus according to claim 
3, further […] 


7 Product claim Dependent claim  
(4th level) 


7. The apparatus according to claim 
6, further com […] 


8 Product claim Dependent claim 
(5th level) 


8. The apparatus according to claim 
7, wherein the […] 


9 Product claim Dependent claim  
(5th level) 


9. The apparatus according to claim 
7, wherein the […] 


10 Product claim Dependent claim  
(4th level) 


10. The apparatus according to claim 
6, further […] 


11 Product claim Dependent claim  
(5th level) 


11. The apparatus according to claim 
10, wherein […] 


12 Product claim Dependent claim  
(1st level) 


12. The apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein […] 


13 Product claim Dependent claim  
(1st level) 


13. The apparatus according to claim 
1, wherein […] 
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14 Application pro-
cess claim 


Independent claim 14. A method for playing an optical 
disc in an OTP […] 


15 Application pro-
cess claim 


Dependent claim  
(1st level) 


15. The method according to claim 
14, further […] 


… … … … 


 


4.2.3 Semantic pre- and processing of claims terms 


By using a claim-specific stopword filter, all patent claims are then freed from 


non-discriminatory terms along with the regular expression “claim*|accord-


ing|characteri?e|wherein|comprising|....”. Since patent claims specify the seman-


tic content of the preamble through the transition phrase to each feature in the 


body from the general to the special, a new term weighting is introduced that 


deviates from the state of the literature (e.g., TF-IDF) and takes into account the 


claim-specific character based on the decreasing term weighting (DTW) accord-


ing to Formula 1. 


Formula 1: Formula of the claim-specific term weighting “DTW”. Source: author’s considered 


publication P5. 


 


𝐷𝑇𝑊 (𝑖) =
(𝑐+1)−𝑖


𝑐+1
(1) 


For all i = 1,..., n;  


c = count of different terms per set of terms (here one claim); 


  i = index of term  


 


Each semantic term is therefore weighted in descending order from the first term 


that occurs with ~1 to the last term that occurs with ~0 and annotated for each 


term within the set of claim’s terms. Exemplarily, the calculated DTWs of the first 


claim of patent US7843790B2 are provided in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Calculated DTWs of the first claim of patent US7843790B2. Source: author. 


Index 
(i) 


Term DTW per term 
(c = 40) 


Index 
(i) 


Term DTW per term 
 (c = 40) 


1 apparatus 0.97561 21 such 0.487805 


2 for 0.95122 22 when 0.463415 


3 play 0.926829 23 start 0.439024 


4 multiple-layer 0.902439 24 sector 0.414634 


5 optical 0.878049 25 beginn 0.390244 


6 disc 0.853659 26 effective 0.365854 


7 drive 0.829268 27 area 0.341463 


8 read 0.804878 28 locate 0.317073 


9 data 0.780488 29 outward 0.292683 


10 which 0.756098 30 last 0.268293 


11 record 0.731707 31 move 0.243902 


12 previous 0.707317 32 position 0.219512 


13 layer 0.682927 33 correspond 0.195122 


14 subsequent 0.658537 34 continuous 0.170732 


15 otp 0.634146 35 after 0.146341 


16 manner 0.609756 36 complete 0.121951 


17 pick-up 0.585366 37 reade 0.097561 


18 module 0.560976 38 made 0.073171 


19 microcomputer 0.536585 39 perform 0.04878 


20 control 0.512195 40 jump 0.02439 


 


By carrying out the steps mentioned within the framework of the claim-specific 


pre-NLP, all individual patent claims for the application fields introduced in the 


next section can be individually processed, and their implications visualized. 


4.3 Adaption for application fields 


The present dissertation provides a detailed analysis of an essential application 


field, namely, information retrieval. Furthermore, the following three application 


fields are also examined in detail: technology forecasting and strategic technol-


ogy planning, patent quality and value identification in the form of patent scope, 


and identification of SEPs. Competitor analysis is also investigated in detail. 


4.3.1 Information retrieval 


Concerning information retrieval, the annotations introduced in the previous sec-


tion provide targeted filtering for each individual claim according to the patent 


claim category and level.  


The visualization is carried out by means of a tabular evaluation of all individual 


claims based on the patent data query selected at the beginning (see Table 5). 
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Table 5: Claim-based table of patent US7843790B2. Source: author. 


Publication 
number 


Patent 
claim_ID 


Claim 
cate-
gory 


Claim  
dependency 


Set of terms: each patent 
claim 


… 


US7843790B
2 


US7843790
B2_1 


Product 
claim 


Independent 
(main) claim 


1. An apparatus for playing a 
multiple-layer optical disc, 
comprising an optical disc 
drive to read data of the 
multiple-layer optical disc […]  


… 


US7843790B
2 


US7843790
B2_2 


Product 
claim 


Dependent 
claim 
(1st level) 


2. The apparatus according to 
claim 1, wherein the optical 
disc drive further comprises a 
memory to store information 
for controlling an overall 
operation of the optical disc 
drive, and data read during 
control of the microcomputer. 


… 


… … … … … … 


 


4.3.2 Technology forecasting and strategic technology planning 


The annotations of the patent claim categories recorded in pre-processing are 


used to determine the degree of technological maturity of a technology. Based 


on UTTERBACK AND ABERNATHY’S (1975) innovation theory, product and manufac-


turing process claims within a technology are presented over time. Due to the 


unequal distribution of both patent claim categories, the relative proportions per 


application year in relation to the respective population are illustrated in a diagram 


(see Figure 7). Based on UTTERBACK AND ABERNATHY’S (1975) innovation dynam-


ics theory, product claims are derived as a proxy for product innovations, and 


manufacturing process claims as a proxy for process innovations.  
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Figure 7: Development of product claims (product innovation) and manufacturing process 


claims (process innovation) from main claims. Source: author’s considered publication P1. 


 


By considering the intersections of both curves, three phases—fluid, transitional, 


and specific—following UTTERBACK AND ABERNATHY (1975) can be identified, and 


the degree of maturity of a technology can be analyzed. 


4.3.2 Identifying patent quality and value 


In this section, the application field of identification of patent  quality and value is 


introduced in terms of the two aspects of patent scope (1.) and identification of 


SEPs (2.). 


1. For the calculation of the patent scope, the patent claim levels of the individual 


claims of a patent are evaluated. Starting from the annotations made in pre-pro-


cessing with regard to independent, dependent 1st–nth order, and multiple de-


pendent patent claims, the patent scope is determined semantically by means of 


Formula 2 following KNIGHT’S (2013) theoretical framework. The patent scope of 


patent US7843790B2 is exemplarily calculated. 
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Formula 2: Formula for calculating the patent scope and example calculation of patent 


US7843790B2. Source: author’s considered publication P3. 


 


𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 =  1 −
arctan(


(𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡+𝑛𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒)∗0+𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐿1∗1+ ..+𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐿𝑛∗𝐿𝑛
𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠


𝑛𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠−1
)


αMax
  


𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑒 US7843790B2 =  1 −
arctan(


5∗0+16∗1+8∗2+3∗3+3∗4+3∗5
38


38−1
)


26.565°
 = 0.896  (2) 


For all 𝐿= 1,…, n; 


𝐿= Claim level; 


𝑛𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡 = Count of independent claims; 


𝑛𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑝𝑙𝑒 = Count of multiple dependent claims; 


𝑛𝑆𝑢𝑏𝐿 = Count of dependent claims per level from 1,…,n; 


𝑛𝐶𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑚𝑠 = Count of claims per patent; 


αMax = 26.565° 


 


Each patent then receives the calculated (by DEG) patent scope as a patent 


value indicator in the normalized value range from 0 (minimum patent scope) to 


1 (maximum patent scope). This allows patents to be classified based on their 


scope, according to individually defined value ranges, and filtered for a specific 


search. In addition, the patent scope can also be considered above the average 


or median for a set of patents related to either a company or a technology. Figure 


8 shows an exemplary evaluation in which the quantity by the count of inven-


tions10 and quality by the average patent scope is compared by taking into ac-


count different companies within the Blu-ray technology. 


                                            
10 In this regard, the count of inventions is defined as count of INPADOC families. 
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Figure 8: Competitor analysis in the case of Blu-ray technology (2003–2015). Source: author’s 


considered publication P3. 


 


In this case study, the result is presented in a two-axis diagram, which enables 


the derivation of implications for the application purpose of either M&A valuations 


or company valuations for strategic cooperation. Depending on requirements, this 


indicator can be used to identify companies that have patented a technology’s 


broad or specific areas.  


2. Besides the identification of patent value in terms of patent scope, the frame-


work at hand addresses the determination of patent value by the identification of 


probable SEPs.  


The corresponding approach essentially consists of four steps, namely 1) har-


vesting of the training data, 2) “Doc2Vec” vectorization of the semantic set of 


terms, 3) training and application of a random forest model in relation to the target 


variables of SEP and no-SEP, and 4) application of the similarity search using 


Doc2Vecs to predict the most appropriate standard code for a probable SEP 


(Doc2Vec (Le and Mikolov, 2014)) method is part of the Google search engine 


and applicable for measuring semantic similarities) (see Figure 9).  
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Figure 9: Four-step approach. Source: author’s considered publication P4. 


 


Finally, each patent to be evaluated can be classified either as a probable SEP 


or no-SEP by statistical probability, and the five most probable standard codes 


can be predicted.  


4.3.4 Competitor analysis 


For the application field of competitor analysis by means of semantic patent anal-


ysis, all annotations generated in pre-processing are required and therefore used. 


Within the framework of the competitor analysis, a network view was chosen that 


visualizes both a selection of companies relative to a technology and semantic 


similarities over time. From all patent claims of the patent set generated from a 


patent database such as Derwent Innovation, only independent patent claims (fil-


ter medium patent claim level) from a patent claim category (e.g., products, 


whereby the focus of the analysis is on products) are vectored via the patent 


claim specific NLP as well as the term weighting DTW.  


In accordance with the blue ocean strategy (Kim and Mauborgne, 2013), the net-


work metric of the hub score is derived as a proxy for the metrics of competitive 


concentration and the change of the hub score for product differentiation as part 


of the innovation value. By looking at the deviation of the hub score of a company 


from the mean value of the hub score of all considered companies per application 
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year, a diagram (see Figure 10) is generated which visualizes the competitor 


analysis in the sine of blue ocean strategy of the selected companies in the dy-


namic course of time. 


 


Figure 10: Strategic portfolio of top five companies based on all independent product claims in 


the field of Blu-ray technology. Source: author’s considered publication P5. 


 


Furthermore, this qualitative representation is provided with the quantitative de-


termination of the total product differentiation value as a comparative key figure 


following Formula 3. 


Formula 3: Formula for calculating product differentiation. Source: author’s considered publica-


tion P5. 


𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = ∑((ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(𝑡) − ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (𝑡 − 1)) < 0)


𝑛


𝑡=1


 


𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆𝑜𝑛𝑦 (2006) = ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒(2006) −


ℎ𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 (2005) = 0.587 − 0.827 =  −0.240             (3) 


 


By evaluating both findings, implications in terms of competitor analysis can be 


derived using the blue ocean strategy.  


Blue Ocean 


Red Ocean 
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5. Justification and concretization of research questions, research design, 


assignment of research questions to publications, and presentation of pub-


lications 


In this chapter, the research questions are justified based on assessed compli-


cations and concretized within the claim mining framework. Subsequently, the 


research design is provided. The research questions are then assigned to the 


considered publications. Finally, the latter are presented. 


5.1 Justification and concretization of the research question 


In this section, the research questions are derived and concretized. Based on the 


objective of this dissertation explained in the introduction, the research guiding 


question is introduced first. The leading question is then operationalized into eight 


research sub-questions and finally concretized within the following three applica-


tion fields: technology forecasting and strategic technology planning, patent  qual-


ity and value identification, and competitor analysis. 


5.1.1 Q0: Leading research question 


In the past, various approaches were devoted to the analysis of patent documents 


on the basis of bibliometric and semantic elements. In semantic approaches, se-


mantic information is usually taken from title, abstract, description, or patent 


claims in various constellations and is further processed either by universal or 


specific NLPs. However, recent approaches managed to mine text fields with le-


gal background information such as title, abstract, and description since value 


indicators, patent landscapes as well as patent trends could have been spawn so 


far. However, as anticipated in Chapter 1, recent approaches have not yet ex-


ploited all the opportunities that could derive from a specific semantic analysis of 


patent claims stating the legal information within a patent. Even though former 


approaches have taken into account patent claims for analysis, two drawbacks 


have hindered cause the analysis of the opportunities in this field  


On the one hand, when using the combination abstract or description in connec-


tion with the patent claims, a semantic bias is generated because patent claims 


are often contained in parts in the abstract or description. Hence, semantic words 
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(so-called “terms”) are processed uncontrolled multiple times. This drawback af-


fects mining accuracy. If this drawback can be solved, the resilience for those 


semantic analyses can be enhanced, so that even a legal-based perspective can 


be reached.  


On the other hand, in the existing approaches, the same NLPs are applied to 


patent claims, together with other semantic elements, such as title, abstract, and 


description, even when the syntactic structure and the semantics of the text ele-


ments differs widely. Thus, the existing structure and dependencies of both inde-


pendent and dependent patent claims, as well as the patent category defined per 


patent claim, are ignored and dissolved both because number are filtered out 


within the pre-processing and all patent claims are transferred into an entire se-


mantic set of terms. If the patent claim category is not identified in pre-processing, 


it may be lost when searching for frequent or discriminatory words (Younge and 


Kuhn, 2015). Then, the semantic set of terms, whether title, abstract, description, 


or patent claim, is processed with generalized stopword filters and term weights, 


even if different text elements also require different text processing steps to be 


processed as precisely as possible. If claims can be tagged in regard to depend-


ency and category, several new insights can be exploited.  


I thus postulate a theoretical concept that comprises the criteria of resilience, de-


tailing opportunity, and usability in regard to the processing of text fields from 


patents. 


In Table 6, this concept is provided among three columns indicating the criteria 


and two rows indicating the used NLPs for analysis. 
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Table 6: Matrix of possible text processing combinations regarding the semantic fields of pa-


tents. Source: author. 


 Single field containing legal 
(secondary) background in-


formation 
(title, abstract or description) 


Single field containing le-
gal (primary) information  


exclusively (claims) 


Multiple fields (title, ab-
stract claims, descrip-


tion) 


Univer-
sal NLP 


 
-- 
 


-- ++ O O ++ -- -- + 


Specific 
NLP 


 
-- 
 


- + ++ + O + ++ -- 


 


 
Consequence: 


need for saving depend-
ency level 


and identifying catego-
ries of claims 


 


 


 


 Legend:  
 
++  ≙ best 
+  ≙ better 


O  ≙ equilibrium 
-  ≙ worse 


--  ≙ worst 
 


The first column characterizes the type of text field with a single field containing 


(secondary) legal background content. For this case, the exclusive semantic 


analysis of one of the fields title, abstract, or description is addressed. The second 


column and type declare the semantic analysis of a single field from the patent 


that contains (primary) legal information. This type of field exclusively addresses 


the semantic analysis of patent claims. The third column and type comprise the 


simultaneous semantic analysis of multiple fields, mixing those with legal back-


ground information. In this case, for example, the fields of title, abstract, claims, 


and description are analyzed semantically based on one entire set of terms.  


All three types are characterized in regard to the two rows indicating whether the 


appliance of universal NLP or field-specific NLP. In order to provide the theoreti-


cal usefulness of each of the possible three criteria—namely, resilience, detailing 


opportunity, and usability—is taken into account. The criterium resilience is about 


F
ie


ld
s
: 


resilience 
detailing  


opportunity 
usability 
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the combination’s ability to hold out when it comes to legal decisions. The crite-


rium detailing opportunity defines the combination’s ability to model the semantic 


context of a patent on a holistic perspective when several application fields can 


be covered. The criterium of usability indicates the effort that is needed to apply 


this combination for semantic analysis.  


The evaluation per criterium derived from a subjective pair-wise comparison in 


the scale of best (++), better (+), equilibrium (O), worse (-), and worst (--). Mean-


while, the application of universal NLP for a single field is best usable because 


this analysis only can provide worst resilience, as the primary legal field of claims 


is neglected completely. Furthermore, detailing opportunity is also the worst be-


cause only one field is analyzed. When applying specific NLP on a legal back-


ground text field from a patent, the resilience still stands as the worst. Still, the 


detailing opportunity is getting less worse because a specific NLP ensures a more 


precise analysis. However, because of a higher effort that is needed for a specific 


NLP, the usability decreases from best to better. 


In case universal NLP is applied to the primary legal text field claims, the resili-


ence and detailing opportunity are evaluated as in equilibrium; meanwhile, the 


usability is the best. When applying claim-specific NLP, the resilience tends to be 


the best because of the most accurate analysis. The detailing opportunity stands 


at better because the best way is reachable when all fields are used by specific 


NLP, for example, when claims are aligned to the description.  


However, when comparing the application of specific NLP, the usability is in equi-


librium for claims, as they are more complicated to be analyzed as a single field 


with legal background information. However, they are less complicated relative 


to the individual analysis of multiple fields with each specification for claims, title, 


abstract, and description. When specific NLP is applied to multiple fields, the us-


ability is decreasing from best to better because the amount of analysis raises 


compared to the analysis of only one field. In case specific NLP is applied to 


multiple fields, the resilience, compared to claims, only decreases from best to 


better because there is a possibility that legal background fields affected the legal 


semantics in a negative way. However, even though the detailing opportunity in 


case of specific NLP is best since all fields are taken into account, the usability is 


the worst because each field has to be processed in a specific way. Finally, it can 
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be argued that the appliance of specific NLP on claims is the most useful combi-


nation based on this qualitative evaluation.  


Consequently, the overall objective of this cumulative dissertation is to take up 


the approach of PatMining (Abbas et al., 2014; Gerken, 2012; Madani and Weber, 


2016; Porter and Cunningham, 2004) and move from the analysis of the overall 


patent document towards the patent claims. Consequently, the approach of claim 


mining is about to be introduced to elaborate more far-reaching insights for tech-


nology analysis by exploiting unused opportunities within a holistic framework. In 


order to explore this objective, the following research question Q0 is derived: 


Q0: “In which way can the semantic analysis of patent claims provide more 


far-reaching insights for technology analysis if previously unused opportu-


nities are tapped?” 


In this context, the semantic analysis of patent claims describes the computer-


aided analysis of the semantic content of the patent claims field within the patent 


document. The analysis aims at the identification of indicators and measurement 


methods to collect relevant insights in a data-based way. The formulation “of pa-


tent claims” includes the exclusive use of patent claims as a data basis and there-


fore distinguishes itself from the use of further text fields within the patent docu-


ment. By selecting the question term “in which way,” it becomes clear that the 


answer to this research guiding question refers to selected application fields and 


therefore neither concerns the general usability of the patent claims in contrast to 


other text fields for semantic patent analysis nor requires the claim to complete-


ness of the application fields used to answer this question. A lot more it is focused 


on exploiting opportunities in a structured way (see Figure 1) that are untapped 


by previous approaches within the scope of technology analysis.  


In order to answer the research question Q0, an operationalization of this ques-


tion is necessary. In the following, eight research sub-questions are introduced, 


which are subordinate to the three relevant application fields of technology fore-


casting and strategic technology planning, patent  quality and value identification, 


and competitor analysis. Since the research questions were already derived in 


the publications considered using the SCQA Pyramid Principle (Minto, 2009), the 
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situation description (S) and complication (C) are taken literally, and the question 


(Q) is then introduced as well as concretized and followed by an answer (A).  


5.1.2 Q1: Technology forecasting and strategic technology planning 


QUOTED FROM THE INTERIM VERSION OF CONSIDERED PUBLICATION P2: 


“MURMANN AND FRENKEN (2006) have shown that the emergence of a dominant 


design has been explored intensively. Nonetheless, only few researchers have 


focused on an empirical analysis of the dynamics themselves. Prior research an-


alyzed the theory mostly based on product data [Table 1]. Two relevant paper 


used patent data (Mauri and McMillan, 1999; Huenteler et al., 2016), but with two 


limiting design decisions, namely focusing on product patents only and using pa-


tents as a whole. 


[Table 1]: List of prior research characterized by applied measurements. Source: author. 


Sources Measurements 


HLADIK (1988), OSBORN AND BAUGHT (1990), 
LINK (1982), LUNN (1986), and LEVIN AND 


REISS (1989) 


ratio of R&D expense to sales 


ROSENKOPF AND NERKAR (1999) market shares of different products 


MAURI AND MCMILLAN (1999), Huenteler et al., 
2016 


patent data (with inventions as a proxy for 
innovations) 


 


In general, there are two sorts of shortcomings of prior research, firstly regarding 


the applied data, and secondly regarding the insights. In order to overcome these 


shortcomings with regard to data, we firstly follow MAURI AND MCMILLAN (1999) 


and HUENTELER ET AL. (2016) and use claims of patents as a proxy for product 


and process innovations, because innovations in the sense of innovation dynam-


ics theory achieve value for a company either by generating higher revenues or 


lowering productions costs. In both cases, companies have an interest in protect-


ing this type of innovation, for which patenting is a common instrument in many 


technological fields.” 


Based on the situation and complication described, the following research ques-


tion Q1 is derived, which is further operationalized into the research questions 


Q1.1, Q1.2, and Q1.3. 
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Q1) In which way can patent claims be used as a data basis within the 


framework of semantic patent analysis in order to analyze the innovation 


dynamics with computer support and in accordance with Utterback and Ab-


ernathy’s innovation theory? 


Q1.1) Which proxies are suitable for the description of innovation dy-


namics according to Utterback and Abernathy’s innovation theory for 


the description of product and process innovations? 


Q1.2) In which way can the development of product and process in-


novations be qualitatively represented and their timing quantitatively 


measured by means of semantic analysis of patent claims in order to 


derive the phases of innovation dynamics? 


Q1.3) In which way can Utterback and Abernathy’s innovation theory 


be tested and, if necessary, extended with the help of semantic anal-


ysis of patent claims using the case study “storage technologies”? 


 


5.1.3 Q2: Identifying patent  quality and value 


In regard to the application field of identifying patent  quality and value in terms 


of patent scope and SEPs, the situation and complications are described in the 


following, and corresponding research questions are derived. 


QUOTED FROM CONSIDERED PUBLICATION P3: 


“The majority of recent investigations into measuring patent scope focus on bib-


liographic metrics, such as the count of different IPC-classes, count of claims, 


count of dependent and independent claims, or even on manual interpretation. 


All of these approaches are deficient in different ways. In counting IPC-classes, 


the scope depends on how finely a technology is structured in terms of patent 


classes, and therewith cannot be used to compare the scope of patents across 


different technologies, especially in the case of emerging ones, due to missing 


patent classes. The basic count of patent claims per patent is not useful either, 


as some claims increase the scope while others reduce it. Furthermore, the count 


of independent or dependent claims only refers to the dependencies by a two-
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level hierarchy, even if claim dependencies are nested in n-levels (from inde-


pendent claims over dependent sub-claim 1st level to sub claim nth level). Conse-


quently, there is no disambiguation of claims following the serial dependency into 


the depth and claims following the parallel dependency into the breadth. Apart 


from these complications, there are two further issues connected with the afore-


mentioned approaches, namely regarding (1) measuring scope with absolute and 


non-normalized metrics (e.g., the count of something), and (2) neglecting the core 


part responsible for the scope—the semantics of the patent claims.” 


Based on the situation and complication described above, the following research 


question Q2 is derived, which is further operationalized into the research ques-


tions Q2.1. 


Q2) In which way can indicators for determining the patent value be derived 


from the semantic analysis of patent claims? 


Q2.1) How can the dependencies of individual patent claims be eval-


uated in order to determine the semantic scope of patents, and how 


can the behavior of this scope of the patent be classified in the state 


of science? 


The determination of patent value in the sense of standard-essential patents also 


refers to research question Q2 in the application field of identifying patent  quality 


and value. As a result, the situation and complication description from the con-


sidered publication P4 paper is quoted in the following. 


QUOTED FROM CONSIDERED PUBLICATION P4: 


“Various approaches have addressed the financial significance of royalties on 


SEPs and their central role in creating market barriers for competitors. To declare 


a patent a SEP at committees such as the European Telecommunications Stand-


ards Institute (ETSI), a complex and cost-intensive process must be carried out. 


For this process, a patent holder must know which of his patents can be SEPs 


and which standard code they could target. For example, if a company wishes to 


launch a new product or process on the market, it is necessary to know which 


SEPs exist and which patents are highly likely to be declared SEPs in the future 


in order to avoid cost-intensive license fees or patent infringements.  
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[…] Therefore, it makes sense to support patent holders in identifying SEPs, par-


ticularly potential SEPs that could influence their businesses today and in the 


future in terms of risk management. In addition to risk issues, opportunities can 


also be tapped through license fees if patents that are suitable as SEPs can be 


identified within one’s own patent portfolio.” 


Based on the problem described above, research question Q2 is addressed again 


and further operationalized into research question Q2.2. 


Q2.2) In which way can semantic patent analysis be used to identify 


potential standard-essential patents and corresponding standards 


that are currently not yet declared as such but have the potential for 


declaration so that a patent value can be anticipated? 


5.1.4 Q3: Competitor analysis 


In regard to competitor analysis, the situation and complication is described in 


the following, and the corresponding research question is derived. 


QUOTED FROM THE INTERIM VERSION OF CONSIDERED PUBLICATION P5: 


“However, complications in competitor analyses result from a lack of sufficient 


public available data and implementable insights, which help clarify competitors’ 


current strategic steps and anticipate future ones. […] Patents are thus a central 


component in preparing medium- and long-term strategic steps in technology-


driven competition. […] Different approaches examine the support of competitor 


analysis based on patent data using bibliometric data (Abbas et al., 2014; Ernst 


and Omland, 2011; Grimaldi et al., 2015; Sternitzke et al., 2008; Trappey et al., 


2016), the semantics of all or part of the patent document (Chen et al., 2003; 


Darby, 2009; de Carvalho, Danilo Silva et al., 2014; Han and Sohn, 2015; Niwa, 


2016; van Zeebroeck and van Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 2011a), or the patent 


versus product perspective (Park and Yoon, 2014). The main difficulty is that 


none of these approaches is able to sufficiently process the claims—the most 


important aspect—through a computerized approach. Thus far, most approaches 


have treated patent claims only at an unspecified, high level and neglected the 


complex ontology of the claim domain. In particular, current approaches lack 
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three aspects. […] By limiting themselves to the entire patent text, these ap-


proaches cannot distinguish between patent claim categories, although the sep-


aration between claim categories is indispensable from a claim-technical point of 


view to be able to distinguish between products and processes for the precise 


analysis of the competitive situation. [T]hey rarely align with computer-aided stra-


tegic decision support, even if there are different approaches in business man-


agement. Thus far, no approach has used the known and successfully evaluated 


blue ocean strategy for patent claim analysis.” 


The following research question Q3 is derived based on the complication de-


scribed above. 


Q3) In which way can patent claims be used as a data basis for semantic 


patent analysis in order to analyze competition within a technology in ac-


cordance with the blue ocean strategy and how can computer-based prox-


ies be designed for competitive concentration and product differentiation 


as part of the innovation value? 


5.2 Research design 


In this section, the research design is presented following STIER (1999), ALBERS 


ET AL. (2009), and KLANDT AND HEIDENREICH (2017). 


Due to the different levels of the empirical research questions within the publica-


tions considered, the research design of the present cumulative dissertation is 


based on uniformity in data collection (characteristics of the data) and diversity of 


characteristics for the type of research, data analysis, validity, and theoretical 


reference. The data collection in all publications was carried out by means of 


patent analysis, whereby the characteristics of the used data corresponded to the 


structure of a database. In keeping with the nature of the research, the empirical 


research questions were dealt with along quantitative as well as qualitative lines. 


Through quantitative research, the data were analyzed following data collection 


using database-driven patent searches with the aid of different regression anal-


yses. The validity was examined as explorative (internal) as well as statistically 


representative (external) so that external validity was partially achieved in addi-


tion to internal validity. The resulting validity was finally placed in a deductive 
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(reference to existing theory) and inductive (extension and construction of a new 


theory) scientific context. Within the scope of the qualitative evaluation, the re-


trieved data were researched exploratively and deductively placed in the context 


of science following database-driven patent search performed with the help of 


category formation and model investigation. Figure 11 illustrates the selection of 


the research design for this cumulative dissertation. 


Figure 11: Selection of the research design. Source: author following ALBERS ET AL. (2009), 


KLANDT AND HEIDENREICH (2017), and STIER (1999). 
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Figure 11: Selection of the research design. Source: author following ALBERS ET AL. (2009), 


KLANDT AND HEIDENREICH (2017), and STIER (1999). 


 


5.3 Assignment of research questions to the publications considered 


In Table 7, the research questions are assigned to the publications considered 


for this dissertation. 
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Table 7: Assignment of research questions to the considered publications. Source: author. 


No. Publication Research issue 


P1 The Development of Product and Process Claims in Blu-Ray 


Technology: Indicators for the Dynamics of Innovation The-


ory (Wittfoth et al., 2017) 


Q1; Q1.1; Q1.2; 


P2 How Process Innovations Accompany Product Innovations in 


the Field of Storage Technologies: Revisiting the Innovation 


Dynamics Theory 


Q1; Q1.1; Q1.2; 


Q1.3 


P3 Measuring Technological Patent Scope by Semantic Analy-


sis of Patent Claims— an Indicator for Valuating Patents 


(Wittfoth, 2019b) 


Q2; Q2.1 


P4 Identification of Probable Standard Essential Patents 


(SEPs) Based on Semantic Analysis of Patent Claims (Witt-


foth, 2019a) 


Q2; Q2.2 


P5 Analyzing Strategic Moves deriving from Claim-based Prod-


uct Differentiation 


Q3 


 


5.4 Presentation of the considered publications 


In the following sections, the publications P1 to P5, including their answers to the 


research questions, are presented. Finally, a brief summary is provided to con-


nect the research sub-questions of this dissertation towards the research guiding 


question. 


5.4.1 The Development of Product and Process Claims in Blu-Ray Technol-


ogy: Indicators for the Dynamics of Innovation Theory (P1) 


By addressing the innovation dynamics theory introduced by UTTERBACK AND AB-


ERNATHY (1975), this publication derives proxies for describing the dynamics of 


product and process innovations using semantic patent claims analysis. There-


fore, a rule-based semantic categorization in terms of regular expressions is ap-


plied to distinguish between product, application process, manufacturing process, 


and computer-implemented/business method claims. Product claims are then 


used as a proxy for product innovation. In contrast, manufacturing process claims 


are used as a proxy for process innovation. Both proxies are evaluated among 


their year-wise (by application year) share based on the total number of each 


claim category. In this paper, the Blu-ray technology is applied as an application 


field, and results are discussed based on this specific case (see Figure 12). The 
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findings demonstrate that there were two intersections of the variables product 


and manufacturing process claims in the course of time. While the share of prod-


uct claims raised significantly in the beginning, it was overcome by manufacturing 


process claims in 2006, causing the first intersection. 


 


 


Figure 12: Development of independent product claims (product innovation) and manufacturing 


process claims (process innovation). Source: authors of the PICMET 2017 publication. 


  


Some years later, in 2009–2010, manufacturing process claims decreased again 


under the product claims, causing the second intersection. By taking the stand-


ards in Blu-ray technology into account, the three different phases developed by 


Utterback and Abernathy were assigned to the time frame from the beginning 


until the first intersection (fluid phase), between the first and second intersection 


(transitional phase), and after the second intersection (specific phase). Further-


more, it could be demonstrated that process innovations are followed by Blu-ray 


standards. In doing so, the pattern elaborated by the innovation dynamics theory 


by Utterback and Abernathy could be found even in patent data, and research 


question Q1.1 and Q1.2 partly could be addressed. Based on a qualitative ap-


proach regarding the behavior of shown variables, this publication could elabo-


rate deductive findings, as the innovation dynamics theory could be reproduced. 


In this regard, the publication is limited by an internal validity, because only one 


Fluid phase Transitional phase Specific phase 
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case study has been researched. As this publication is limited by just a narrow 


use case and its results lack representative findings on generality and quantitate 


timing for the innovation dynamics, the following paper was proposed. 


5.4.2 How Process Innovations Accompany Product Innovations in the 


Field of Storage Technologies: Revisiting the Innovation Dynamics Theory 


(P2) 


Building upon the publication described in the former section, this one reuses the 


semantic categorization method and expands the application field for validation 


issues. For this purpose, ten technologies in the field of optical storage media, 


such as floppy disc, DVD, and hard disc drive, are analyzed in terms of the de-


velopment of product and manufacturing process claims. In order to provide sta-


tistically significant insights, pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) was applied to 


the changes in the proxies’ development from one year to the next. Then, it was 


tested whether manufacturing process claims follow process claims among the 


technology field of storage technologies. In fact, this direction of dependency 


could be validated in the pooled OLS using the change of manufacturing process 


claims as independent and the change of product claims and its lags from 1 to 5 


as dependent variables. To show that process claims do not follow manufacturing 


claims, the inverted pooled OLS was applied, indicating no significant pattern. 


Thereby, the research questions Q1.1 and Q1.2 could be addressed in a more 


valid way. Consequently, evidence was found in the sense of a deductive per-


spective. Additionally, the timing of the innovation dynamics could be shown sig-


nificantly. For this broad case study, it was possible to demonstrate that manu-


facturing claims follow product claims the lagged third and fifth year. This sort of 


dynamics can be interpreted as efficient process innovations causing lower prod-


uct costs. Besides this pattern, it was also found that there is a significant de-


pendency for the same year of product and manufacturing process claims. This 


sort of phenomenon has been defined as effective process innovation that is 


needed to build the first version of a product. In this manner, this publication also 


tackles an inductive research perspective within this approach. Thereby, the re-


search question Q1.3 was addressed. Consequently, the research question Q1 


could be answered as patent claims could be used as a data basis to analyze the 
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innovation dynamics for the issues of technology forecasting and strategic tech-


nology planning. In contrast to the innovation dynamics theory, it could be demon-


strated that process innovations, even if they may be rudimental, are doming up 


at a very early stage of a technology in addition to product innovation. By widen-


ing the test field from one case to ten case cases, this publication partly elabo-


rated external validity since statistically significant patterns were found. 


5.4.3 Measuring Technological Patent Scope by Semantic Analysis of Pa-


tent Claims—an Indicator for Valuating Patents (P3) 


This publication addresses the application field of identifying patent  quality and 


value. In it, the dependencies of patent claims are analyzed through a semantic 


analysis to develop an indicator for measuring patent quality in terms of patent 


breadth or scope. A wide range of indicators is used to describe the scope of a 


patent in literature. Consequently, there are different understandings regarding 


the terminology of patent scope, patent breadth, and others having partially the 


same meaning. In the following, the term patent scope is used. Building upon 


KNIGHT’S (2013) hash mark theory, the dependencies of patent claims in terms of 


independent, dependent, and multiple dependent claims are used and analyzed 


semantically to measure the overall patent scope of a patent. By using this anal-


ysis, a normalized patent scope metric is derived that characterizes patents in 


terms of narrowness and broadness within a scale from 0 (narrow) to 1 (broad). 


In particular, the average value regarding independent, multiple dependent and 


the levels of dependent claims is used to calculate the scope of each patent. 


Thereby, this approach is based on four main assumptions which derive from the 


theoretical background, interviews with patent lawyers and experts, and the au-


thor’s own ideas. To support the usefulness of this indicator and its behavior be-


yond, aside theories and common patent value indicators are benchmarked to 


the state of the art in literature. Therefore, regressions between the average pa-


tent scope and patents per application year, count of citing patents, number of 


claims, 4L-IPC-Classes, and non-patent-references per patent are calculated for 


the cases of DVD, HD-DVD, and Blu-ray disc. All of the benchmarked indicators 


taken from literature exploit plausible regressions by being partially significant 


towards the new patent scope metric provided in this publication. Consequently, 


the research question Q2.1 could be addressed by providing a metric based on 
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a semantic analysis of patent claims that was able to determine in a plausible 


way the scope of a patent. Therefore, it can be used as a patent value indicator 


that is particularly applicable to new patents in case patent citations are not suf-


ficiently available or patent classes are not deployed, for example. This fact also 


addresses the more general research question Q2 by showing that semantic 


analysis is able to evaluate the quality of a patent. Thereby, this publication com-


prises a deductive reference to KNIGHT’S (2013) theory to operationalize a se-


mantic patent scope indicator and provide internal validity by testing the results 


of the methods among recent literature in the cases of DVD, HD-DVD, and Blu-


ray disc technology. 


5.4.4 Identification of Probable Standard-Essential Patents (SEPs) based on 


Semantic Analysis of Patent Claims (P4) 


This publication addresses the application field of evaluating patents among the 


identification of probable standard-essential patents (SEPs) by applying semantic 


patent analysis. By taking declared SEPs from the European Telecommunica-


tions Standards Institute ETSI as one of the standards-setting organization (SSO) 


into account, the approach for identifying probable SEP was applied. Subse-


quently, it was predicted whether a certain patent had the ability to be declared 


as potential SEP. In case a potential SEP was identified, its corresponding stand-


ard codes were suggested by providing a semantic-based probability. The ap-


proach consisted of four main steps. In the first step, the list from ETSI containing 


patent numbers (around 246.000) and the corresponding standard codes were 


used to prepare training and application data by linking the patent numbers to 


semantic fields such as title, abstract, and claims. Therefore 15.000 SEPs and 


15.000 non-SEPs were chosen randomly by a specific seed. In the second step, 


the semantic content in terms of the two variations title+abstract, and claims only 


were used to build up semantic document vectors for each patent using the 


Doc2Vec algorithm of LE AND MIKOLOW (2014) by 100 axes. In the third step, the 


data were divided into training (80%) and application (20%) data using a distribu-


tion of 50 % SEPs and 50% non-SEPs for each set (training and application data). 


Then, a random forest tree model was trained towards the target variable of SEP 


versus non-SEP using the 100 axes of the Doc2Vec vectors. Scoring results de-


riving from the application data show that this approach reaches an accuracy of 
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more than 96% to categorize SEPs and non-SEPs for both semantic variations 


(title+abstract and claims only). Consequently, the research question Q2.2 could 


be answered, as patents could be categorized as potential SEPs by semantic 


patent analysis following the described approach. In the last and fourth step, the 


semantic set of terms of the potential SEP categorized patents were used to 


measure the similarity compared to all ETSI declared SEPs by cosine similarity 


on the Doc2Vecs. The most five similar ETSI declared SEPs were analyzed to 


suggest their corresponding standard codes. The accuracy of this step has is 


maximum when using claims only as a semantic set of terms and reaches about 


30% for identifying (and thereby a better performance compared to the use of the 


set of terms title plus abstract) the right standard codes within the top five sug-


gestions. In doing so, it could be demonstrated that it is possible to identify correct 


standard codes, although with a low accuracy of 30%. Finally, the derived models 


were used to evaluate the usefulness of this approach in the case of DVD tech-


nology. Therefore, a search query from ALBERT (2015) regarding DVD technology 


was applied to identify potential SEPs and corresponding standard codes. Finally, 


eleven of 16 SEPs could be identified correctly by also providing the correct 


standard codes within the five suggestions.  


As SEPs are a very valuable sort of patents and this approach was able to identify 


them by certain probability, the research question Q2 could also be addressed, 


indicating that patent value can be measured by using semantic patent (claim) 


analysis regarding SEPs. Subsequently, this publication comprises an inductive 


reference to theory. Specifically, a new sort of patent analysis in terms of the 


identification of probable SEPs was created, and validity was tested partially ex-


ternally by using all ETSI SEPs (leaving out other SSOs) as well as internally in 


the case of DVD technology. 


5.4.5 Analyzing Strategic Moves deriving from Claim-based Product Differ-


entiation (P5) 


This publication addresses the application field of competitor analysis based on 


semantic analysis of patent claims. Building upon KIM AND MAUBORGNE’S (2013) 


blue ocean strategy, this approach finally provides a strategic portfolio that shows 


competitor concentration and product differentiation per company or owner based 


on their intellectual properties (IP) within a technology field. In order to achieve 
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this portfolio, proxies for competitor concentration and product differentiation 


were derived from the semantic analysis of patent claims. By calculating semantic 


similarities between all independent product claims within a patent set through 


the newly introduced claim-specific term-weighting DTW, a fully connected net-


work with companies as nodes and DTWs between them as weights were devel-


oped. This network was applied to calculate the hub score of each company, 


indicating the recent competitor concentration. This sort of network was deployed 


in a cumulative way in regard to the application years per patent claims. In doing 


so, the change of competitor concentration could be identified from one to the 


following year. If the change of competitor concentration indicates a raise in hub 


core (a proxy for competitor concentration), the new patent claims of a company 


push the company into a more semantically common direction (analogy to Red 


Ocean) within a competitive landscape. In case a company decreases its hub 


score, then their new applied patent claims pushes the company into a more se-


mantically unknown area (analogy to Blue Ocean), indicating a strategic step fol-


lowing product differentiation. Consequently, the change in hub score is defined 


as proxy for product differentiation. By applying this method in the case of Blu-


ray technology, the top five companies by total count product claims Samsung, 


LG, Philips, Panasonic, and Sony were analyzed in the time frame from 2003 


until 2015. Then, market data in terms of Amazons bestseller lists were taken into 


account to discuss the results. Thereby, it could be demonstrated that the ap-


proach reproduces several patterns that occurred in the real market when looking 


at Amazon's bestseller list. Consequently, this publication addresses the re-


search question Q3, as it could be demonstrated that the proxies deriving from 


semantic analysis of patent claims can be developed to analyze the competitor 


landscape in regard to the blue ocean strategy. Thereby, this approach involved 


a deductive reference to the theory of blue ocean strategy and internal testing of 


validity using the case of Blu-ray technology. 


5.4.6 Summary 


The answer of the research guiding question Q0 was derived by the answers of 


eight research sub-questions. In this way, this cumulative dissertation could show 


that there is the possibility to generate untapped insights from the semantic anal-
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ysis of patent claims. Especially within the discussed application fields of infor-


mation retrieval, technology forecasting and strategic technology planning, patent  


quality and value identification, and competitor analysis, it could be demonstrated 


that a claim-specific treatment of the claim section enables new insights based 


on internal, external as well as deductive and inductive findings. 
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6. Summary and outlook 


In this chapter, the core theoretical and managerial implications deriving from 


each of the five publications considered are summarized to establish the signifi-


cance of this cumulative dissertation. Finally, an outlook is provided to clarify their 


respective untapped non-validated issues related to this work to comment on po-


tential future research. 


6.1 Theoretical implications 


Concerning theoretical implications, this cumulative dissertation provides two 


main lines of results, namely, methodological improvements to overcome the 


drawbacks of recent approaches and several deductive as well as inductive find-


ings. 


6.1.1 Methodological improvements 


In terms of methodological improvements, the research leading to this disserta-


tion shifted the so-called PatMining approach towards a deeper and legal-based 


way of patent analysis introduced as claim mining. Specifically, patent claims—


the core legal element of a patent—were used for semantic analysis. Exclusive 


processing of the claim part of a patent allowed biases due to duplicate use of 


text fields to be avoided (for example, the first independent claim is part of the 


abstract in most cases) and legal resilience to be enhanced. In order to process 


the anomalous patent claims compared to patent fields such as title, abstract, or 


description, several tasks needed to be fulfilled to ensure correct processing. 


Firstly, each patent claim of the claim section had to be pre-processed so that its 


dependency in terms of independent, multiple dependent, or dependent by hier-


archy levels were identified and tagged claim-wise. Thereby, dependent claims 


were used to inherit the claim category based on patent law. In doing so, the 


problem of losing information, elaborated from YANAGIHORI AND TSUDA (2015) re-


garding claim category and dependency for semantic analysis, was solved. Sec-


ondly, claim categories (product, manufacturing, application, or computer-imple-


mented method/business method) were identified and tagged claim-wise. Thirdly, 


each patent claim was processed by a claim-specific NLP in terms of stopword 


filters, term-weighting by a newly introduced DTW, for example, and development 
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of numerical vectors for a set of terms. In this manner, the Doc2Vec algorithm 


was applied and benchmarked for semantic patent claim analysis exemplarily.  


6.1.2 Deductive and inductive findings 


By using shown methodological enhancements, the research leading to this dis-


sertation deductively tested UTTERBACK AND ABERNATHY’S (1975) innovation dy-


namics theory, KNIGHT’S (2013) hash mark theory as well as existing patent scope 


indicators from the literature (Allison et al., 2003; Caviggioli and Ughetto, 2013; 


Ernst et al., 2010; Ernst and Omland, 2011; Han and Sohn, 2015; Meeks and 


Eldering, 2010; Reitzig, 2004; Sapsalis et al., 2006; van Zeebroeck and van Pot-


telsberghe de Potterie, 2011a, 2011b). In regard to the innovation dynamics the-


ory, it was observed that, in the case of Blu-ray technology, product claims repro-


duce the pattern of product innovations, whereas manufacturing process claims 


reproduce the pattern of process innovation when plotting their dynamics into the 


scale of fluid, transitional, and specific phases. Furthermore, relative Blu-ray tech-


nology, the present work demonstrated that process innovations are followed by 


Blu-ray standards. Consequently, the potential arise that product claims and 


manufacturing claims might be proxies for product respectively process innova-


tion. Because these findings were elaborated on only one case and validity was 


limited internally, the data base was enlarged to ten technologies within the field 


of storage technologies. Finally, 125,132 patents containing 2,080,404 patent 


claims were analyzed by a pooled OLS approach. In doing so, the innovation 


dynamics theory could be confirmed deductively so that each technology could 


be plotted into the fluid, transitional, and specific phases. Furthermore, deductive 


results indicate that process innovation (indicated by manufacturing process 


claims) follows product innovations (indicated by product claims) by a lag. In ad-


dition, the innovation dynamics theory could be inductively enhanced by signifi-


cant findings. Results indicate that product innovations are followed by process 


innovation within the same year or within the lags of three or five years. This was 


the first time that the lag duration between product and process innovation was 


quantified data-driven in a significant way, which made it possible to locate a 


technology within the phases of the innovation cycle. As mentioned before, pro-


cess innovations can occur in the same year as product innovations. Conse-
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quently, it can be concluded that there are two different types of process innova-


tions, namely, effective-orientated ones (often claimed in the same patent of the 


product innovation), which are necessary to product first versions of a product, 


and efficient-orientated ones (mostly claimed without a product innovation in the 


patent), which aim to reduce the costs for manufacturing products. In particular, 


the effective-orientated manufacturing process claims indicating process innova-


tions have not yet been part of the innovation dynamics theory; however, as elab-


orated by this work, this theory might be enhanced by them. 


In regard to further deductive findings, the semantic analysis of claim dependen-


cies leading into a patent scope indicator is the entry point for testing KNIGHT’S 


(2013) hash mark theory. Indeed, this theory—which suggests that emerging 


technologies are patented broadly at the beginning while getting patented more 


narrowly over time—could be significantly reproduced. Furthermore, the ap-


proaches of Allison et al., 2003; Caviggioli and Ughetto, 2013; Ernst et al., 2010; 


Ernst and Omland, 2011; Han and Sohn, 2015; Meeks and Eldering, 2010; Reit-


zig, 2004; Sapsalis et al., 2006; van Zeebroeck and van Pottelsberghe de Potterie, 


2011a, 2011b regarding the behavior of patent scope compared to other biblio-


metric indicators could be significantly reproduced. In contrast to these confirma-


tions, it could be demonstrated that a higher count of claims does not result in an 


increase in patent scope in general.  


The last theoretical finding derived from the use and benchmark of a Doc2Vec 


application to find the most similar documents for the issue of identifying standard 


codes regarding SEPs. Accuracy in identifying the correct similar documents 


proved to be higher when using the terms of the claim section for building a nu-


merical vector instead of title plus abstract. Consequently, the claim section was 


identified as the more discriminative and thus useful source for this task. 


6.2 Managerial implications 


Concerning managerial implications, this dissertation mainly provides four use-


case driven lines of results supporting analysts, strategist, IP managers as well 


as patent attorneys and offices in their daily work. In the following, the four lines 


comprising information retrieval, technology scouting and planning, road mapping 


and management, and competitor analysis and risk management are explained. 
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6.2.1 Information retrieval 


The first line tackles the application field of information retrieval. In this regard, 


applicants of the shown methods are enabled to set up claim-specific filters to 


search through patents. Consequently, a claim-wise searching aid is provided to 


easily search on the level of patent claims instead of patents. As an example, 


claims can be found based on a certain dependency level as well as in combina-


tion with a certain claim category and search terms. This is useful for retrieving 


exactly only the claims of the patent that are, for example, independent and con-


cern a product within a chosen search domain or technology for scouting issues. 


This achievement also can be a support and suggestion aid for patent attorneys 


searching for certain claims when developing claim chart analysis. Finally, this 


can reasonably reduce the efforts in the manual reading of patent claims because 


if a search result hits the reader directly, they can read the right claims and do 


not have to screen through the whole patent. 


6.2.2 Technology scouting and planning, road mapping, and management 


The second line tackles the application field of technology scouting and planning, 


road mapping, and management. By providing the dynamics of product and pro-


cess innovations within a technology or technology field, applicants of the shown 


methods are enabled to get insights into the maturity of a technology. This sup-


port can be used as a data-driven part of decision-making to define the financial 


resources of R&D investments per technology, to choose partners for strategic 


partnerships, or to acquire companies in terms of preparing M&A decisions or IP 


Due Diligences. By using the introduced patent scope indicator, applicants of this 


patent value indicator are enabled to scout for anomalous patent scopes in a 


technology may indicating potential new solutions. Furthermore, with a semantic 


patent scope indicator, analysis is applicable much earlier than with patent scope 


indicators that are based on patent classes or citations. In combination with pa-


tent category filtering, new products or services can be scouted more efficiently. 


Even more, strategic partnerships may be created by using the average scope 


for evaluating suitable companies and their internal competencies in the range of 


generalists (low-average company patent scope) or specialists (high average 


company patent scope) within a technology field. Additionally, the aid for identi-


fying SEPs can be applied to scout for technologies that reach the maturity of 
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settlement because they are taken into account for the establishment of a stand-


ard. 


6.2.3 Competitor analysis 


The third line tackles the application field of competitor analysis. Specifically, ap-


plicants of the shown method are enabled to evaluate competitors within fields of 


actions by the patent value indicator of patent scope as well as by identified de-


clared and potential SEPs. Besides this evaluation, competitors can be analyzed 


with regard to the blue ocean strategy on a legal-based semantic patent claims 


analysis. Consequently, past strategic steps of competitors can be visualized, 


and later strategic steps on the market in terms of product differentiation can be 


anticipated by the shown method. On the one hand, this method supports in re-


ceiving signals from data when a company’s blue ocean turns into a red ocean 


because of new market entrants applying for new technological solutions or tech-


nologies affecting the own field of action. On the other hand, this method supports 


in entering a new blue ocean, as it enables the applicant to simulate the dynamics 


in the IP landscape when applying new technological solutions. Consequently, 


companies may achieve higher profits on the market based on competitive ad-


vantages deriving from exclusive rights when reorganizing their patent portfolio. 


6.2.4 Risk management 


The fourth line tackles the application field of risk management. Applicants of the 


shown methods can improve a company’s risk management regarding SEPs and 


licenses. Using the data-driven possibility to identify not only the declared SEPs 


in the own fields of action but also potential SEPs that have not yet been declared 


as SEPs can support companies following the described approaches. Specifically, 


companies are supported in adjusting own activities, saving provisions, or starting 


negotiations with competitors aiming at creating strategic alliances before license 


fees have to be paid, in the worst case, for the last decades (Arora and Cec-


cagnoli, 2006). In the context of risk management, the described methods can 


support applicants in searching through the own patent portfolio to identify poten-


tial SEPs that have the possibility to be declared as SEP. Once a new patent may 


be declared as SEP, it may produce income by license fees causing competitive 


advantages. Furthermore, shown methods provide support in the cost-intensive 
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declaration process since corresponding data-driven standards can be gained, 


leading to reduced manual efforts and costs. 


6.3 Outlook and future research 


This cumulative dissertation focuses on the semantic analysis of patent claims. 


Taking the well-known PatMining process as a baseline, this work provides an in-


depth investigation into patent claims by proposing a new framework called claim 


mining. As shown in previous sections, several methodological enhancements 


and deductive as well as inductive findings could be elaborated. Nevertheless, 


this work leaves unsettled research aspects open, whether because of untapped 


issues or missing external validity. To this regard, the four following issues are 


discussed in the following sections: the analyzed data, the methodology, the ref-


erence to existing theories, and the usefulness for further application fields  


6.3.1 Analyzed data 


Concerning the analyzed data, this dissertation has focused on storage technol-


ogies through the considered all publications based on proven search queries 


from ALBERT (2015). Even though the database has partially reached more than 


two million patent claims from more than 125,000 patents, the described ap-


proaches should be tested on both different technology fields, such as telecom-


munication, and different competitor landscapes. This is important because every 


technology field differs in its dynamics due to different environmental factors, 


such as legal regulation, product life cycles, consumer behavior, or competitor 


landscapes. The present work focused on U.S. territory because of the accurate 


data availability of U.S. claims, as well as the possibility to apply the well-re-


searched NLP for the English language. Consequently, further research should 


benchmark shown approaches even for other regions and countries causing the 


treatment of other languages so that regional aspects can be researched by pa-


tent claim analysis. This is important because technology, as well as competition, 


is not limited to a country or a region but has become a global phenomenon, even 


though the U.S. market is a huge one when looking at the gross domestic product 


(GDP). Furthermore, data enhancement could be a future research line to identify 


SEPs. The present work focused on ETSI because of its data availability. How-


ever, there are several other SSOs, such as DIN, ISO or SAE, declaring important 
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SEPs even for other technology fields compared to ETSI’s key focus on telecom-


munication. Even though this work focused on semantic, technology-driven pa-


tent analysis, future research should include other control variables deriving from 


sociological, technological, economic, and political (STEEP) change, when fol-


lowing FLEISHER AND BENSOUSSAN (2015), for instance. In this manner, infor-


mation regarding product data, financial data, social behavior, ecology, and po-


litical, environmental factors could be taken into account to validate the described 


findings by a 360° perspective. 


6.3.2 Methodology 


In regard to the methodology, eight aspects should be tackled by future research.  


1. This dissertation focuses on the categorization of patent claims relative to prod-


uct, manufacturing process, application process, and computer-imple-


mented/business method claims. Consequently, it is possible to categorize prod-


uct claims in further sub-categories as done for process claims. Future ap-


proaches could thus provide higher resolutions for product analysis within com-


petitor landscapes, for example. Furthermore, the findings regarding effective-


orientated and efficient-orientated manufacturing process claims should be re-


searched in the future.  


2. Additionally, a further line of research could study further combinations of pa-


tent claim categories and claims dependencies to gain additional theoretical in-


sights. Research has hitherto focused on either all dependency levels or just in-


dependent claims in combination with product or manufacturing process claims. 


A further combination could comprise the yet untapped application process or 


computer-implemented method claims to analyze their patterns towards depend-


ency levels or innovation dynamics.  


3. Furthermore, this work is based on a few design decisions. For example, the 


introduced term “weighted DTW” weights each term within a patent claim de-


scending by its index. In this regard, also the inverted way or another distribution 


could be useful and may thus be benchmarked in the future. In addition, the 


method for identifying SEPs was created on the whole patent claim section as 


semantic content. Should ETSI provide concordance lists regarding declared 
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SEPs claim-wise instead of patent-wise, this should be taken into account by fu-


ture research. Specifically, the described approach could be improved because, 


in specific standards, essentialness is based on certain claims instead of the 


whole patent.  


4. In order to reach partial external validity, this work applies pooled OLS. In gen-


eral, variations of it, as well as several other statistical methods, could be used 


likewise to achieve further validation. In this context, the pooled OLS was devel-


oped based on whole application years. In order to get further insights, future 


research could build up such models by using weekly or monthly time series since 


they are available in the application date per patent claim.  


5. Relative to the issue of applying the blue ocean strategy, the provided portfolio 


is based on application years. Future research could expand the information of 


application years by semantic topics so that not just the emergence of product 


differentiation as part of the innovation value can be plotted but also its semantic 


content.  


6. This dissertation has split the claim section into each claim for deeper analysis. 


In fact, there is the possibility to further split even the claims into a more singular 


way. Based on Rule 75(e), patent claims in Jepson style comprise the three parts 


of preamble, transition phrase, and body. This level can also be modeled by fu-


ture research to enlarge the possibility of information retrieval and to enable fur-


ther analysis. Furthermore, the body section, too, can be split up into each feature 


of the claim, which could represent a useful aid to support patent attorneys in 


their claim chart analysis.  


7. As mentioned relative to the data issues, other control variables from a more 


general perspective should be introduced in future research. Furthermore, also 


from a methodological point of view, it would make sense to combine other se-


mantic data fields from the patent document. The present work can represent a 


basis for future research to analyze the anomalous claim section. Furthermore, 


keeping in mind the described claim-specific approaches, further data fields, to-


gether with their special domain factors, could be researched in depth to perform 


a semantic analysis of multiple data fields. Given that it is based on patent law, 


the description is the part to be used for interpreting the claims if uncertainty in 
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terms of their understanding arises. Specifically, the alignment of claims and de-


scription should be further researched.  


8. The most far-reaching line of future research for methodology concerns the 


regional aspect of territory. In order to process also patent claims that are not 


written in the English language, the whole area of NLP has to be improved for 


other languages, and recent drawbacks have to be overcome. In addition, the 


issue of data availability of claims in other languages should be solved, and de-


viations based on other patent laws should be considered. 


6.3.3 Reference to existing theories 


Concerning the references of shown approaches to existing theories, further re-


search should be undertaken in the future. The present work focused on single 


actors in terms of companies. This perspective could be enlarged by clustering 


companies or actors into their roles following, for instance, the concept of leader 


and follower by MIHM ET AL. (2015). Patent strategies might thus be asserted and 


generalized by roles. Additionally, the perspective of heterogeneity and technol-


ogy evolution, as elaborated by ADNER AND LEVINTHAL (2001), could be taken into 


account. A further line of research could comprise a deeper analysis of founded 


effective and efficient-orientated manufacturing process claims indicating a dif-


ferentiated view on process innovations. In this context, the existence of corre-


sponding theories in the literature should be research. 


6.3.4 Usefulness for further application fields 


Regarding the usefulness of shown approaches for further application fields, two 


main aspects should be discussed. On the one hand, the application field of in-


fringement analysis or freedom-to-operate (FTO) analysis seems to be a promis-


ing application field because of the legal significance that patent claims hold. On 


the other hand, the application field of human resource intelligence also seems 


valuable, since shown approaches can be easily used to transfer the patented 


categories into competency fields for the corresponding authors. In this manner, 


the competencies could be gained through data in the range of product, manu-


facturing, application, or computer-implemented competencies. By combining 
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these findings with shown patent scope indicator, authors can also be character-


ized in terms of specialists or generalists per claim category.
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APPENDIX A: AMAZONS BESTSELLER LIST USA 


Rank Product description Company Score 


1 Sony BDPS3700 Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player with Wi-Fi Sony 100 


2 Sony WIRED Streaming Blu-Ray/DVD Disc Player BDPS 1700 Sony 99 


3 Sony BDPS6700 4K Upscaling 3D Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 98 


4 Samsung BD-J5100 BD-JM51 Curved Blu-Ray Player 2015 Model Samsung 97 


5 
Samsung Blu-ray DVD Disc Player With Built-in Wi-Fi 1080p & Full HD Upconversion, Plays Blu… 


BD-J5700 
Samsung 96 


6 Sony UBP-X700 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player (2018 Model) Sony 95 


7 Samsung BD-JM57C Streaming Blu-ray Player with Wi-Fi Samsung 94 


8 Samsung BD-J6300 Streaming 4K Upscaling 3D Wi-Fi Built-In Blu-ray Player Bundle includes Blu Samsung 93 


9 
Samsung Blu-ray DVD Disc Player With Built-in Wi-Fi 1080p & Full HD Upconversion, Plays Blu… 


BD-J5700 
Samsung 92 


10 Sony BDP-S3700 Blu-Ray Disc Player with Built-in Wi-Fi + Remote Control Sony 91 


11 Sony BDPS1700 WIRED Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 90 


12 Samsung BD-J5700 Curved Blu-ray Player with Wi-Fi Samsung 89 


13 Sony UBP-X800 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player Sony 88 


14 Sony BDPS3700 Streaming WiFi Blu Ray Player Sony 87 


15 Samsung UBD-K8500 UBD-KM85C Wi-Fi 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player Samsung 86 


16 
Samsung Blu-ray DVD Disc Player With Built-in Wi-Fi 1080p & Full HD Upconversion, Plays Blu… 


BD-J5700 
Samsung 85 


17 
Samsung Blu-ray DVD Disc Player With Built-in Wi-Fi 1080p & Full HD Upconversion, Plays Blu… 


BD-J5700 
Samsung 84 


18 Sony BDP-S6700 4K Upscaling 3D Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player Built in WiFi Sony 83 


19 Sony BDP-S3700 Streaming WiFi Blu Ray Player with Tyler 6ft HDMI Cable Sony 82 


20 Samsung BD-JM51 Blu-Ray Player with Wired Streaming Samsung 81 


21 LG BPM25 Blu-Ray Disc™ Player w/ Streaming Services LG 80 


22 Samsung UBD-M9500/ZA 4K UHD Blu-Ray Player Samsung 79 


23 Samsung BD-JM51 Blu-Ray Player, Black Samsung 78 


24 Sony BDP-S3700 Blu-Ray Disc Player with Built-in Wi-Fi + Remote Control Sony 77 


25 SONY S1700 Multi System All Region CodeFree Blu Ray Disc DVD Player Sony 76 


26 Samsung BD-J5100 1080p 1 Disc(s) Blu-ray Disc Player Model BD-J5100/ZA Samsung 75 


27 LG UP875 LG 4K 3D Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player with Remote Control LG 74 


28 Samsung BD-KM85C 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Samsung 73 


29 Sony BDP-S3700 Region Free Blu-ray Player, Sony 72 


30 Sony BDP-S6500 Upgraded Multi-Region Zone Free Sony 71 


31 Blu Ray Drive, TopElek USB 3.0 External Blu Ray Player Writer, 4K Portab TopElek 70 


32 Samsung BD-J5700/ BD-JM57 Wi-Fi Blu-ray Disc Player Samsung 69 


33 Samsung BD-J5700 Curved Blu-ray Player with Samsung 68 


34 LG  4K UBK80 Ultra-HD Blu-ray Player LG 67 


35 Philips 4K UHD Upconversion Blu-Ray DVD Player BDP3502/F7 Philips 66 


36 Samsung UBD-M8500/ZA 4K UHD Blu-Ray Player Samsung 65 


37 Sony BDP-S1700 Multi Region Blu-ray DVD Sony 64 


38 Sony BDPS6700 4K Upscaling 3D Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 63 


39 LG UP875 LG 4K Ultra HD 3D Blu-ray Player with Remote Control LG 62 


40 Sony BDP-S3700 Blu-Ray Disc Player Built Sony 61 


41 Sony BDPS1700 WIRED Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 60 


42 Sanyo Blu-ray / DVD Player with Built-in WiFi and USB Port Sanyo 59 


43 Sony Region Free UBP-X800/UBP-UX80 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player UHD Sony 58 


44 Samsung UBD-M7500/ZA UHD Blu-Ray Player (USA Version) + HD Audio Compatible and 4K Samsung 57 
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Ultra HD 


45 Sony BDPS6500 3D 4K Upscaling Blu-ray Player with Wi-Fi Sony 56 


46 Sony BDPS6500 3D 4K Upscaling Blu-ray Player with Wi-Fi Sony 55 


47 Samsung BD-J6300 3D Wi-Fi Blu-Ray Player Samsung 54 


48 Samsung UBD-M7500 4K UHD Blu-ray Player Samsung 53 


49 Sony Multi Zone Region Free Blu Ray Player Sony 52 


50 Sony BDPS3500 Blu-ray Player with Wi-Fi Sony 51 


51 Philips 4K UHD Dolby Vision Blu-ray Player w/ Built-in Wireless LAN and Streaming BDP7502 Philips 50 


52 Samsung Electronics UBD-K8500 3D Wi-Fi 4K Ultra HD Blu-ray Player Samsung 49 


53 LG UBK90 4K Ultra-HD Blu-ray Player with Dolby Vision LG 48 


54 LG UP875 LG 4K 3D Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player with Remote Control LG 47 


55 Samsung UBD-M7500/ZA 4K UHD Blu-Ray Player Samsung 46 


56 Sony Multi Zone Region Free Blu Ray Player Sony 45 


57 Samsung BD-J5900 Wi-Fi & 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player HDMI Cable Samsung 44 


58 LG BP175 Region Free Blu-ray Player, Multi region LG 43 


59 Samsung BD-J5900 Curved 3D Blu-ray Player with Wi-Fi Samsung 42 


60 Samsung BD-H5900 Upgraded Wi-Fi Multi Region Zone Free Blu Ray Samsung 41 


61 Panasonic Smart Network 4K Upscaling 3D Blu-Ray Disc & Streaming Player DMP-BDT270 Panasonic 40 


62 LG BPM35 / BP350 Blu-Ray Disc Player with Built-In Wi-Fi & Apps LG 39 


63 Samsung J5900RF Wi-Fi Samsung 38 


64 Magnavox MBP1700 Blu-Ray Player Magnavox 37 


65 CUTRIP 10.1 Inch Portable Blu-Ray DVD Player with HDMI Output CUTRIP 36 


66 Samsung BD-J5100 Curved Blu-Ray Disc Player with Remote control Samsung 35 


67 Sony BDP-S3200 Blu-Ray Disc Player with Wi-Fi Sony 34 


68 OPPO UDP-203 Ultra HD Blu-ray Disc Player Oppo 33 


69 Re-furbished LG BPM25 multi system all zone regionfree blu ray DVD LG 32 


70 Samsung BD-5700 Multi Region Free Zone Blu-Ray DVD Player Samsung 31 


71 Samsung J5700RF Blu-Ray DVD Player with 2D Samsung 30 


72 Sony UBPX800 Streaming 4K Ultra HD 3D Hi-Res Audio Sony 29 


73 Sony BDP-S6700 Multi Region Blu-ray DVD Region Free Player 110-240 volts Sony 28 


74 Samsung BD-JM63 3D Blu-Ray Player Samsung 27 


75 LG BPM-35 Region Free Blu-ray Player, Multi region Smart Wifi 110-240 volts LG 26 


76 2017 LG UP875 4K Ultra HD 3D Blu-ray Player with Remote Control, HDR LG 25 


77 Samsung UBD-K8500 UBD-K8M5C 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Samsung 24 


78 LG BP-350 Region Free Blu-ray Player LG 23 


79 LG UBK90 Streaming 4k UHD Blu-Ray Player w/ Dolby Vision LG 22 


80 Sony BDPS3200 Blu-ray Disc Player Sony 21 


81 Tascam BD-01U Rackmount Blu-Ray DVD Player Tascam 20 


82 Samsung Smart WIFI Blu-Ray Disc Player with 1080p HD, Plays Blu-ray Discs, DVDs & CDs Samsung 19 


83 Samsung BD-F5700 Wi-Fi Blu-Ray Player Samsung 18 


84 Samsung Smart Blu-ray Disc Player Samsung 17 


85 Samsung BD-J6300/ZAR Wi-Fi 4K UHD Upscaling 3D Blu-ray Player Samsung 16 


86 Sony Bdps1200 Wired Streaming Blu-ray Disc Player Sony 15 


87 SONY X800 2K/4K UHD - 2D/3D - Wi-Fi 2.4/5.0 Ghz - Clear Audio Sony 14 


88 Panasonic DMP-BD30K 1080p Blu-Ray Disc Player Panasonic 13 


89 SONY X700 - 2K/4K UHD - 2D/3D - Wi-Fi - SA-CD Sony 12 


90 SONY BDP-S1700 High Res Audio Blu Ray Disc DVD Player Sony 11 


91 Sony BDPS5200 3D Blu-ray Disc Player with Wi-Fi Sony 10 
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92 iVid BD780 Multi Region Free 3D Blu Ray DVD Player PAL/NTSC 110-240 iVid 9 


93 Samsung BD-JM57 Blu-Ray Player Wi-Fi with Built-in Apps Samsung 8 


94 Sony BDP-S3700 Streaming Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 7 


95 Yamaha BD-S681 Blu-ray Disc Player Yamaha 6 


96 Sony BDP-S590 3D Blu-ray Disc Player with Wi-Fi Sony 5 


97 Sony 2D/3D Multi System Zone All Region Code free Blu Ray and DVD Player Sony 4 


98 Samsung BD-H5100 Blu-Ray Disc Player Samsung 3 


99 Sony BDP-S6500 Multi Region Blu-ray DVD Region Free Player Sony 2 


100 Philips BDP7501 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Philips 1 
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APPENDIX B: AMAZONS BESTSELLER LIST GERMANY 


Rank Product description Company Score 


1 Samsung BD-J4500R Blu-ray Player Samsung 100 


2 LG BP250 Blu-Ray Player LG 99 


3 Sony BDP-S1700 Blu-Ray-Player Sony 98 


4 Sony BDP-S6700 Blu-Ray-Player Sony 97 


5 Samsung BD-J5500 3D Blu-Ray Player Samsung 96 


6 Samsung UBD-M8500 Curved Blu-Ray Player  Samsung 95 


7 Panasonic DMP-BDT167EG Kompakter 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 94 


8 Samsung BD-J6300/ZG Blu-Ray Player Samsung 93 


9 Sony UBPX800 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 92 


10 Sony UBP-X700 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Disc Player Sony 91 


11 Sony BDP-S3700 Blu-Ray-Player Sony 90 


12 Panasonic DMP-BDT385EG 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 89 


13 Samsung UBD-M9500 Blu-Ray Player Samsung 88 


14 Panasonic DMP-UB314EGK Ultra HD Blu-Ray-Player Panasonic 87 


15 Samsung BD-H6500 3D Blu-ray-Player Samsung 86 


16 Panasonic DMP-BDT168EG Kompakter 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 85 


17 Panasonic DMP-BDT184EG 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 84 


18 LG UP970 Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player LG 83 


19 Pioneer BDP-180-K 3D Blu-ray Player Pioneer 82 


20 LG BP556 3D Blu-Ray Player LG 81 


21 Sony UHP-H1 3D Blu-Ray und DVD Player mit High-Resolution Audio Sony 80 


22 Panasonic DMP-BDT384EG 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 79 


23 Pioneer BDP-X300-B 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player Pioneer 78 


24 Philips BDP 7500 BL Blu-Ray Player Philips 77 


25 Samsung BD-F5100/EN Smart Blu-ray Player Samsung 76 


26 Panasonic DP-UB424EGS Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 75 


27 Panasonic DP-UB424EGK Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 74 


28 Panasonic DMP-UB404EGK Ultra HD Blu-Ray-Player Panasonic 73 


29 Panasonic DMP-BDT185EG 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 72 


30 Yamaha BD-S681 Blu-Ray-Player  Yamaha 71 


31 Sony BDP-S6500 Blu-Ray Player Sony 70 


32 Sony BDP-S4500 Blu-Ray Player Sony 69 


33 Samsung UBD-K8500/EN 3D Curved Blu-Ray Player Samsung 68 


34 Panasonic DP-UB824EGK Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 67 


35 Samsung BD-J7500 3D Blu-Ray Player  Samsung 66 


36 Xbox One S 2TB Konsole mit 4K Blu-ray Player Microsoft 65 


37 Sony 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player UBP-X800 Sony 64 


38 Sony UBPX1000ES 4K/UHD BlueRay Player Sony 63 


39 Panasonic DMP-UB704EGK Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 62 


40 Samsung BD-H5500 3D Blu-ray-Player Samsung 61 


41 DVD Mini Blu-ray-Player mit HDMI LG 60 


42 Samsung BD-H8500 HD-Recorder mit Twin Tuner und 3D Blu-ray Player  Samsung 59 


43 Samsung BD-H8900 HD-Recorder mit Twin Tuner und 3D Blu-ray Player  Samsung 58 


44 Philips BDP2590W/12 3D Blu-Ray Disc-/DVD-Player  Philips 57 
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45 Philips BDP2590B/12 3D Blu-Ray Disc-/DVD-Player Philips 56 


46 Samsung BD-E8300/EN 3D Blu-ray-Rekorder 320GB Samsung 55 


47 Oppo UDP-203 4K Ultra HD Blu-Ray Disc Player Oppo 54 


48 Panasonic DMP-UB900EGK Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 53 


49 
Samsung BD-H8909S HD-Recorder und Satelliten Receiver mit Twin Tuner und 3D Blu-


ray 
Samsung 52 


50 LG BP740 3D Blu-ray Player LG 51 


51 Samsung BD-J5900 3D Blu-Ray Player Samsung 50 


52 Samsung BD-F5500/EN 3D-Blu-ray-Player Samsung 49 


53 Samsung BD-J5500E 3D Blu-Ray Player Samsung 48 


54 LG BP550 3D Blu-ray Player LG 47 


55 Onkyo BD-SP353 (B) Blu-Ray Player Onkyo 46 


56 Samsung BD-F7500/EN Blu-ray-Player Samsung 45 


57 Sony BDP-S5200 Blu-ray-Player  Sony 44 


58 Sony BDP-S5500 Blu-Ray Player Sony 43 


59 Samsung BD-F5500E/EN 3D-Blu-ray-Player  Samsung 42 


60 Premium Ultra HD Blu-Ray Player DP-UB9004EGK 
 


41 


61 Sony UBP-X800 4K Blu-ray Disc Player Bundle Sony 40 


62 Philips BDP2510B/12 Blu-Ray Disc-/DVD-Player  Philips 39 


63 Sony BDP-S7200 Blu-ray Player Sony 38 


64 Pioneer BDP-X300-S 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player Pioneer 37 


65 Pioneer BDP-180-S 3D Blu-Ray Player Pioneer 36 


66 Marantz UD7007 Blu-ray Player Marantz 35 


67 LG BP440 3D-Blu-ray-Player  LG 34 


68 Onkyo BD-SP353 (S) Blu-Ray Player Onkyo 33 


69 Sony BDP-S185 Blu-ray/DVD-Player Sony 32 


70 Denon DBT-3313UD High End 3D Universal Blu-ray-Player  Denon 31 


71 LG BP430 3D Blu-ray-Player mit Smart TV LG 30 


72 Philips BDP2180/12 3D-Blu-ray Player  Philips 29 


73 Philips BDP3210B/12 Blu-Ray Disc/DVD-Player Philips 28 


74 Panasonic DMP-BDT465EG9 3D Blu-ray Player Panasonic 27 


75 Samsung BD-E5300 Blu-ray-Player Samsung 26 


76 Yamaha BD-S681 Blu-Ray-Player Titan Yamaha 25 


77 Philips BDP3490/12 3D-Blu-ray Player Philips 24 


78 LG HR929C 3D Blu-ray-Player mit Festplatte 1TB LG 23 


79 Sony BDP-S4200 Blu-ray-Player Sony 22 


80 Philips BDP7700/12 Blu-ray-Player Philips 21 


81 Sony bdp-s1700 Smart icos Multi Region alle Code Zone Free Blu-ray Player Sony 20 


82 Panasonic DMP-BDT570EG 3D Blu-Ray Player Panasonic 19 


83 Denon DBT-3313UD High End 3D Universal Blu-ray-Player Denon 18 


84 LG BP740B 3D Blu-Ray Player LG 17 


85 Sony BDP-S790 Blu-ray Player Sony 16 


86 Samsung BD-H5900 3D Blu-ray-Player Samsung 15 


87 Samsung BD-F6500/EN Blu-ray-Player Samsung 14 


88 Panasonic DMP-BDT500EG 3D Blu-ray-Player Panasonic 13 


89 Philips BDP7750 3D Blu-Ray/DVD Player Philips 12 


90 Samsung BD-E5500 3D-Blu-ray-Player Samsung 11 


91 Philips BDP3300/12 Blu-ray Disc/DVD-Player Philips 10 
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92 Yamaha BD-S677 Blu-ray Player Yamaha 9 


93 Popcorn Hour A-500 4K/UHD Mediaplayer Sigma Desigs 8 


94 - 
 


7 


95 Sony BDP-S490 3D-Blu-ray Player Sony 6 


96 Pioneer BDP-X300-W 3D Blu-Ray Disc Player Pioneer 5 


97 Panasonic DMP-BDT374EG BluRay Player Panasonic 4 


98 Samsung BD-J4500 Blu-ray Player Samsung 3 


99 LG BP240 Blu-ray Player LG 2 


100 Philips BDP2510W/12 Blu-Ray Disc/DVD-Player Philips 1 
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APPENDIX C: TOP COMPANIES BY DESCENDING NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT 


PRODUCT CLAIMS 


  


Company # product (main) claims 


SONY CORP 1105 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 1044 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 369 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 339 


HITACHI LTD 324 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV 203 


FUNAI DENKI KK 130 


TOSHIBA KK 125 


HON HAI PRECISION IND CO LTD 109 


PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORP 106 


KONICA CORP 99 


QUALCOMM INC 96 


INTEL CORP 91 


MEDIATEK INC 88 


MARVELL WORLD TRADE LTD 71 


BROADCOM CORP 70 


MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORP 63 


THOMSON LICENSING 60 


Innovative Network Corporation of Japan 46 


COMCAST CABLE COMMUNICATIONS INC 33 
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APPENDIX D: SIMILARITY MEASUREMENT BETWEEN TOP COMPANIES 


Company A Company B Distance DTW-Similarity 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV LG ELECTRONICS INC 0.348172 0.651827 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 0.568365 0.431634 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 0.508895 0.491104 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV SONY CORP 0.548873 0.451126 


LG ELECTRONICS INC MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 0.480641 0.519358 


LG ELECTRONICS INC SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 0.368121 0.631878 


LG ELECTRONICS INC SONY CORP 0.504343 0.495656 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 0.6049821 0.395017 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK SONY CORP 0.577005 0.422994 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD SONY CORP 0.606825 0.393174 
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APPENDIX E: TOP COMPANIES AND ITS PRODUCT DIFFERENTIATIONS PER 


YEAR 


Company 
Iteratio


n 


Claim


s 


Hub score (-


1) 


Hub 


score 


Product 


differentiation 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2005 96 0 


0.79752


9 
0.797529 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2006 30 0.797529 


0.80901


3 
0.011484 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2007 36 0.809013 


0.85838


2 
0.049369 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2008 8 0.858382 


0.93558


7 
0.077204 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2009 11 0.935587 


0.88162


6 
-0.05396 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2010 9 0.881626 


0.92109


9 
0.039472 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2011 3 0.921099 


0.89859


9 
-0.0225 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2012 0 0.898599 


0.89398


1 
-0.00462 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2013 3 0.893981 


0.88509


6 
-0.00889 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2014 0 0.885096 


0.88950


2 
0.004406 


KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS 


NV 
2015 4 0.889502 


0.88177


4 
-0.00773 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2003 74 0 1 1 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2004 150 1 1 0 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2005 67 1 0.8828 -0.1172 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2006 21 0.8828 
0.72301


2 
-0.15979 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2007 17 0.723012 
0.78479


5 
0.061783 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2008 9 0.784795 
0.91283


2 
0.128037 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2009 10 0.912832 1 0.087168 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2010 8 1 1 0 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2011 6 1 1 0 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2012 6 1 
0.96720


8 
-0.03279 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2013 1 0.967208 
0.96473


4 
-0.00247 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2014 0 0.964734 0.96668 0.001946 


LG ELECTRONICS INC 2015 0 0.96668 
0.96537


3 
-0.00131 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2003 4 0 
0.83473


4 
0.834734 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2004 35 0.834734 
0.85891


9 
0.024185 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2005 38 0.858919 
0.71502


4 
-0.1439 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2006 68 0.715024 
0.53588


3 
-0.17914 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2007 138 0.535883 
0.49088


4 
-0.045 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2008 126 0.490884 
0.53464


5 
0.04376 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2009 166 0.534645 
0.72271


7 
0.188072 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2010 171 0.722717 
0.78077


5 
0.058058 
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MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2011 113 0.780775 
0.70427


7 
-0.0765 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2012 97 0.704277 
0.67145


2 
-0.03282 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2013 52 0.671452 
0.66798


9 
-0.00346 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2014 34 0.667989 
0.66739


8 
-0.00059 


MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK 2015 2 0.667398 0.6623 -0.0051 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2003 11 0 
0.96589


8 
0.965898 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2004 44 0.965898 
0.96361


8 
-0.00228 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2005 26 0.963618 
0.82697


2 
-0.13665 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2006 45 0.826972 
0.65177


3 
-0.1752 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2007 52 0.651773 
0.69272


8 
0.040955 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2008 45 0.692728 
0.76035


6 
0.067627 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2009 30 0.760356 
0.77495


5 
0.014599 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2010 27 0.774955 
0.76656


8 
-0.00839 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2011 30 0.766568 
0.68029


3 
-0.08627 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2012 7 0.680293 
0.66096


9 
-0.01932 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2013 12 0.660969 0.6766 0.015631 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2014 6 0.6766 
0.67746


1 
0.000861 


SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD 2015 4 0.677461 
0.68564


2 
0.008181 


SONY CORP 2004 25 0 
0.82950


3 
0.829503 


SONY CORP 2005 47 0.829503 
0.82686


3 
-0.00264 


SONY CORP 2006 106 0.826863 
0.58663


3 
-0.24023 


SONY CORP 2007 146 0.586633 
0.55935


5 
-0.02728 


SONY CORP 2008 136 0.559355 
0.58016


1 
0.020807 


SONY CORP 2009 159 0.580161 
0.55179


1 
-0.02837 


SONY CORP 2010 186 0.551791 
0.66963


1 
0.117841 


SONY CORP 2011 151 0.669631 
0.61153


6 
-0.0581 


SONY CORP 2012 73 0.611536 
0.62858


6 
0.017049 


SONY CORP 2013 52 0.628586 
0.62323


9 
-0.00535 


SONY CORP 2014 24 0.623239 
0.61922


3 
-0.00402 


SONY CORP 2015 0 0.619223 
0.61442


1 
-0.0048 
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APPENDIX F: TOP COMPANIES AND ITS OVERALL PPRODUCT DIFFERENTIATION 


Rank Company 
Overall product 


differentiation 
Years of 


competition 
# Claims 


1 QUALCOMM INC -0.779879057 11 96 


2 
COMCAST CABLE COMMUNICATIONS 


INC 
-0.68733473 9 32 


3 INTEL CORP -0.656715816 12 91 


4 MARVELL WORLD TRADE LTD -0.529341193 10 71 


5 TOSHIBA KK -0.487426591 11 125 


6 MATSUSHITA DENKI SANGYO KK -0.486509888 13 1044 


7 SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO LTD -0.428110667 13 339 


8 Innovative Network Corporation of Japan -0.427046692 11 46 


9 HITACHI LTD -0.405286536 12 324 


10 BROADCOM CORP -0.382192961 11 70 


11 SONY CORP -0.370778699 12 1105 


12 THOMSON LICENSING -0.358225582 12 60 


13 LG ELECTRONICS INC -0.313560748 13 369 


14 MITSUBISHI ELECTRIC CORP -0.294271657 9 63 


15 KONICA CORP -0.291683643 12 99 


16 PIONEER ELECTRONIC CORP -0.267448795 13 106 


17 HON HAI PRECISION IND CO LTD -0.227481541 11 109 


18 FUNAI DENKI KK -0.225267741 11 130 


19 MEDIATEK INC -0.130014924 12 88 


20 KONINK PHILIPS ELECTRONICS NV -0.097690838 11 200 
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